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Book series preface
Language Studies, Science and Engineering

I am very pleased to introduce Catherine Caws and Marie-Josée Hamel edited book which is the second publication in the Language Studies, Science and Engineering series. The book series was initiated to allow applied linguists and STEM professionals to interact around research methodologies and questions which are of mutual interest. Interdisciplinarity is at the heart of the current book as engineering, science and technology are integrated in an innovative discussion of ways in which language and literacy can be developed. The emphasis is on design and technology, the content is literacy and language and the approach directly drawn from current understanding in engineering. Together this is a powerful combination of disciplines and understandings and functions in the established applied linguistic tradition of utilizing all available resources, approaches and methodologies in solving real world problems and furthering educational issues.

Catherine Caws and Marie-Josée Hamel take this book series in new directions by exploring ways in which technology and the associated conceptual and research methodologies can contribute to issues of language and literacy learning. As such this book represents and impressively exemplifies the ways in which science, technology, engineering and applied linguistics can work in an interdisciplinary sphere and provides value for all involved. The two-way interaction between applied linguistics and STEM is once again shown to be rich ground for exploration and utilization. With a perfect balance of theory, research and practice, this book offers an innovative understanding of what technologically mediated environments can accomplish and the ways in which applied linguistic professionals can work with them.

Hopefully this edition will encourage other professionals to take a careful look at the interdisciplinary zone within which the first two books in this series exist and consider future directions for extending the power of this rich interaction between applied linguistics and STEM.

David Ian Hanauer
Editor: Language Studies, Science and Engineering
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CHAPTER 1

Cutting-edge theories and techniques for LCI in the context of CALL

Catherine Caws and Marie-Josée Hamel
University of Victoria, Canada / University of Ottawa, Canada

As an introduction to the field of learner-computer interaction, this chapter argues for a need to generate knowledge about the online language learning process, developing a capacity for doing so by using cutting-edge frameworks and methods grounded in science and engineering. Adopting a posture of CALL engineers, we approach interaction-based research in CALL through the core concept of design and discuss LCI investigations in the context of technology-mediated task-based language learning. This chapter also presents the aim of the book; highlights the main features of contributors’ chapters; identifies the book’s readers and purposes for which it can be used. It summarizes each chapter in order to highlight the variations in theories and methods that this book promotes for the analysis of LCI. As such, this introductory chapter serves to guide readers to better apprehend the book content.

Keywords: learner-computer interaction (LCI), human-computer interaction (HCI), CALL, technology-mediated language learning, design

Introduction

When considering CALL research and practices from a scientific and engineering angle, we recognize that the role of computers and, more generally, of technology in society and especially in education remains far from simplistic, obvious, or unique. Popular media misrepresentations have divided the public between lovers and haters of technology, distinguished by an excessive trust in the power of computers (such as this 2014 article featured in the New Yorker <http://www.newyorker.com/> “Will computers ever replace teachers?”) or by an exaggerated fear of new technologies.

Within the specific context of language learning and teaching, the value, opportunities and challenges brought about by technologies can be examined from
many angles: the pedagogy, the curriculum, the relation between learner(s) and instructor(s), the evaluation, the learning objectives and tasks, or simply, the tools. Regardless of the approach favoured, design remains critical for the success (or failure) of any intervention. And if good design can lead to better learning, we ought to ask ourselves this simple question: How can we design effective, sustainable learning ecosystems mediated by technology?

Our premise in this book is that interaction-based research in CALL can assist us researchers and practitioners in reaching our goal. By providing specific theories and methods centred on the relationship between a human (herewith a learner) and an artefact (herewith a technology), interaction-based research can inform us on specific models and interventions that are common in technology-mediated learning and teaching and that may need further development. More specifically, interaction-based research can guide us in improving the design of such learning environments by showing us exactly what learners typically do when interacting with technologies. With such interaction models providing empirical data that are obtained by way of observing and computer tracking, researchers can apply scientific methods to analyse, assess and recycle their findings into further interaction-based interventions in a view to create optimal CALL learning ecosystems. Thus, an iterative process is born for CALL research, partially modelled upon theories and practices from the fields of engineering and sciences.

As an introduction to the rich field of interaction-based CALL research, this chapter presents an overview of the ways in which interconnections between sciences and humanities have led us to rethink, value and reflect upon learner-computer interactions (LCI) and how this re-thinking about LCI from a scientific perspective has allowed us to (re)value the concept of design. While introducing key concepts emergent in the field of CALL research centred on LCI in this chapter and subsequently throughout the book, we make an argument for sharpening our understanding of technology-mediated language learning processes using cutting-edge frameworks and methods, several grounded in science and engineering. In order to do so, we adopt the posture of CALL engineers while considering LCI investigations in the context of technology-mediated task-based language learning tasks.

Looking at CALL research and practices through the lenses of scientific theoretical frameworks

As an analogy to HCI (human-computer interaction), learner-computer interaction (coined LCI and woven throughout the book) is the focus of our volume.
Intended to offer a fresh outlook and innovative perspectives, the book looks at CALL research and practices through several lenses of theoretical frameworks inherited from the sciences.

Throughout the chapters, LCI processes are emphasized. While some of these processes are clearly embedded in a second language acquisition (SLA) framework, such as identifying language tasks and their completion patterns or analysing behavioural and metacognitive strategies, other processes may be inherited from engineering practices, such as testing for usability (measuring efficiency, effectiveness and user satisfaction of a system), troubleshooting (a form of re-engineering that is particularly helpful in finding causes of a failed system) or reverse engineering (a process of dissembling or reversing potential malfunction of a design, system or technology). In revisiting and recycling frameworks, approaches, tools and techniques that commonly apply to engineering, HCI, or software design, our primary goal is to sharpen our assessment of design and learning processes, in particular those that relate to language and literacy development in technology-mediated environments. Moreover, our motivation in linking scientific methods and CALL research methods results from the fact that they provide a methodology that can support data elicitation and analysis within a rich theoretical framework. The content of the book is hence unique, rich and varied, going from ergonomics to complex systems, from affordances to personas, from screen-capture to eye-tracking techniques, from specific learning design to recycling empirical data and creating multimodal corpora, in a view to ameliorate language learning ecosystems.

How did we come to consider LCI within the perspectives of scientific and engineering frameworks?

_Design_ is the anchor that binds engineering and LCI, also the link that unites our team of researchers. Indeed, while many other connections with other disciplines can be made, when we reflect upon the true meaning of engineering, clear overlap appears between engineering and applied linguistics research and methods.

**On being CALL engineers**

The relationship between humans and artefacts (human-made objects) manifests itself clearly through engineering. Adopting an activity theory perspective to engineering enables us to understand the special bond between humans and artefacts. Indeed, one of the goals of activity theory is to analyse the way in which
these artefacts influence interactions, how these interactions evolve and change based on the sociocultural context where mediations occur (Engeström, 1987; Leontiev, 1981). The interaction of humans in and with their environment is mediated by artefacts that humans have engineered themselves, exploiting resources or objects that they have at their disposal. At the same time, humans are constantly adapting, shaping or redesigning these artefacts to better suit their needs, purposes and goals. Their observational, analytical and planning skills are core in foreseeing the affordances that resources in their environment have to offer in terms of artefact-building opportunities.

Affordances, understood as intrinsic capacities of objects that reveal themselves through usage, emerge in activities. Human activities and minds are mediated by culturally developed tools (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012, p. 972). Artefacts can also be congregated to form complex systems. They evolve through human interventions and are dynamic in essence. Those humans in our society who have acquired knowledge and skills, enabling them to devise such complex systems of artefacts, are referred to as engineers.

Engineers apply scientific theories (in particular, those coming from mathematics and physics) to guide the (re)design and evaluation of complex artefact systems (whether civil, electric, mechanical, environmental or technological). They build models and prototypes based on investigations of needs and analyses of requirements, taking into consideration contextual variables (e.g., physical and social environment). They test these elements using simulations to predict best solutions for design processes and/or outcomes. Engineers work collaboratively, in interdisciplinary teams of thinkers and doers.

CALL researchers and developers do the same. They are engineers in the sense that they approach the design, evaluation and description of complex learning-artefact systems from top-down (theory-driven) and bottom-up (data-driven) perspectives. This dual approach enables them to create abstract models of learning, to build and test concrete prototypes for learning, to simulate learning processes and to anticipate their outcomes. Their motivation for engaging in engineering activities stems from problems that they have identified through empirical investigations, focused on the learners and their learning environments. In that context, analysing learner behaviours and the outcome of such behaviours is critical as a means to inform, and to enrich complex and dynamic learning systems.

Their capacity to resort to their tacit knowledge and experience is enhanced by the fact that CALL researchers, who are CALL developers, are very often also CALL practitioners. This triple hat of thinker, doer and user of CALL systems gives them a privileged insight into the discipline, which engineers might not have the opportunity to acquire.
Digging into theories, borrowing methodologies

CALL, as an applied linguistics discipline, has a relatively long and strong tradition at investigating theoretical research and frameworks, in particular, interactionist second language acquisition (SLA), as well as socio-constructivist and sociocultural perspectives (e.g., Chapelle, 2005; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). In so doing, CALL has had several goals: for instance, to shed light on LCI and to focus on aspects of language development that have been observed in technology-mediated contexts (e.g., focusing on form, negotiating meaning, producing comprehensible output or identifying ideal conditions for SLA to occur in such contexts (Chapelle, 2005). In contrast to these frameworks, the theoretical perspectives and frameworks (ergonomics, theory of affordances and complex systems) that are discussed in the first part of this volume have been less explored in the context of CALL. We believe they are innovative and particularly meaningful in the specific context of CALL research and development (R&D) because they unite CALL and engineering, while helping us deepen our understanding of LCI.

Unlike engineering, however, CALL is a younger discipline, anchored traditionally in the humanities. As such, CALL does not have its own dedicated research and development methods (such as usability tests in web design) and tools (such as AutoCAD for engineering design). Consequently, methods for investigating LCI in the context of CALL are not specific to the discipline but rather come from various research traditions, including the following: classroom observation (Good & Brophy, 2000), corpus linguistics (McEnery & Wilson, 2001), conversational analysis (Sidnell, 2010) and discourse analysis (Renkema, 2004). The same can be said about tools and methods that are used to elicit and analyse LCI data in the context of CALL. These vary from traditional (yet powerful) instruments, like questionnaires (Dörnyei, 2010) and interviews (Maurel, 2009), which provide indirect, yet important perspectives on LCI, to methods based, for instance, on the verbalization of actions, decisions and thoughts, such as talk-aloud, stimulated recalls and walk-through (e.g., Gass & Mackey, 2000; Hémard, 2003; Hughes & Parkes, 2003). These insights on learner behaviours allow us to make inferences about strategies that language learners deploy when interacting at the computer.

In the second part of the book, we introduce computer-tracking tools (such as eye-tracking and video screen captures) and techniques (such as building personas and learner corpora) that are relatively new and are mainly inherited from cognitive science or software engineering (web design industry). Using these tools and techniques allows us to collect, organize and analyse LCI data in cutting-edge ways. As a result, we obtain new and comprehensive perspectives on LCI, focused on complex and dynamic LCI processes.
LCI investigations in the context of technology-mediated language learning tasks

Interactions constitute a core component of language learning. The basic tenet of interactionist SLA is that language learning has greater chances of occurring through interactions. Chapelle (2005) has explained, “the term interaction [is] the superordinate concept that includes any type of two-way exchanges” (p. 54). She reminds us that learners use linguistic and non-linguistic means and cues in the exchange process during language learning activities, where they need to construct meaning in order to reach their individual and/or collective goals (Chapelle, 2005). These goals can be individual or collective and may be expressed in terms of linguistic, cultural, social or communicative competences. The design of goal-oriented activities, formulated as language learning tasks, will also shape the nature of the LCI. Tasks can indeed be considered as more convergent, meaningful and purposeful forms of language learning activities (Ellis, 2003). They consist of a powerful, pedagogical way for language teachers to operationalize concepts conveyed by theoretical approaches and to structure teaching (Guichon, 2012). Language learning tasks should provide learners with rich interaction opportunities so that they direct their attention to the linguistic forms, negotiate meaning and enhance their language output through feedback.

Language learning tasks vary in sizes and scopes. For instance, at the macro level, a language learning task (such as writing a blog) may encompass all interactional aspects while, at the meso level, a task (such as commenting on a blog post) may be centred on negotiation of meaning, and finally, at the micro-level,
the same task (such as editing a blog post or a comment) will focus on noticing language learning input.

Technology offers language learners opportunities that Nissen (2011) has referred to as *tooled* opportunities. This concept describes technology-mediated occasions, whereby learners can practice language in authentic situations, individually or collectively, to engage in meaningful projects and initiatives, increase their sociocultural awareness or develop their language autonomy. Language opportunities abound in virtual environments, and learners can easily exercise their autonomy when, for instance, they exchange opinions in an online forum, collaboratively write a wiki, self- or peer-edit a scientific article, produce a YouTube video about themselves, or solve a quest in a gaming situation. These LCI are carefully planned in order to exploit the affordances of technology that, in the context of CALL, are referred to by Mangenot (2013) as the “semio-pragmatic characteristics of technology in relation to communicative practices and pedagogical interventions” (p. 16, our translation).

So what does investigating LCI in the context of technology-mediated language learning tasks really mean? It means observing the exchange process that occurs via, with, and through technology, when learners are attempting to reach personal and common goals. It also means examining the outcome(s) of such an exchange process, analysing whether personal and shared goals have been successfully achieved and looking at the context in which it has occurred. Adopting an ergonomic perspective (i.e., a learner-centred perspective) on the analysis of LCI enables a focus on learner behaviours in technology-mediated tasks. Within such interactions, the observed behaviours (often combined with learners’ perspectives on their interactions) can provide hints on the quality of the relationship that exists between the learner and the task, the learner and the tool or the task and the tool. The results of LCI analyses may indicate that the design of a task could be improved, that the usability of a tool could be increased, that learners’ strategies could be improved, all to better address learners’ needs. In addition, these interactions may, in parallel, reveal how language is involved in the construction of meaning.

Combining other types of empirical data about (and around) this exchange process and its outcome(s), and taking into account individual and contextual variables (e.g., the learners’ prior experience and preferences, the task set-up, etc.), will enable a richer understanding of LCI. The basic argument is that we need to look at the learner in a CALL environment that is viewed as a multi-dimensional space. This *complex system* features multiple variables that may have an effect on the learner’s language production and the learner’s development. Therefore, we need to resort to a multivariate technique to better describe this space and any
phenomena that exist within it. This description has to include quantitative, qualitative and longitudinal elements at once, which is in essence what a complexity theory seeks to achieve.

Empirical data gathered dynamically about learner behaviours in CALL environments can also be transformed into multimodal learner corpora that may be openly accessed for research, training and teaching purposes. Resulting outcomes can be recycled to improve the quality of LCI, to advance SLA theory, or to put into test emergent theories in CALL, such as complexity theory.

About the book

The central aim of the book is two-fold. First, it seeks to explain how these cutting-edge theories and data-elicitation and data-analysis methods enable an in-depth, informed and objective, dynamic and multimodal investigation of language learners’ interactions in technology-mediated environments. Secondly, the book describes the purpose of such theories and methods and the contexts (illustrated by case studies) in which they can be applied. Particular attention is given to CALL design as we make the case for (multimodal) online language learning tasks and environments that facilitate the language learning process. It also provides recommendations on how language teachers can better scaffold learners online during their language learning process.

In order to reach its objectives, the book proposes an innovative approach to describing CALL research by outlining and highlighting specific connections between research disciplines (such as human-computer interaction, web design and ergonomics, or engineering) originally grounded in the sciences, and computer assisted language learning (CALL) research, a discipline that is traditionally housed in applied linguistics (second language acquisition and second language pedagogy).

Lastly, the book offers fresh perspectives by gathering theoretical reflections and exemplar studies from researchers in applied linguistics who come with rich and varied experience not only in second language acquisition but also in language engineering.

All book contributors bring their background in sciences and language engineering to enrich their research and apply their findings in unusual ways. This enables them to create abstract models of learning, to build and test concrete prototypes for learning, to simulate learning processes and to anticipate their outcomes.
Readership

This book addresses a wide readership: graduate students at the master and PhD levels, scholars involved and/or starting to be involved in CALL research, computer-scientists with a background in the humanities who are looking for new ways to bridge the gap between their discipline and disciplines housed in other faculties at their institution, and any reader, scholar, designer who, like Steve Jobs, believes in the interaction between art and science, i.e., interdisciplinary research and development.

Readers of this book should be able to gain an in-depth understanding of what being a CALL research and development (CALL R&D) engineer entails, by exploring theories and methods, as well as numerous illustrations and examples drawn from LCI research studies that have been conducted in the specific context of CALL research and development.

Book structure

The book is divided in two main parts, allowing the reader to better grasp the connections between the theories and the methods (used for both research and language learning). To enhance this connection, a chapter is used as a pivot between both parts. This division addresses the need to frame CALL research in sound theoretical practices.

Part I of the book (Frameworks guiding the research) presents theoretical perspectives that are core in other applied sciences, while only emerging in CALL. It includes three chapters focusing specifically on theoretical concepts (ergonomics, Chapter 2), and theories (affordances, Chapter 3, and complex systems, Chapter 4) that are explained and illustrated in order to present arguments for adopting and adapting them in the context of CALL research and development focusing on LCI analyses. Part I also features a chapter on design and research (Chapter 5) which aims at connecting theoretical notions with practical methods.

Part II of the book (Data and elicitation technologies and techniques) offers the reader a wide spectrum of possibilities in terms of conducting quantitative and qualitative empirical research on LCI, capturing its complexity, its dynamic process and its purpose(s). It contains five chapters: learner personas (Chapter 6), video screen capture (Chapter 7), eye-tracking (Chapter 8), desktop videoconferencing (Chapter 9) and multimodal corpora (Chapter 10). They describe technologies and techniques carefully chosen to emphasize the diversity of data-collection and data-analysis methods, and reveal ways in which they could easily be adapted to many other environments in CALL research and language learning research. The
focus on interaction as the underpinning characteristic of the volume enables a learner-centred, process-oriented description of what happens in the digital space when learners are engaged with technology.

Chapter summaries

In Chapter 2, Caws and Hamel revisit the concept of ergonomics in the context of CALL. Viewed as a methodological and theoretical framework that aims to describe interactions between learners and instruments, CALL ergonomics seeks to ameliorate these interactions so that learning can be maximized. Ergonomics is focused on what a learner does when interacting with instruments to improve CALL design and enhance interactions. These aspects are discussed in relation to HCI research, where the user plays a central role in influencing the interactions, providing rich data that can be recycled in many ways. The chapter also reflects on CALL ergonomic methods in the context of system evaluation and the analysis of learners’ behaviours through direct observations.

Chapter 3 focuses on the theory of affordances, a theory that has been at the forefront of debates within the HCI community since the late 1980s and is also frequently called upon by CALL researchers seeking to adopt an ecological approach to CALL design. In this chapter, Blin explains the concept of affordances as it relates to CALL environments and, more particularly, to those environments that make extensive use of Web 2.0 applications. In doing so, she explores the relationship between technological, educational, and linguistic affordances, drawing on case studies as well as literature.

Chapter 4 introduces the readers to complex adaptive systems in CALL research. Schulze and Scholz argue for and sketch a research paradigm – with its ontological, epistemological, and methodological components – based on the understanding of second language development as a complex adaptive system. This chapter explains that such a complexity-scientific approach to research addresses questions that are central to the use of computers within technology-rich language learning contexts, and for the computational modelling of learning processes to achieve improved individualized instruction in CALL, hence reaching optimal LCI.

In Chapter 5, linking theoretical discussions to description of research methods and outcomes, Levy and Caws reflect upon the concept of normalization by exploring two specific areas of CALL work that have proved problematic over time. The first area relates to our understandings of the broader contextual factors that influence CALL activity, and the second relates to our understandings of the nature of interactions when those interactions are mediated via technology.
in some way. These two specific areas of exploration offer macro and micro perspectives, and they consider CALL research within a context where technology is ubiquitous, forever changing and evolving, often in disruptive ways.

Chapter 6 forms the first element of Part II of the book. It focuses on case studies detailing individual learner characteristics (profiles) and moment-by-moment interactions. In this chapter, Heift addresses two questions, seeking to devise ways of individualizing instruction suited to a variety of users while, at the same time, addressing the needs of individual users. The case study presented investigates data on learners’ help access and clusters learners and their behaviour into different learner personas. It indicates that identifying personas can assist us in better modelling learning processes and individualizing instruction.

Chapter 7 explores the use of video screen capture (VSC) technology as a method to document and analyse online writing task processes in three specific ways: as a tracking tool to collect rich empirical data of interactions produced in real-time, as a retrospection tool to allow users to reflect on their processes and as a scaffolding tool to generate more dynamic and multimodal feedback. To explore these methods, Hamel and Séror report on three specific case studies that are focused on affordances and relevance of VSC for second language (L2) writing pedagogy and the promotion of L2 writer autonomy. The chapter concludes with recommendations for optimal use of VSC as a way to enhance L2 writing tasks design.

Chapter 8, forming a natural continuation to VSC, is focused on using eye-tracking technology to explore the LCI process. Smith, Stickler and Shi examine how CALL researchers are employing eye-tracking technology in explorations of learner interaction in authentic, task-based computer-mediated environments. As they draw upon both cognitive and sociocultural theoretical underpinnings to instructed SLA, current findings from studies employing eye-tracking in CALL are explored, as well as potential areas for growth. The chapter concludes with a discussion on affordances and limitations of eye-tracking technology and recommendations on ways to integrate such technology to other, more established data-collection measures.

In Chapter 9, Cohen and Guichon present the methodological issues and challenges related to the analysis of gestural expressions in multimodal, synchronous online exchanges. Making the case for a deeper understanding of semiotic resources to comprehend how they may be better orchestrated in LCI contexts, the chapter analyses the various contributions that have been made to gestural expressions in pedagogical exchanges. The authors address such aspects as ethical issues and technical implications. They also consider determining relevant units of analysis before illustrating these themes by presenting a qualitative study based on synchronous videoconference interactions.
Chapter 10 constitutes the last section of Part II of the book. Taking a more holistic approach, the chapter discusses a staged methodology to build learning and teaching corpora (LeTeC) in a view to better capture the many elements that are at stake in situated learning and LCI. Chanier and Wigham describe the methods used to build the corpora. Most importantly, they argue for a concerted, collaborative research cycle involving a group of researchers in order to facilitate analysis across different online environments, in order to integrate data into larger corpora and in order to contribute further to general linguistics, applied linguistics or Natural Language Processing (NLP).
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PART I

Frameworks guiding the research
This chapter revisits the field of educational ergonomics in the light of the current state of learner-computer interactions (LCI) and within the specific context of language learning. The discussion starts by defining the elements that constitute ergonomics in computer assisted language learning (CALL) as a methodological and theoretical framework, reviewing key concepts and principal theories upon which CALL ergonomics is based. The discussion focuses on the motives behind this innovative approach before exploring specific examples of engineering methods that can be applied to CALL research. We argue that methods inherited from human-computer interaction (HCI) or human-centred design (HCD) offer an excellent complement to CALL research and that, vice-versa, CALL ergonomics constitutes a framework that is closely related to HCI research, in that the user plays a central role in influencing the interactions, providing rich data that can be recycled in many ways.

Keywords: ergonomics, CALL research, learner-centred research, design

Introduction

Our journey towards CALL ergonomics started somewhat by accident. As we were developing ourselves into CALL scholars and language educators, we often stumbled upon incidents where either a learner, or a task or a tool used for learning or teaching was failing us. In other cases, the entire environment seemed to be hostile to the type of learning (mediated by technology) that we were trying to construct, and, inadvertently, some of its elements seemed to fluctuate from one day to the next. Discussing our misadventures with colleagues made us realize that such failure was neither accident nor rare occurrence. Like many other language educators, we were working in an environment where technologies were developing at an exponentially fast rate; they were becoming ubiquitous, somewhat invasive, but oh-so insidiously tempting!
When research in CALL and other computer-supported learning started booming, it became quickly apparent that the ubiquity of the computer, and the accelerated expansion of the Internet, Web 2.0 technologies, and any other technology-mediated language learning tools, had resulted in a somewhat chaotic situation characterized by a clash of behaviours, excessive “awe” or exaggerated “fear” that Bax (2011) summarized rightly in the following:

“These twin features of excessive ‘awe’ and exaggerated ‘fear’ when dealing with new or normalizing technologies serve to exemplify the way in which the relationship between technology and society is frequently conceived in popular accounts, namely in absurdly simplistic and polarised terms. Technologies are popularly presented as being either so powerful that they will undoubtedly change every aspect of our practice, or else so evil as to be entirely harmful, with apparently no middle, nuanced or neutral position possible. (p. 2)

In our journey towards effective CALL research, practice and design, it became clear that we would never be able to comfortably understand the full potential of technologies without really pausing and asking ourselves this simple question: What are students really doing when they are interacting with technologies? By delving deeper into several CALL research perspectives, we discovered that ergonomics, in the context of both education and web design, offered many promising avenues (Huh & Hu, 2005; Raby, 2005). In the particular case of CALL, we will see that educational ergonomics plays an important role in interaction-based research by providing a conceptual framework that looks specifically at the relationship between the user (herewith the language learner) and the instrument (herewith the technology-mediated tool). Web ergonomics, for its part, offers the engineering support, in particular the methods and the technologies enabling CALL researchers to carry observations on learner–computer interactions (LCI), as well as the criteria, guidelines to analyse and measure the quality of such an interaction (Hamel & Caws, 2010). CALL ergonomics, a(n) (interdisciplinary) field slowly establishing itself in CALL research and design, can be hence understood as a blend of both educational and web ergonomics.

In this chapter, our objective is to revisit the field of ergonomics in the light of the current state of LCI within the specific context of language learning. Our discussion starts with a review of the core concepts grounding these fields of ergonomics from both educational and web-design perspectives (the what of ergonomics), taking into account the various theoretical frames and methodological approaches that enrich CALL research. In rethinking the many options that ergonomics offers, as well as the several directions into which this approach can lead our work, we cover and revisit key concepts and studies. We review the principal theories upon which ergonomics (as applied to language learning) is based and
the ways in which these are put into application through cutting-edge tools and techniques borrowed from the web industry. We then focus more specifically on the field of CALL ergonomics by looking at the evidences and motives that support its development. Why would we want to apply ergonomic principles to CALL research and practices? Before concluding, we comment on several engineering methods that researchers and practitioners can explore to put the principles of CALL ergonomics into practice. In doing so, we focus on the How of ergonomics and argue that methods commonly used in human-computer interaction (HCI), software design (SD) and human-centred design (HCD) constitute excellent complements to current practices in CALL ergonomics, and that, in fact, both these disciplines borrow from each other to enrich their respective fields.

The What: Understanding ergonomics in the context of CALL

When we think of CALL research, the term ergonomics is not the first one that comes to mind. There are many reasons for this. Originally, ergonomics, from the Greek ergon, meaning work, referred to a scientific area of research that studied the efficiency of human beings in their working environment (Oxford English Dictionary). In the late 1950s, engineering research appropriated the term to refer more generally to “the study of the interaction of men and their environment (now usually defined with special reference to the machine environment)” (Engineering 21 Feb 1958 cited by OED). Soon enough, the concept of design became a common element within this field of research. Indeed, it seems natural to think that changes in design of a machine will affect its users’ behaviours and the ways in which they interact with it. A call for papers recently published in the scientific review Ergonomics is quite revealing of the shift that the discipline has seen since its beginning, and on the desire to explore new grounds of applied research in ergonomics. The editors claim that the field has “a long history of innovations” and welcome manuscripts in fields ranging from psychology to social or cognitive fields, including “new ergonomics methodology,” “inter-disciplinary insights,” or “case studies involving new concepts/new domains/new wicked problems” (p. 1600). A further examination of recent issues of Ergonomics reveals that the field is inherently becoming interdisciplinary while focusing primarily on effects and factors (two words that appear consistently in titles) of various instruments on humans’ physical, psychological, or cognitive attributes or performances. While the instruments in focus might have been essentially related to mechanical work when the field started to evolve, we cannot help but notice a shift in recent years in the type of outcomes, environments, or devices that are being tested: video-games, touchscreens, smart phones, cognitive load, dynamic decision-making, 3D display technologies and
user experience, influence of crowd-sourcing on human perception of information, effects of simulated virtual environment as compared to real environment on human behaviour, or learning transfer from virtual to real environments.

When ergonomics is more specifically applied to a learning environment, we find a similar emphasis on making sure that designs fit users’ needs, abilities and likes, hence reducing the effort that needs to be produced while maximizing productivity. While computer-mediated language learning may impose new constraints on learners, designing a system that is ergonomically viable is a way to ease adaptability or, in fact, reduce the cognitive load resulting from constantly adapting to new environments or instruments. Related to the idea of adapting to new instruments, or new teaching and learning concepts, ergonomics will also pay special attention to the skills (functional and cognitive) that may be transferred (from one environment to the next), shifted, developed or adapted.

Coming back to CALL contexts, we can extrapolate that when language learners are interacting with a computer (or a mobile device), or with other human beings, through a computer, the efficiency of these interactions will have an impact on the overall languaging process. In other words, CALL researchers, like engineers, need to analyse these interactions to potentially enhance the design of part or all of their elements (from the instrument itself to its context of use). To illustrate this necessity, Raby et al. (2003) explained, “it is necessary to examine the learners’ interactions not just with an instrument (a computer or a textbook), but with the whole learning system devised by the teachers” (p. 7).

Ergonomics in educational contexts has now become more common, and it is recognized as a strong approach to studying learning interactions. Benedyk, Woodcock and Harder (2009) explained that the “original concept of education ergonomics was introduced by Kao” (p. 237) in 1976, and added that the concept was related to a view of educational institutions as work systems where, according to Kao, one objective was the “effective and successful dissemination of knowledge and cultivation of intellectual sophistication” (as cited in Benedyk et al., 2009, p. 237). Drawing from Kao’s views, Benedyk et al. (2009) proposed the following:

> From an ergonomic perspective, learning, being the transformation and extension of the learner’s knowledge and/or skills, can be viewed as work, and its ‘workplace’ is the educational environment in which the learning tasks take place, with the ‘learning work’ consisting of a series of learning tasks. (p. 238)

In describing the general approach to ergonomics, Bertin and Gravé (2010) referred to Laville’s (1976) definition that characterises “ergonomics as a combination of science, technology and art” (p. 10). They added, “As a science, its object is the study of man in his work environment. As a technology, it organizes various fields and disciplines in order to design tools and means of production. As an art,
it consists of using available knowledge to transform a given reality or design into a new reality” (Bertin & Gravé, 2010, p. 10). This description illustrates the interdisciplinary nature of ergonomics, a field that originated from industrial production and design, and one that encompasses such fields as psychology, engineering and sociology.

To properly define ergonomics in the specific domain of CALL, we will take the view that CALL ergonomics constitutes both a methodological and theoretical framework that seeks to describe interactions between users and instruments in a view to ameliorate these interactions so that learning or work can be enhanced. An investigation of the common theoretical perspectives associated with CALL ergonomics will guide us in framing more precisely the relevance of the field.

Theoretical perspectives

Two main schools influence ergonomics. The European school is focused on the activity and the analysis of the interaction between the machine and the user. The American school is more focused on the human factors, which refers to design for human use (Sanders & McCormick, 1989) and, in this regard, is interested in designing the best possible machines or programs (e.g., Raby et al., 2003). These two schools find their roots in specific cognitive and sociocultural theoretical currents. Research in CALL ergonomics, in particular interaction-based research, adopts a user-centred approach that is grounded in mediated activity theory or instrumented activity theory (Rabardel, 1995; Raby, 2005; Vérillon & Rabardel, 1995). The basic precept of these theories is that human beings adapt, change, and learn through their interactions with machines, tools, or other human beings. In other words, these interactions are socially and culturally constructed (e.g., Leontiev, 1981; Rabardel, 1995; Vygotsky, 1978). While Piaget believed that adaptation to new environments was predominantly the result of biological transformations of human beings, Vygotsky (1978), then Leontiev and other sociocultural theorists, considered that most human development was, in fact, the result of an artificial process in which the “acquisition of instruments plays a leading role” (p. 82).

At first, the instrumented activity theory could be seen as going against the possibility of reaching a state of normalization, that is, a situation in which technology has become so invisible that humans interact with it seamlessly and naturally (see Bax, 2011; Chapter 5, this volume). However, Vérillon and Rabardel (1995) made an important distinction between the tool and the instrument by explaining that the tool (considered here as the initial agent) becomes an instrument once “the subject has been able to appropriate it for himself – has been able to subordinate it as a means to his ends – and in this respect, has integrated it with
his activity” (p. 85). Moreover, when considering learner-computer interactions, one feature that needs to be emphasized is that technologies must not be studied as forming a single agent capable of change or transformation (Bax, 2011). Instead, as Bijker (1997) explained, “one must study how technologies are shaped and acquire their meanings in the heterogeneity of social interactions” (as cited in Bax, 2011, p. 6).

Rabardel (1995) considered that the ergonomic method sits within an anthropocentric approach, in which humans already possess skills that have the potential to be further developed. Within this approach, artefacts are understood (and analysed) as mediators of activities. Moreover, they are viewed as being the result of human transformations within social practices. Rabardel (1995) described tools that are used for the development or acquisition of knowledge as cognitive instruments and considers that an instrument is made up of two elements: an artefact and a scheme of use. This distinction is particularly suitable to the analysis of technologies. Indeed, if we consider that a CALL instrument is characterized by a specific method to use it (defined as the efficient use of the instrument), the analysis of the interaction, between this particular artefact and the learner, will potentially reveal the gap between the way in which we think the interaction should occur and what the user of the artefact is actually doing. Rabardel (1995) believed that the gap, between the predicted usage and the real usage of the artefacts, is a “sign that users contribute to the conception of how artefacts should be used” (our translation) (p. 124). An example of this gap within CALL is the use of video screen capture technology by language learners when writing (see Chapter 7, this volume). Using the technology allowed learners to see their writing process and better reflect on it. Its affordances as a documentation and retrospection tool emerged in activity (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002; Chapter 3, this volume) when the learners interacted with the technology. Their creative and collaborative usage of this particular instrument, coupled with their teacher guidance through careful task design and scaffolding, enable new affordances to reveal themselves in meaningful action. This must be a goal, as Baerentsen and Trettvik (2002) stated: “Successfully conveying the possibilities for meaningful action offered by a technology to the user should be top priority in the design of interactive systems” (p. 971).

If we consider that learner-computer interactions happen within highly dynamic and complex systems, it is easy to imagine the variations in interactions from a user to the next, hence, the need to observe users’ behaviours and re-evaluate the design of systems, software, contexts of learning and/or language learning tasks. Learner persona (see Chapter 6, this volume) can be drawn to model user behaviours with the goal to personalise (interface and content) design options in response to the core trend and idiosyncratic characteristics, e.g., learning styles.
and preferences, they identify. This multi-faceted view of interactions with instruments is also evident in Engeström’s Activity Model (1987). Considered to represent a third (and on-going) phase of Activity Theory (AT), Engeström’s model clearly situates the interactions within a social practice (e.g., Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; see also Figure 2.1 below).

Within that social practice, individuals, or groups of individuals, will typically share an **object** that becomes an outcome through the mediation by the tool/instrument (in our case a technology). That mediation through the technology also occurs within an environment that is regulated by implicit or explicit rules, regulations, norms or conventions (e.g., Lantolf & Thorne, 2006). Let us take the use of micro-blogging (namely Twitter) as an example of technology that can mediate communication between language learners and their peers, and other users (such as native speakers). The **community** is an important facet in the use and success of Twitter. If Twitter is used within a language course, this community will be made up of each user (symbolized by a Twitter identity @name) and their shared interest or sub-group (symbolized by the hashtag #subgroup). Micro-blogging in Twitter is regulated by specific conventions and constraints, such as the 140 characters maximum per message. Using Engeström’s AT model, Figure 2.1 illustrates a language learning activity mediated through micro-blogging.

By applying an ergonomic approach to the analysis of interactions within such micro-blogging environments, one could focus on the overall design of the learning tasks to ensure that they are conducive to learning and communicating in the other language. CALL ergonomics presumes that computer-mediated language learning environments constitute complex dynamic systems (see Chapter 4, this volume). These differ from linear systems because they exhibit many elements, agents or processes. Within systems, “produced by a set of components
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that interact in particular ways to produce some overall state or form at a particular point in time” (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron 2008, p. 26), change is an important feature of the dynamic environment, and the dynamic component is a direct result of the many external and internal elements that may affect or influence it (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008). It is not difficult to imagine that learning systems and, more particularly, language learning systems that are mediated by technologies constitute highly dynamic systems. Technologies (understood here-with as any tools with which language learners interact) are continuously changing, either because they require updates to better meet their users’ demands or (perceived) needs, or because they have been surpassed by other technologies that offer more affordances, i.e., possibilities for meaningful action (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002). These and other elements of these complex CALL environments constitute change; for instance, users come with different cultural, linguistic or social skills, as well as equipped with different technological devices and developing their own personal learning environments (PLE) (Guth, 2009). Computer labs are designed in multiple ways, so are virtual learning platforms (such as Moodle, Blackboard, Canvas, Coursera, Second Life, etc.), and even institutions’ policies and practices will affect learning environments due to their unstable nature. Such complexity within CALL defines, in itself, the rationale for further exploring the benefits of educational ergonomics as learners interact in many ways with many artefacts, embracing a global, holistic perspective, focusing on reaching goals rather than acquiring detailed bits of knowledge in a linear fashion (e.g., Bertin & Gravé, 2010). Due to their ubiquitous nature, systems have become embedded cultural artefacts with which individuals interact regularly to perform common and routine tasks (e.g., Selber, 2004; Vérillon & Rabardel, 1995). Consequently, the multiplications of interactions that take place, either within the learning environment or outside of it, have created a situation with no set limits: Learners move back and forth, often unconsciously, between the local and global sphere, sometimes hanging precariously between the personal/private and/or the educational/semi-public spheres.

In conclusion, the field of ergonomics studies individuals at their work place to “describe and interpret these men/machines interactions” (p. 3), in order to “find better ways of adapting machines or technical environments” (p. 3) to the users’ characteristics (Raby et al., 2003). Because the user plays a central role in influencing the interactions, ergonomics values a human factor (i.e., the usage) while at the same time paying special attention to the tool (i.e., the design) (Rabardel, 1995). A good fit between the user, the tool and the context of use, i.e., the environment, is what ergonomics is all about. Let us now look at the aspects that can motivate an ergonomic approach to LCI.
The Why: CALL ergonomics as a scientific process

CALL ergonomics presents several advantages to the research, practice and design of activities and learning contexts that are mediated by technology (e.g., Bertin & Gravé, 2010; Raby et al., 2003). Raby et al. (2003) suggested that one of the prime reasons to adopt an educational ergonomic approach is that “the preoccupation of the majority of language students, teachers and researchers is to improve work situations” (p. 4). Another reason, indirectly mentioned by Benedyk et al. (2009), is that educational settings are extremely varied, hence requiring an analysis approach that allows for the identification of constraints to learning. Within such environments, “the task of the ergonomist is to identify design problems for the effective completion of the learning tasks, and to structure solutions” (Benedyk et al., 2009, p. 238). While focusing particularly on distance language learners, Bertin and Gravé (2010) advocated for didactic ergonomics because it offers a more accurate representation of a learning situation, based on a dual perspective, “drawing on systemics as well as interactionist theories” (p. 6), that can enhance our comprehension of interactions. Like Bax (2011), they warned against an “un-reasoned integration of Information and Communication Technology (ICT) in the classroom (the 'gadget' trend)” (p. 6) and, consequently, feel that “didactic ergonomics has sprung from [the] need to examine how artefacts can be used to instrument the language situation” (p. 6). They explain researchers’ trajectory towards an ergonomic approach to language learning as follows:

If one accepts that the pedagogic relation focuses on the learner, there remains to understand how the other components of the situation can be organized coherently so that the learner-centred process will be facilitated. Another question is raised because the absence in any one of the former models of a technological pole: how should the instrumental (process-oriented) nature of technology be defined in relation to the human actors (the users)? (Bertin & Gravé, 2010, p. 11)

As a type of experimental/field research, CALL ergonomics provides an avenue to validate the use of technologies for language learning and teaching in realistic, authentic environments. By considering educational ergonomics as a field research, Raby et al. (2003) went as far as insisting that observations occur in the authentic physical settings where learners or teachers are working, and not in a laboratory, because “the finest details of a subject’s activity are influenced by sociological, cultural, organizational factors which will disappear in the traditional laboratory condition” (p. 4). The question of authentic settings versus laboratory settings will be revisited later.
CALL ergonomics is also a scientific process. As such, it will seek to collect data using various tools (see Part II, this volume) during experiments, with a view toward developing scientific knowledge on mental or behaviouristic models, and taking into account all the possible factors or elements that affect interactions between humans and machines. As a scientific process, educational ergonomics also “combines human expertise with technological potential” (Bertin & Gravé, 2010, p. 6) and seeks to integrate the social, political and cultural relationships with the technological dimension (Bertin & Gravé, 2010).

On a more practical level, tracking students can help researchers investigate specific principles of second language acquisition (SLA). Fischer (2007) explained, “researchers can investigate specific principles in relatively carefully controlled conditions in which tracking students’ interactions with variables representing those principles gives us a perhaps limited, but relatively unobscured, view of the operation of SLA processes” (p. 429). Aspects such as (socio)linguistic quality of learners’ input, methods of negotiating meanings, or signs of metacognitive skills through corrective feedback are examples of data that can be recycled to redesign activities and/or systems. Moreover, as expressed by Fischer (2007), “analyses of tracking data can be used to address practical questions […] provide evidence to make decisions about instructional design […] shed light on the critical question of learner autonomy and the need for learner training […] and place views of students’ self-reports in a more realistic context” (p. 429).

Ergonomics is thus profoundly entangled with human factors (Sanders & McCormick, 1989). In CALL, as well as learning in general, the cognitive domain of learning plays a key role. Chalmers (2003) explains that when designing software for learning, some learning theories can help with understanding behaviours. For instance, schema theory that is based on the idea that human understanding is nurtured by schema can explain that users/learners will often have specific cognitive expectations, which explain certain behaviours. Ergonomics based research will help capture these models and assess the level of training that may help adapt new systems to learners. Moreover, Ellis and Goodyear (2010) have considered learning to be situated. As we have seen with complexity theory, activity theory, and the concept of instrumental genesis, the idea of situatedness refers to the fact that learning and cognition are social and physical environments and that these environments contribute to the shaping of processes and outcomes. They added, “cognition can be distributed across individuals and artefacts, such that what a single [student] can do on their own may be different from what they can do when working with other people and/or with tools and other physical or digital resources” (Ellis & Goodyear, 2010, p. 26).

In sum, CALL ergonomics provides a promising framework in which the user/learner plays a central role in influencing the interactions, providing rich
data that can be recycled in many ways. Yet the reality is that these notions (related to the computer environment becoming a primary space for knowledge building and creating) have not been fully integrated/digested by the academic community at large except for a few individuals involved in CALL. Research in the learning sciences (e.g., Ellis & Goodyear, 2010), while contributing to the design and iterative enhancement of tools, resources, techniques or processes, value the idea that learning is occurring increasingly through networked systems in which roles and tasks of actors (learners as well as instructors) are constantly shifting. To that effect and realizing the sharp shifts in learning today, Ellis and Goodyear (2010) have made the case that what is often missing from the equation is “good design”. Indeed, while human-computer interaction (HCI) has influenced CALL research for some time, other scientific models (such as engineering) could also be influential because they could help specify the structural relations between all entities involved in productive network learning. Having had the chance to better understand the motives behind CALL ergonomics, let us now reflect on existing and promising methods of applying ergonomics based research.

The How: Reflecting on CALL ergonomic (evaluation) methods

There are many CALL contexts, in which applying an ergonomic approach to practice, research and design makes sense. In particular, as new CALL systems are being designed and developed at a fairly rapid pace, it has become even more urgent to understand their role and effectiveness in order to (re)assess their requirements, improve their design (e.g., Chalmers, 2003; Colpaert, 2006; Felix, 2005; Hémard, 2006) and enhance the quality of the LCI.

Depending on the goal of the study, ergonomic (evaluation) methods will vary. Part II of this volume, notably Chapters 7–9, gives specific examples of applying sound ergonomic principles to the analysis of computer-mediated interactions in a second language. Some of the techniques and tools used to collect data (e.g., video screen capture, or eye-tracking) allow researchers to take a close and in-depth look at learners’ behaviours, whilst collecting data within naturally occurring language learning contexts. The fact that the users (e.g., [pre-service] teachers and learners) are working in authentic language learning contexts while being observed is particularly in line with the settings recommended by Raby et al. (2003). However, some settings are more controlled for reasons that will be discussed later.

CALL system design should be an iterative process (Colpaert, 2006), involving the users early on and all along its various phases of development. An iterative process allows researchers to identify interaction problems as they occur, in
relation to the many variables that are characteristic of a context of learning that is in a constant state of change. While focusing specifically on language courseware (i.e., tutoring systems), Colpaert (2006) opted for the “ADDIE approach (analysis, design, development, implementation, and evaluation), in which each stage delivers output which serves as input for the subsequent stage” (p. 115). Although this approach is described in Colpaert’s study as an effective courseware development, it can also be used as a basis for evaluating LCI by inserting an ergonomic methodology at the evaluation stage of the cycle. Like ergonomics, ADDIE is a methodology originally used in engineering, more particularly in computer engineering and software design in an aim to produce systems that have been tested and (re)designed to optimize their effectiveness.

Several ergonomic analyses (also referred to as: measurements, assessments, evaluations) involving (relatively small) groups of participants will facilitate this iterative design process. These analyses are particularly tailored to LCI and can be contrasted to various methods used in HCI and SD where testing with users (either expert evaluators or real users) provides data that are constantly reinvested into the (re)design of (further) systems. Assessing through direct manipulations or pure heuristic methods will involve several stages from training and evaluation, to rating, debriefing, and retesting. In HCI, as in LCI, we seek to identify potential user interface errors and successes to further prevent these errors and enhance efficiency of the system (both in terms of content and interface). In a more general manner, the goal is to design a useful and enjoyable experience for the user/learner, reaching what is referred to as usability (see Chapter 7, this volume) or quality in use (Bevan, 1999). Measuring quality in use implies methods that have been carefully devised and embedded in the design cycle of CALL systems.

Ultimately, such an iterative design process should be included in action-research initiatives (Bax, 2011), hence empowering the users, and potentially leading to changes in practices, i.e., to innovations. Discussing the fine line that exists between design and development research and action-research in language didactics, Guichon (2007) has argued that it is not rare that the outcome of a research in this applied discipline leads to an innovation, or the conception of a system (p. 42). Most CALL systems are typically designed by language educators (as part of a team of developers), as an answer to an identified problem or need, with the double purpose of testing a given theory (e.g., SLA) and introducing the system to an already targeted clientele.
General views on methods

Within the field of CALL, while research and development have already led to a better understanding of tools, learning strategies, didactics, or personas (see Part II, this volume), many questions still require empirical investigation, such as the following:

– To what extent do artefacts (i.e., CALL systems) enhance or transform our abilities to communicate, interact, and work with others?
– What types of interactions occur when a learner is connected to a mobile or static device?
– How does the design of a tool, and/or a language-task, affect the learning experience?

These and other questions related to LCI can be explored within an ergonomic research paradigm. To that end, CALL ergonomists will use specific tools and measures to understand and analyse what learners actually do when they are working with technology “for the finest details of a subject’s activity are influenced by sociological, cultural, organisational factors” (Raby et al., 2003, p. 4). They will perform process-oriented analyses of LCI by means of learner-task-tool observations at the computer (e.g., Hamel & Caws, 2010). In order to fully grasp and understand these observations and the behaviours they reveal in a more comprehensive and holistic manner, other types of ergonomic analyses/measurements should be performed, such as needs analyses.

A user needs analysis is an essential first step in setting up research and/or designing new tools, systems or environments. Former experience with the learned language and with technologies can highly influence the success or failure of interactions with new systems being developed. Moreover, learners’ metacognitive knowledge and skills have been shown to help learners reinforce their autonomy in such new systems (Hauck, 2005).

Ergonomics also values behaviours (verbal and physical) and the mental activity of the user/learner. As noted by Raby et al. (2003):

Unlike many CALL studies that limit themselves to account for learners’ representations or productions, ergonomics also takes into account their behaviours. In order to analyse a work situation, ergonomists or work analysts point out the relationships that unite behaviours and mental processes into a task model. (p. 4)

Hence, CALL ergonomics looks at mental activity (schemas) and behaviours through the task process, as illustrated in Figure 2.2.
Ergonomics is context dependent. By understanding the context and analysing specific learning situations, CALL ergonomics digs deeper within the cognitive and functional effects of new systems, and the effects that new e-learning tasks may have on human cognition and behaviours. It does so not only by placing the user at the centre of the investigation but also by focusing on the processes of learning rather than relying solely on outcomes. A focus on processes is crucial to better assess the learners’ abilities to cope with the needs of systems that are becoming more and more dynamic and varied (e.g., online, at home, in collaboration, on a mobile device, etc.). For example, some ergonomics based research on CALL systems that appeared at first glance to be usable and useful showed that (some) learners were not always performing well, meaning that (aspects of) the systems were not entirely adapted to their (various) needs (e.g., Caws, 2013; Hamel, 2012). As such, by analysing a “work situation (or the association of a subject and a task in set conditions)” (Raby, 2005, p. 184), empirical data that are collected (physical and verbal behaviours, performances, and processes) can further be recycled into systems design, as well as new learning environments.

Conditions for observations

When discussing the methods used by CALL ergonomists to collect valuable empirical data on LCI for design and/or learning purposes, it is essential to discuss the conditions under which observations occur. First, we need to recall some of the attributes of the theories that frame the research. As said in our What section
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above, LCI occur within dynamic, complex systems, and the activities that are mediated by technologies involve many components. These components (notably, the space, the actors, the community, the rules and regulations under which the activity takes place, or the specific instrument that mediates the interactions) need to be present and/or considered as potential variables when researchers undergo their ergonomic experiments.

Earlier on in this chapter, we also explained that for most ergonomists, observations of work conditions should occur in the environment where the human being is actually and physically working. Raby et al. (2003) also insisted on this condition being applied to CALL ergonomics research. While we agree in principle, in that the social, cultural or institutional factors do influence learning, we argue that, in fact, if we consider that the physical settings might also negatively affect the LCI (as it is often the case when classrooms and CALL labs are designed without taking into account the needs and requirements of their future users), there is also room for observations in extended (at home) and semi-experimental (in an ergonomic lab) settings. Conditions under which interactions occur can be accommodated, (re)arranged, while keeping the measurements procedures intact so to come closer to finding the optimal contextual settings which will enhance the quality of the LCI.

Conditions should match the aim of the experiment. For instance, running usability tests on a system being developed might initially be conducted with a small set of learners only (e.g., Hamel, 2012). Nielsen (1993) explained that after five users, saturation in terms of problems with a system would be reached. Usability tests as per the software design industry are typically run in ergonomic labs, where user behaviour is being monitored individually (Hamel, 2012). When a system prototype has reached maturity, i.e., a functional level robust enough to allow for a wider deployment, then ergonomic evaluations could be conducted in more naturalistic conditions. In Hamel and Séror’s study (see Chapter 7, this volume), authentic learning conditions were kept intact so that the LCI processes and behaviours observed were not induced, but rather mirrored the reality.

Other challenges concern the overall settings of experiments with CALL, and, more generally, educational ergonomics. For instance, Benedyk et al. (2009) addressed one of these concerns, as presented by previous studies (such as the one by Kao). Although their study does not concern CALL environments, the challenges that the authors addressed are similar to several issues in CALL contexts. For instance, they explained that one real challenge to the application of ergonomic principles to education contexts is that instead of presenting one “worker” (as is the case in traditional ergonomics), these environments typically feature two main actors, namely the teacher and the learner, who are co-dependant, in that “the measure of effective teaching is successful learning” (Benedyk et al.,
2009, p. 238). Moreover, this co-dependence occurs in somewhat dislocated time and space: Both actors may share the same space or not, and may interact with artefacts in synchrony or asynchrony. They explained,

> Within such a variety in settings exposing learners to a wide variety of influencing factors, some of which are subtle and intangible, the task of the ergonomist is to identify design problems for the effective completion of the learning tasks, and to structure solutions. (p. 238)

To address these challenges, the authors propose a holistic model set in two stages: one stage that focuses on the learner, separating him/her in a single learning context, and another stage where the ergonomic approach extends to include all the external factors that affect the learner interactions (such as the instructor, the physical setting, the artefacts, or the peers) (p. 238).

Ergonomic criteria

The software design industry, like several other industries, relies on the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards to ensure that HCI systems being developed comply with sets of internationally approved requirements, specifications and/or guidelines. The prime objective of an ISO standard is indeed that “products and services are safe, reliable and of good quality” (International, n.d.). Ergonomic analyses performed on HCI systems should enable the evaluation of its usability. To this end, the ISO 9241 norm, which concerns Ergonomics of human-system interaction, stipulates that usability is “the extent to which a product can be used by specified users to achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction in a specified context of use” (ISO 9241-11: 1998, definition 3.1).

As an industry evolves, so will the ISO standards that monitor this industry. The notion of usability, for instance, was extended to that of quality in use to better reflect its user-centredness, as Bevan (2009) recalled:

> This wider interpretation of usability was incorporated in the revision of ISO 9126-1 (2001), renamed “quality in use” as it is the user’s perspective of the quality when using a product [3]. The software quality characteristics: functionality, reliability, efficiency, usability, maintainability and portability contribute to this quality. (p. 2)

In the context of CALL, ergonomic analyses performed on LCI systems should equally enable the evaluation of their usability or quality in use, ensuring that their design follows the same ISO standards, and be guided by the same main three user-centred, goal-specific and context-dependent criteria: effectiveness, efficiency and
satisfaction. With reference to the ISO 9241 standard, effectiveness will be measured against parameters related to the learner’s success in achieving the specified goals set by the language task to be accomplished. It focuses on the task outcome: its accuracy and completeness. Efficiency will be measured against parameters related to the learner performance in achieving goals set by the language task during its accomplishment. It focuses on the task process: the efforts, the (physical, cognitive) resources deployed by the learner and the time spent on task. Satisfaction will be measured against parameters related to the learner perception of task goal achievement, and of software qualities, as stated in the ISO 2196 standard above. It focuses on the learner’s experiences, attitudes, beliefs, and feelings. In Hamel (2012, 2013), specific parameters were devised to account for these ergonomic criteria in measuring the usability of an online dictionary for advanced learners of French (see Chapter 7, this volume).

These standards offer a comprehensive set of ergonomic evaluations/analyses that can be used to assess the quality-in-use of HCI/LCI systems.

Ergonomic analyses and evaluations

In our connected Web 2.0 world, the UX (User eXperience) industry is flourishing. It has led to a strong community of UX experts believing that knowing your users, taking their views into account, having them participate in a system design are core in achieving an optimal fit between their goals and the system being developed. Many websites provide useful descriptions of the types of methods and tools that can be used to conduct user-centred (i.e., ergonomics) evaluations, and, in particular, how to assess usability. A most-known website is that of the two “fathers” of usability: Jacob Nielsen and Don Norman. Called NN/g Nielsen Norman group <http://www.nngroup.com>, this website contains UX research reports (e.g., on User testing and, in particular, on How to conduct usability studies) and articles (e.g., Usability 1010, User testing, Web usability). Other websites, such as that of the Usability Professionals’ Association <www.upassoc.org>, also gather usability resources (e.g., Guidelines and Methods), as well as publications (e.g., Journal of Usability Studies, UX – User experience magazine).

Dedicated to the instructional context is the IAR: Instructional Assessment Resources <www.utexas.edu/academic/ctl/assessment/iar/>, which proposes a series of comprehensive modules on how to assess students, teaching, technology and programs (even how to conduct research), in an approach very much in line with educational ergonomics (see also Scapin & Bastien, 1997). This assessment approach considers the following stage: Planning, Gathering data and Reporting results in a cyclic and iterative manner. If, for instance, our focus is on assessing
instructional technology, the Planning phase comprises five steps: (a) Describe the instructional technology and the learning context; (b) Identify the stakeholders and their needs; (c) Determine the assessment purpose using central questions; (d) Identify how you will use the assessment results; and, (e) Choose the appropriate assessment method(s) and plan implementation.

During the initial phase of an ergonomic evaluation, we should recall the importance of understanding the user context that will eventually help understand the user behaviour. By means of a task analysis, a task model can be built, describing the (planned) task components and structure, as well as the user intentions and goals. According to Preece et al., this type of ergonomic analysis is “used to ensure that the conceptual model being developed is working in the way it is intended and that it is supporting the users’ tasks” (as cited in Hémard, 2006, p. 266). This will help construct task scenarios for user tests.

Taking into account ergonomic criteria, usability tests put users in real task scenarios and monitor the efficiency of the task process, the effectiveness of the task outcome and the user satisfaction. They can be conducted early (on a paper/wireframe prototype, for instance). However, often at that initial stage of system development, a walkthrough method (Hémard, 2003, 2006) will be applied, which consists of providing users with a task script and asking them to verbalise (in a talk-aloud protocol or in conversation with the experimenter) the steps taken during the scripted task process. Usability tests can be conducted midway, as formative assessments to identify strengths and weaknesses of versions of functional prototypes. They can even be run comparatively (against similar systems). Comparative measurements are often performed by domain experts with checklists of heuristics (sets of ergonomic criteria) against which systems are compared. That method is called benchmarking. An example of benchmarking in a CALL context can be found in Handley and Hamel (2005), where we describe a study aiming at benchmarking speech synthesis for language teaching and learning purposes.

These methods used to elicit empirical user/LCI data can be further classified in direct and indirect methods. Direct methods are often referred to as objective whereas indirect methods are often referred to as subjective. User data are considered objective if prompted directly, in a non-obstructed, non-intrusive manner, with little or no inferences on what is being observed (behaviours, task outcome). On the other hand, user data are considered subjective if they solicit opinions, judgements, or interpretations (e.g., user background, experience, satisfaction). Observation and Usability testing can be considered direct, objective methods, while Survey, Interview, Focus group can be considered indirect, subjective methods. Walkthrough and benchmarking fall somewhere in the middle, since the LCI data elicited is a mixture of observations and interpretations.
Gathering user/LCI data, especially in an educational research context, needs to take into account ethical issues as well. Informed consent must be obtained from users, explaining which types of data will be collected, how and for what purpose. When classroom studies involving learners are considered, the notion of a captive population should be taken into careful consideration. The IAR website discusses ethical questions related to: willingness to participate, anonymity and confidentiality, data security (storage, destruction), and compensation.

Finally, Reporting results will imply analysing the data, in a qualitative, quantitative or mixed-manner (we will not expand on this here). Ideally, data should be cross-analysed and attempts should be made to correlate results. Hamel (2013), for instance, has provided an example of how questionnaires can inform usability tests conducted on a dictionary prototype. In that study, learner background and experience (pre-test questionnaire), efficiency and effectiveness scores (usability test) and learner satisfaction (post-test questionnaire) were correlated and showed relationships between experience and performance, satisfaction and success.

The objective of conducting ergonomic analyses is to develop a comprehensive understanding of the user experience, in our case the learner experience, with a focus on their behaviours and mental activity when interacting with/using technology with specific purposes in mind to attain specific language learning goals. Figure 2.3 below summarizes how LCI (the learner experience of technology usage) can be investigated through a comprehensive set of ergonomic analyses.
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Conclusions

Understanding what learners do

CALL ergonomics assumes that learners grow continuously. Under this assumption and as imposed by the complexity of LCI, changes occur constantly, over time and space. Cameron and Larsen-Freeman (2008) compared this non-linearity to mathematics, suggesting that it referred to “a change that is not proportional to input” (p. 31). This non-linearity causes challenges, and the authors proposed that one alternative (amongst others) to face such challenges is to “construct simulated models of the models that explore behaviour over time” (Cameron & Larsen-Freeman, 2008, p. 31). Within such dynamic environments (may they be simulated or authentic), CALL ergonomists will focus one aspect of their work on observing learners to see how behaviours adapt to changes, and how learners’ mental models develop through interactions with the systems.

Just as methods and research in HCI, UI and UX found their roots and inspiration in anthropology and ethnography, Fischer (2007) stated, “computer-based tracking can be characterized as a form of ethnography research. As ethnographers enter a community of practice and interview informants to collect data on a sociocultural phenomenon, so, too, can the computer collect data on how students use software” (p. 411). These studies focus more directly on the learners’ interactions with specific software, or even specific components of these software, that are considered by Fischer (2007) as tutor (i.e., allowing students to complete language learning exercises) as opposed to tools that permit communication in the L2 via the computer. Interestingly enough, the fast development of computer-mediated communication tools, in particular those mediated by Web 2.0 technologies, has helped tremendously in providing ample data on learners’ output, probably less on learners’ process, hence the requirement to track learners’ processes in a more objective, scientific way.

Observing and understanding learners’ behaviours will often lead to surprising evidence, hence the need for heuristic evaluations similar to those used in HCI. In the case of language learning software, for instance, it is common to see users take the fastest route to the targeted item, omit steps in the process, or ignore some of the components of the software. Fischer (2007) added, “the evidence is consistent and compelling; many students make only minimal use of some software components, which raises questions about what constitutes effective instructional design and also has self-evident consequences for software development” (p. 414). While such behaviours may be troubling, it often results from the fact that development of software and tools has been largely influenced by what the designer (who is not necessarily a language learner or instructor)
believes is needed. However, a proper design (and redesign) should be based on learners’ observations, needs and goal assessment, interviews, analysis of activities, namely what is described as need-finding in HCI and SD. These observations will often be repeated in a cyclic process.

Broadening the scope of ergonomic measurements

In the CALL research literature about design, Hémard (2003) criticised the scope of usability studies, their lack of longitudinal approach and the fact that CALL design should aim at acceptability (the adoption stage for CALL system), even to what Bax (2011) referred to as normalization (the integration stage for CALL system), and ultimately to achieve what Levy (2013) referred to as sustainability (the green, i.e., maintainable stage for a CALL system). Stakes are high in measuring against these ideal, yet desirable, ergonomic criteria and will involve widening the further concept of quality in use to make room for parameters defining efficiency, namely, that take into account learning from errors, and from efforts and time spent during the task process which, in learning situations, can and should be beneficial to language learning (Hamel, 2013).

Hornbaeck (2006), looking at current practice in measuring usability, has also held a similar discourse. Based on a review of 180 usability studies published in HCI journals, the author identified problems related to how usability is being measured. Namely, Hornbaeck (2006) stated that (a) domain experts are rarely used in such evaluations; (b) the HCI outcome (effectiveness criteria) is not systematically evaluated; (c) learning and retention factors are not taken into account; (d) there is an unclear relationship made between usage patterns and quality-in-use; (e) satisfaction questionnaires used are not valid instruments; and (f) some studies unknowingly mix objective (observation) and subjective (perception) measures (p. 97). He formulated recommendations (in terms of challenges), namely for “focusing on macro measures, such as those related to cognitively and socially complex tasks, and long-term use” (Hornbaeck, 2006, p. 97).

A recycling metaphor

One aspect of CALL ergonomics that merits particular attention is the recycling metaphor proposed earlier by Caws and Hamel (2013) and inspired by other research and discussions on the learning cycle (e.g., Bertin & Gravé, 2010; for action-research within a neo-Vygotskian approach, see Bax, 2011; for the ontological iterative process, see Colpaert, 2006). The concept is based on a requirement to run a series of ergonomic measurements and to recycle everything: the user/LCI data
collected, the user/LCI analysis results, and the user/LCI data elicitation methods, and to reinvest it into further design and development of systems as well as into pedagogical practice to enrich it (its pedagogical tasks and scenarios) with models of task processes, portraits learners, and personas (see Chapter 6, this volume). Methods can be recycled into teaching (see Chapter 7, this volume); LCI data can be reused for teacher-training purposes (see Chapter 9, this volume); such complex empirical outcomes should be stored as open-access LCI corpora (see Chapter 10, this volume).

In summary, CALL ergonomic research can and must pursue a dual agenda: that of investigating the learner experience to shed light on both behaviours and performances in order to optimize CALL design and pedagogical interventions so that both of these reach quality or good learner fit (Chapelle, 2001). Ultimately, ergonomic evaluations, which are powerful and comprehensive methods to elicit user/LCI data, should help inform, perhaps challenge and advance, SLA theory.

At a time when institutions seem to put a lot of emphasis on the acquisition of abilities that students can apply to the work place, it seems quite fitting to understand exactly how they interact with instruments no matter what the learning environment. As such, CALL can rightly claim a right and a role to play in ergonomics based research.
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In the last decade, the term “affordance”, coined by the ecological psychologist James Gibson (1986), has become a buzzword in CALL research. Often used to denote possibilities offered by technologies, the concept has been imported into CALL from cognate domains, such as human-computer Interaction (HCI). However, the CALL community has yet to engage in in-depth discussions on its meaning and usefulness for CALL research and design. The concept remains confusing, often misunderstood, and, at times, misused. This chapter provides an introduction to the concept of affordances, with a view to clarify its meaning and potential applications within CALL. Following a brief overview of Gibson’s theory of affordance, it presents and discusses leading HCI interpretations and conceptualizations of affordance that are particularly relevant to CALL researchers and designers. More specifically, it explicates HCI cognitivist and post-cognitivist views of affordances before exploring their relation to CALL affordances and their possible place within a CALL research agenda focusing more particularly on learner-computer interactions.
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Introduction

According to the sociologist Hutchby (2001), “different technologies possess different affordances, and these affordances constrain the ways that they can possibly be ‘written’ or ‘read’” (p. 447). Since the beginning of this millennium, and although it is yet to appear in dictionaries, the term affordance has become a buzzword in the human-computer interaction (HCI), Educational Technology and CALL literature, as well as in the public discourse on the integration of digital technologies in education. The term, which was originally coined by ecological psychologist James J. Gibson (1986) “to denote action possibilities provided to the actor by the environment” (Kaptelinin, 2014), was first introduced to the HCI
community through Norman’s (1988) seminal book, *The psychology of everyday things (POET)*, re-edited in 2002 under the title *The design of everyday things* (Norman, 2002). In his original definition, Norman (1988) defined affordances as “the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” (p. 9), thus implying some relationship between the affordances of a physical product and its usefulness and usability.

As Norman’s original definition quickly spread throughout the HCI community, “some inherent ambiguities [led] to widely varying usage in the HCI literature” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 179), perhaps casting some doubt on the usefulness of the concept in design studies and, more particularly, in the domain of Interaction Design. It generated a debate within and between various communities, which is still ongoing today. Different theoretical perspectives have inspired different design models, with varying degrees of success in terms of usability and user experience. As evidenced by the numerous attempts to clarify the meaning of the concept and the ensuing debates, the concept of affordance nevertheless remains a core HCI concept to researchers and practitioners seeking to improve the usability and usefulness of systems and applications.

The lack of clarity and consensus on the meaning of affordances is not the prerogative of HCI researchers and practitioners. Many examples of divergent understandings of affordances can also be found in the educational technology and CALL literature. To my knowledge, however, the CALL community is yet to engage in a theoretical discussion on the meaning of the concept. Numerous educational technology and CALL articles or book chapters have the word *affordances* in their title or in the body of their text – often as part of a collocation, such as educational affordances, learning affordances, pedagogical affordances, cognitive affordances, social affordances, or linguistic affordances. Some propose or investigate lists of affordances offered by various technologies, e.g., Web 2.0 technologies or virtual worlds (Conole & Dyke, 2004; Dalgarno & Lee, 2010; de Haan, Reed, & Kuwada, 2010). Others explore a certain kind of affordances within a given technological context, e.g., “linguistic affordances in telecollaborative chat” (Darhower, 2008). While some authors make their understanding of affordances explicit (e.g., Berglund, 2009; Darhower, 2008; Hoven & Palalas, 2011; Levy & Steel, 2015; Newgarden, Zheng, & Liu, 2015; Zheng & Newgarden, 2012), many do not.

A significant consequence of the lack of clarity about the meaning of affordances is a plethora of taxonomies, design models, and empirical studies that, at best, cannot be compared and, at worst, contain some intrinsic incoherence, due to “divergent ontological and epistemological understandings of the concept” (Bonderup Dohn, 2009, p. 153). Such divergent understandings may lead to tensions and misunderstandings, both at the theoretical and practical levels, in the
design processes and empirical studies that are supposedly informed by a theory of affordances (Bonderup Dohn, 2009). Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012a) make a similar point when they warn us that “unruly theoretical mixing and matching risks illogic and inconsistency” (p. 8). The concept of affordances is probably most useful to CALL researchers and designers seeking to improve the usability, usefulness, and user experience of CALL systems, and to support language learners in their interactions with computers and others speakers of the target language. By mixing and matching incommensurable approaches to affordances, or by combining a view of affordances with an incommensurable theory of second language acquisition or development, our attempts to make our designs more usable, more useful, and enjoyable may be severely constrained. In addition, the validity, reliability, or trustworthiness of our empirical studies is not guaranteed.

This chapter provides an introduction to the concept of affordances with a view to clarify its meaning, so that it can be useful and relevant to CALL researchers and designers. Following a brief overview of Gibson’s theory of affordance, it outlines leading HCI interpretations and conceptualizations of affordance that are particularly relevant to the CALL community. More specifically, it explicates cognitivist and post-cognitivist views of affordances before exploring educational and linguistic affordances and their place within a CALL research agenda, focusing more particularly on learner-computer interactions.

Gibson’s theory of affordances

Gibson’s theory of affordances is an integral part of his Ecological approach to visual perception (Gibson, 1986), which marked a departure from “the information-processing paradigm that previously dominated research in the psychology of perception” (Albrechtsen, Andersen, Bødker, & Pejtersen, 2001, p. 7), as well as from Cartesian dualism, which sees mind and body as separate yet interacting entities—i.e., the mind controls the body, and the body can influence the mind (Descartes, 1647). According to Gibson (1986), animals (and humans) pick up information about the environment in which they live directly from the “ambient optic array” which he defines as “a structured arrangement of light with respect to a point of observation” (Gibson, 1970). For Gibson, “action and perception are linked through real-world objects that afford certain forms of action possibilities for particular species or individuals” (Albrechtsen et al., 2001, p. 6). The actor perceives these action possibilities as affordances (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b), which are “what [the environment] offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill” (Gibson 1986, p. 127). Gibson coined the word affordance to mean “something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way
that no existing term does” and that “implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment” (Gibson, 1986, p. 127). Gibson explains this complementarity (or mutuality) in the following terms:

[An affordance] is equally a fact of the environment and a fact of behaviour. It is both physical and psychical, yet neither. An affordance points both ways, to the environment and to the observer. (Gibson, 1986, p. 129)

From a Gibsonian perspective, affordances are thus action possibilities that are offered by the environment to the animal and that are determined by both the objective properties of the environment and the action capabilities of the animal (Kaptelinin, 2014). For example, “[w]ater affords breathing for a fish, but not for a human. A chair affords sitting for an adult, but not for an infant” (Linderoth, 2012, p. 49). Affordances can be positive or negative, as illustrated by Gibson’s own examples:

[A knife] affords cutting if manipulated in one manner, but it affords being cut if manipulated in another manner. Similarly, but at a different level of complexity, a middle-sized metallic object affords grasping, but if charged with current it affords electric shock. (Gibson, 1986, p. 137)

Another characteristic of affordances is that they “exist irrespective of whether or not they are perceived by the observer” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b, p. 968):

The affordance of something does not change as the need of the observer changes. The observer may or may not perceive or attend to the affordance, according to his needs, but the affordance, being invariant, is always there to be perceived. (Gibson, 1986, pp. 138–139)

Finally, as noted by Kaptelinin (2014), Gibson (1986) does not distinguish between animals and humans, nor between natural and cultural environments. Affordances can be provided both by natural objects and by objects created by humans, such as tools, in their attempt to alter the natural environment.

The above overview is but a brief and simplified account of Gibson’s theory of affordances. It nevertheless provides an entry point to the exploration of key issues that have been the focus of much debate since Norman’s (1988) introduction of the concept to the design and HCI communities. Such issues include the relationship between affordances and perception, the role of culture in the creation and perception of action possibilities for humans, the specificity of tool affordances compared to affordances offered by other natural objects, or the role of learning in the perception of affordances (Kaptelinin, 2014).
Affordances in HCI

As noted by Kaptelinin (2014), “the sheer volume of HCI literature that uses the concept of affordances makes it impossible to cover all relevant work” (Sec. 44.3). Attempts at classifying the wide range of HCI perspectives on affordances can be found in the works of Vyas, Chisalita, and Dix (2008), Kaptelinin (2014), and Pozzi, Pigni, and Vitari (2014), to mention but a few.

Different conceptualizations and interpretations of affordance can be loosely attributed to cognitivist and post-cognitivist HCI. According to Vyas et al. (2006), “[a] cognitivist would describe affordance as a set of observable technology attributes provided by a designer” (p. 93). By contrast, these authors have labelled the post-cognitivist activity theoretical and phenomenological accounts interaction-centred, meaning that “affordances of a system emerge during users’ actual interaction with it” (Vyas et al., 2008, p. 4). Assigning an interpretation of affordance to one or another of cognitivist or post-cognitivist views is challenging, however. As remarked by Vyas and his colleagues (2006), the paradigm shift observed in HCI between the 1980s and the 1990s did not always translate into a fundamental re-framing of affordances. Baerentsen and Trettvik (2002) argue that this is largely due to the fact that Cartesian dualism still pervades our theories of the mind and of “our environment and our place in it” (p. 51), as well as HCI. They suggest that

the problem with affordances stems from the attempt to adapt it to the dualistic Procrustes bed of cognitivism, with the result that it is reduced into something fundamentally foreign to Gibson’s use of the concept. (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002, p. 52)

While being cognisant of possible ontological and epistemological inconsistencies, and perhaps even conflicts, the following sections give an overview of the main cognitivist and post-cognitivist contributions to the HCI debate on affordances.

The cognitivist view

Early debates within the HCI community have attempted to clarify the meaning of affordances in HCI and have primarily focused on the relationship between affordances and perception. This section briefly examines the contributions of three authors who continue to influence the field, as evidenced by the number of citations they have received to date: Norman (1988, 1999, 2013), Gaver (1991), and McGrenere and Ho (2000).
Having first defined affordances as “the perceived and actual properties of the thing, primarily those fundamental properties that determine just how the thing could possibly be used” (Norman, 1988, p. 9) – which was a marked departure from Gibson’s (1986) view that affordances were independent of perception – Norman (1999) later made a distinction between perceived and real affordances, before eventually separating affordances, i.e., real affordances, from information about them (Norman, 2013).

Gaver (1991), expanding on Norman’s (1988) earlier definition, explored “the notion of affordances as a way of focussing on the strengths and weaknesses of technologies with respect to the possibilities they offer the people that might use them” (Gaver, 1991, p. 79). He provided a framework for separating affordances from the perceptual information about them, thus keeping with Gibson’s view. This allowed him to distinguish between correct rejections and perceptible, hidden, and false affordances (see Table 3.1 below). According to Gaver (1991), “the actual perception of affordances will […] be determined in part by the observer’s culture, social setting, experience and intentions” (p. 81).

Gaver (1991) also introduced the concepts of sequential and nested affordances, which he saw as required to understand affordances for complex actions. Sequential affordances refer “to situations in which acting on a perceptible affordance leads to information indicating new affordances” (Gaver, 1991, p. 82). Nested affordances refer to grouping of affordances in space, with one affordance serving “as context for another one” (Kaptelinin, 2014, Sec. 44.3.2.1). Finally, Gaver (1991) called for an exploration of “other modes for communicating affordances for action” (p. 83), such as tactile information and sound, which can also give information about affordances.

McGrenere and Ho (2000) discussed the ambiguities in Norman’s (1988) original definition and further explored Gibson’s (1986) concept of affordance. In line with Gaver (1991), they called for a clear distinction between the existence of affordances and the information that specifies it, while claiming that the former was “independent of the actor’s experiences and culture, whereas the ability to perceive the affordance may be dependent on these” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 180). Stemming from this distinction, they argued for differentiating between

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3.1</th>
<th>Separating affordances from the information available about them</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(adapted from Gaver 1991, p. 80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceptible affordances:</td>
<td>perceptual information is available for an existing affordance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hidden affordances:</td>
<td>perceptual information is not available for an existing affordance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>False affordances:</td>
<td>information suggests a non-existing affordance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correct rejections:</td>
<td>there is no affordance for a given action, nor information suggesting it</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the *usefulness* and *usability* of designs, the former having previously been somewhat neglected by the HCI community. According to them,

> The usefulness of a design is determined by what the design affords (that is, the possibilities for action in the design) and whether these affordances match the goals of the user and allow the necessary work to be accomplished. The usability of a design can be enhanced by clearly designing the perceptual information that specifies these affordances. Usable designs have information specifying affordances that accounts for various attributes of the end-users, including their cultural conventions and level of expertise. (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 184)

McGrenere and Ho (2000) further differentiated between the affordances offered by the “physical” system (e.g., the physical interactions with devices) and by an application, which also offers possibilities for action at different hierarchical levels. Building on Gaver’s (1991) nested and sequential affordances, they argued that affordances offered by the software or application “exist (or are nested) in a hierarchy and that the levels of the hierarchy may or may not map to system functions” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 185). For example, a word processing application affords, at the highest level, writing and editing, and at a lower level clicking, scrolling, dragging and dropping (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 184). However, when a user clicks on a button, his/her goal is not to click on the button per se, but rather to invoke the associated function: “button clickability is nested within the affordance of function invokability” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 185). In line with Gaver’s (1991) concept of sequential affordances, clicking a button may also result in the display of a drop-down menu, giving the user the possibility to then select an option.

Finally, McGrenere and Ho (2000) rejected the binary view of affordances (i.e., an affordance exists or does not exist) and introduced the *degree of an affordance*, which can be used to describe “the ease with which an affordance can be undertaken” (p. 185). In addition, they proposed a second dimension, the *degree of perceptual information*, which “describes the clarity of information that describes the existing affordance” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 185), in other words, the usability of the design. These two dimensions are incorporated into a framework for design, whose goal is, firstly, to determine the necessary affordances (usefulness) and, secondly, to “maximise each of these dimensions” (McGrenere & Ho, 2000, p. 185), which relate to usability.

The *cognitivist view* of the concept of affordances and its associated models continue to influence designs and empirical studies, not only in HCI but also in a variety of domains, including CALL (see for example Levy & Steel, 2015).
The post-cognitive view

This section will present two approaches that have been very influential in post-cognitivist HCI (Kaptelinin et al., 2003; Kaptelinin, 2014): Leontiev’s (1978) activity theory and phenomenology (Heidegger, 1962). Phenomenology and activity theory have some similarities, while being radically different in other aspects. Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012a) noted that both approaches have different points of departure. From an activity theoretical perspective, social (or collective) activities are the interface between subjects and the world: Subjects are constituted by practical activities that transform both themselves and the environment. By contrast, phenomenology is not so much concerned with “how subjects come to exist” but rather how they make sense of their existence and how the world reveals itself to them (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012a, p. 51). Another key difference between the two approaches relates to the phenomenological notion of embodiment, which has inspired theoretical and empirical work in HCI and, more particularly, the development of the concept of embodied interaction, i.e., “interaction with computer systems that occupy our world, a world of physical and social reality” (Dourish, 2001/2004, p. 3). Although this would be “theoretically plausible” (Baumer & Tomlinson, 2011; Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012a), activity theoretical HCI has not explicitly explored the role of the body in interactions, except perhaps for Kaptelinin’s (1996) work on functional organs (Leontiev, 1981), which “combine natural human capabilities with artefacts to allow the individual to attain goals that could not be attained otherwise” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012a, p. 28).

Kaptelinin (2014) outlines some similarities between activity theory and phenomenology on the one hand, and Gibson’s ecological psychology on the other: Despite their different philosophical underpinnings, and despite the fact that neither activity theory nor phenomenology has a theory of affordances as such, the notion of mutuality (or complementarity) of the environment and the actor, as well as a tight relationship between perception and action, can be found in both, albeit in different ways (Kaptelinin 2014, Sec. 44.3.3). Activity theoretical and phenomenological approaches to affordances are said to account for complex affordances, a concept that has emerged in the context of rapid development of complex technologies and which is not fully addressed by cognitivist approaches to affordances.

Simple and complex affordances

Phenomenological and activity theoretical accounts of affordance have become particularly attractive to the Computer Supported Collaborative Work (CSCW)
and Computer Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) communities, who have to deal with complex collaborative activities and thus seek to design and evaluate increasingly complex systems and platforms. As noted by Vyas et al. (2008), designers have traditionally decided what affordances should be offered to users of a system. However, as many users actively participate in interactions, they also transform them in unexpected ways. In addition, and according to Vyas et al. (2008),

the perception and acting out of affordances may lead to reflection on the artefacts, their uses (potential actions) and people’s roles (constraints upon actions). Once users are aware of this their perceived affordances change also. (Vyas et al., 2008, p. 8)

Through cycles of change, artefacts and affordances are thus modified, and both embody the practices, norms and values of the community that created and used them (Vyas et al., 2008, p. 8). This dynamic view of affordances is not adequately addressed by Gibson’s theory or by its cognitivist interpretations.

The complexity and the dynamical nature of affordances is also the focus of Turner’s (2005) work. Turner distinguished between simple and complex affordances. Simple affordances are those “operating in a classic Gibsonian ‘perception-action loop’” (Turner, 2005, p. 788), such as turning a knob to increase the volume of the sound on a device or dialling a number on a phone. While he recognized that simple affordances remain essential to the design and “creation of tangible, ubiquitous and pervasive devices” (Turner, 2005, p. 790), Turner argued that many systems are likely to offer more complex affordances. For example, in the context of a collaborative system, the affordance “highlighting some aspect of an object” is an action that “embodies not only one’s perception, but serves to direct the attention of others” (Turner, 2005, p. 792). Turner further observed that, in the case of CSCW, “artefacts mediating cooperation are frequently socially constructed and their affordances can be seen to differ from one workplace to another” (Turner, 2005, p. 793). These artefacts constitute “boundary objects”, initially defined by Star (1989) as “common objects [that] form the boundaries between groups through flexibility and shared structure” and whose “materiality derives from action” (Star, 2010, p. 603). Boundary objects develop within and between groups of people, and their affordances embody the culture, history, and practice of these various communities of practice (Wenger, 1998).

Turner (2005) proposed two distinct philosophical approaches that could illuminate how complex affordances may operate: Ilyenkov’s (2012) concepts of ideal and significances, and Heidegger’s (1962) phenomenology. Turner argued that both Ilyenkov and Heidegger pointed to a similar approach to affordance: “a
thing is identified by its use and that use, in turn, is revealed by way of its affordances/significances” and thus both, directly or indirectly, “equate context and use” (Turner, 2005, p. 787). Turner (2005) concluded that “affordance and context are one and the same” (p. 787).

Turner rooted this conclusion in Ilyenkov’s (1977) concepts of ideality and significance, in his work on “the relationship between the material and the ideal in human life” as well as “his formulation of the concept of the artefact” (Cole, 2012, p. 9). An artefact is “an aspect of the material world that has been modified over the history of its incorporation into goal directed human action” (Cole, 2012, p. 9). Artefacts, including technologies, are both material and ideal, as explained by Cole (2012):

By virtue of the changes wrought in the process of their creation and use, artefacts are simultaneously ideal and material. They are manufactured in the process of goal directed human actions. They are ideal in that their material form has been shaped by their participation in the interactions of which they were previously a part and which they mediate in the present. (pp. 9–10)

Significances are then ideal properties, such as values and meanings, which are acquired by an artefact as the result of purposive activity (Turner, 2005; Turner & Turner, 2002). For Turner and Turner (2002), significance was a cultural affordance, i.e., a set of features that arose from the making, using or modifying of the artefact, and which encompassed the values of the culture that created it. Ilyenkov’s concept of ideal-material artefacts, along with his work on dialectics and contradictions, are foundational concepts of activity theory, which will be explored in later sections.

Relying on Heidegger’s phenomenology, Turner (2005) argued that the Heideggerian notions of familiarity, breakdown, and more particularly, equipment, could enhance our understanding and use of complex affordances. According to Heidegger, a world is made of “everyday practices, equipment and common skills shared by specific communities” (Turner, 2005, p. 796). It comprises the totality of interrelated pieces of equipment that are being used for a specific task. It also comprises the set of purposes to which these tasks are put, as well as the identities that are assumed while performing these tasks. We demonstrate our everyday familiarity (i.e., our involvement or being-in-the-world and our understanding/know-how of activities) by coping (i.e., dealing “with little or no conscious effort” [Turner, 2013, back cover]) with situations, tools and objects as they present themselves to us, and by our understanding of the referential whole, which is embedded in and manifesting itself in our activities. It is therefore impossible to separate the context, i.e., the world, in which we are active from the action possibilities that present themselves to us. The level and nature of coping are
likely to reveal themselves in response to breakdowns or disturbances that may occur when using a tool (for an extended discussion of coping, including skilful coping, and breakdowns, see Dreyfus [1991, 2014] and Turner [2013]).

Before coming to the specific discussion of these complex affordances in learner-computer interaction in CALL, we will contextualize them in our prevalent approach in Activity Theory.

Affordances in activity-theoretical HCI

Among the different variants of activity theory, the closely related versions proposed by Leontiev (1978) and Engeström (1987/2014) appear to be dominating activity theoretical HCI (for a detailed overview of both versions as they are applied to HCI, see Kaptelinin and Nardi 2012a). For Leontiev (1978), “activity is the basis for psychic phenomena and the fundamental unit of psychological analysis” (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002, p. 53). Whereas Leontiev was primarily concerned with activities of individuals, Engeström (1987/2014) extended Leontiev’s original model and developed a model of collective activity. In both models, however, human or life activity is understood as a systemic, dynamic, and hierarchical formation organized around three layers or constituents – activity, actions, and operations – which relate to needs, intentions, and conditions, respectively.

According to Bødker and Klokmose (2011), this tripartite structure of activities “provides three sets of analytical glasses, each of which focuses on an important aspect of human activity: motivation (by asking why?), goal-orientation (by asking what?) and function (by asking how?)” (p. 320). Activities are collective, oriented toward one or more objects, and motivated by a need, which can be biological, psychological, or social. This motive gives sense and direction to intentional, tool-mediated, and goal-oriented actions, which are carried out through a series of automated operations that are contingent on material conditions. Activities are dynamic in so far that the relationships between these three constituents are flexible, as explained by Lektorsky (2009): “an action can become an activity, a goal can transform into a motive, a task can become an operation, and so on” (p. 77). As noted by Bødker and Andersen (2005, p. 360), human activity is constantly developing as a result of systemic contradictions (Ilyenkov, 1977; Engeström, 1987/2014), and because of the construction of new needs and mediating tools.

Of particular interest to us in the context of this chapter is the activity theoretical re-framing of affordances. One of the key arguments put forward for this re-framing is the limited scope of Gibson’s (1986) original theory with regards to the current needs of HCI (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b). As discussed earlier,
cognitivist views of affordances have been criticised for their dualistic underpinnings, which are contrary to Gibson’s monist stance (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002). Baerentsen and Trettvik (2002) further argued that cognitivist views did not capture activity as a core foundation of the theory of affordances: “objective features of the environment only become affordances when some organisms relate to them in their activity” (p. 54). However, they also suggested that the concept of activity in Gibson’s theory was itself underdeveloped, which constituted an obstacle to further applications of affordances in HCI. According to these authors, Gibson’s concept of affordances was limited to low-level interactions, i.e., at the level of operations, between the organism and the environment. Another limitation of Gibson’s theory was identified by Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012b), who have argued that the theory has not provided adequate conceptual tools for understanding human actions mediated by historically and culturally constructed tools.

Baerentsen and Trettvik (2002) extended Gibson’s theory by matching Leontiev’s levels of activity, actions, and operations to three types of affordances: need-related, instrumental, and operational. Need-related affordances relate to motives and needs (activity level), and instrumental affordances – to the action possibilities that are shaped by the socially constructed artefacts available to us (actions level). Operational affordances, i.e., Gibson’s original affordances, relate to the level of operations and are further divided into two types: adaptive operational affordances and consciousness operational affordances. Whereas adaptive affordances are the product of human adaptation to the environment as the result of phylogenetical development, consciousness affordances have been learned through active participation in cultural-historical forms of praxis (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002, pp. 55–58).

While retaining the notion that affordances are action possibilities offered by the environment to the actor as well as relational properties between the two, and building on Baerentsen’s and Trettvik’s structure of affordances, Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012b) have proposed a mediated action approach to affordances underpinned by Vygotsky’s (1978) concept of tool mediation and by Leontiev’s (1978) activity theory. According to them, affordances emerge “in a three-way interaction between actors, their mediational means, and the environments” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b, p. 974).

Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012b) have identified two levels of direct instrumental affordances offered by a technology: (a) handling affordances, i.e., possibilities for interacting with the technology, and (b) effector affordances, i.e., possibilities for employing the technology to make an effect on an object (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b, p. 972). For example, “a computer mouse affords moving it on a horizontal surface (handling affordance), which causes changing the pointer’s position on the computer screen (effector affordance)” (Kaptelinin, 2014, Sec. 44.3.3.1.3).
Taken together, handling and effecter affordances “define instrumental technology affordances as possibilities for acting through the technology in question on a certain object” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012a, p. 6, emphasis in original).

In real life, however, mediation is heterogeneous, dynamic, and “consists of webs of mediators” (Bødker & Andersen, 2005, p. 354). In addition to instrumental affordances, Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012b) have identified auxiliary affordances (e.g., maintenance and aggregation affordances), which emerge “in the complex relations within webs of mediation” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b, p. 972). They also have remarked that some form of instruction is often needed to enable users access to a tool’s instrumental and auxiliary affordances, and thus emphasize the central role of learning affordances. They note that, in the case of digital technologies, learning affordances are often embedded within the technologies themselves (e.g., through tips, help screens, icons and other signs). Finally, Kaptelinin and Nardi (2012b) argued that the action capabilities of the actor are dynamic and “can quickly change as a result of tool switching” (Kaptelinin & Nardi, 2012b, p. 974).

Summary

The previous sections have outlined selected cognitivist and post-cognitivist conceptualizations and interpretations of the concept of affordance within the domains of HCI and interaction design. All share Gibson’s original definition as a point of departure. Early Gibsonian and cognitivist HCI views of affordance have been criticised for their limitations in capturing the dynamics and complexity of technological environments and associated human activities, their overemphasis on direct perception, and their focus on the lower end of interactions (i.e., at the operational level). On the other hand, post-cognitivist HCI views of affordance understand them as possibilities for human actions in cultural environments. Affordances are embedded in cultural contexts and emerge in the interactions between active persons, artefacts, and cultural environments. Affordances and actors’ capabilities are also dynamic. They can change across time and space, not only as a result of ontogenetic development and learning, but also as a result of breakdowns and new needs, that is, as a result of a re-orientation of the activity in which actors participate.

The nature and the role of artefacts are core to a post-cognitivist view of affordances. From a phenomenological viewpoint, Turner (2005), recalling Wenger (1998), remarked that “all designed artefacts are boundary objects both between and within the communities of practice of designers and users” (Turner, 2005, p. 799). From an activity theoretical perspective, not only do designed artefacts possess the dual characteristics of being simultaneously ideal and material, they
also present two interrelated facets of artefact use: the possible uses and the intended use (Baerentsen & Trettvik, 2002, p. 59). The intended use of a designed artefact can be conceptualized as its ideal form, which encompasses the designer’s intentions, cultural-historical meanings and values, as well as his/her vision of what it is the user should do and why with the artefact. The possible uses are what users actually do with a given artefact. An unintended use of an artefact may unleash a chain or web of new action possibilities, i.e., new affordances, which, when enacted, will contribute to the transformation of the activities and the environment.

Whether from a cognitivist or post-cognitivist perspective, the concept of affordance provides HCI researchers and interaction designers with conceptual and analytical tools that can help them make interactive technologies more intuitive, more usable, and more useful. Different authors have proposed conceptualizations of affordance that have led to the construction and use of a variety of models supporting design methods and processes, as well as empirical investigations of human-computer interactions. Cognitivist views of affordances are commonly associated with user-centred designs. Within this tradition, empirical studies may seek to investigate whether designed affordances are perceived by users with a view to enhance their discovery and their usability or usefulness in relation to pre-determined tasks. Post-cognitivist perspectives are often associated with activity-centred designs (Gay & Hembrooke, 2004) and promote a much wider research agenda, including a focus on technology use in dynamic and complex human activities.

The activities at the centre of attention in this book are learner-computer interactions in CALL, which we will now discuss specifically.

### Affordances in CALL

Language learning is a dynamic and complex human activity, even more so in technology-rich learning environments (see Chapter 4, this volume). As remarked by Garrett (2009), “CALL’ is not shorthand for ‘the use of technology’ but designates a dynamic complex in which technology, theory, and pedagogy are inseparably interwoven” (Garrett, 2009, pp. 719–720). Therefore, a theory of affordances of potential use to CALL researchers and designers cannot be reduced to the technological and interaction-design dimensions. Rather, it needs to relate the latter to educational and language affordances, which will be discussed in the following section.
Educational and linguistic affordances

From an ecological perspective on language education, van Lier (2008) emphasizes the relationship between affordances and learning: “[w]hile being active in the learning environment the learner detects properties in the environment that provide opportunities for further action and hence for learning” (van Lier, 2008, p. 598). Learning environments are very diverse in terms of the opportunities they provide. According to Kirschner, Strijbos, Kreijns, and Beers (2004), “education is always a unique combination of technological, social, and educational contexts and affordances” (p. 50). Affordances for learning are thus the combination of technological, social, and educational affordances. Kirschner et al. (2004) proposed a design framework based on two principles, “(a) the systemic and emergent properties of educational, social, and technological affordances and (b) the implementation of interaction design to assure both usability and utility” (p. 63).

Drawing on Gibson’s (1986) theory of affordances and on Kirschner (2002), Kirschner et al. (2004) have reminded us that technological, social, or educational affordances are characterized by two relationships. First, there must be a reciprocal relationship between the learner and the learning environment, and, second, there must be a perception-action coupling: Once a need to do something becomes salient, an affordance will be perceived by the learner and will invite and guide him/her to act on it. However, the realisation of the affordance “may depend on factors such as expectations, prior experiences, and/or focus of attention” (Kirschner et al., 2004, p. 50). Furthermore, the technology-mediated learning environment must fulfil the learner’s intentions, which must be supported or anticipated by meaningful affordances (Kirschner, 2002; Kirschner et al., 2004).

Focusing more specifically on CSCL environments, Kirschner et al. (2004) related technological affordances to the notion of usability, which is concerned with “whether a system allows for the accomplishment of a set of tasks in an efficient and effective way that satisfies the user” (p. 50), and adopted Kreijns, Kirschner, and Jochems’ (2002) definition of social affordances:

Social affordances are properties of CSCL environment that act as social-contextual facilitators relevant for the learner’s social interactions. When they are perceptible, they invite the learner to act in accordance with the perceived affordances, i.e., start a task or non-task related interaction or communication. (p. 13)

Finally, educational affordances are “the characteristics of an artefact that determine if and how a particular learning behaviour could possibly be enacted within a given context” (Kirschner et al., 2004, p. 51). They can be defined as “the relationships between the properties of an educational intervention and the characteristics of the learners that enable particular kinds of learning by them” (Kirschner
et al., 2004, p. 51). Educational affordances can be operationalized through tasks, which offer possibilities for action, interaction between students, and, from a distributed cognition perspective, coaction (Zheng & Newgarden, 2012).

According to Kirschner et al. (2004), “task ownership, task character, and task control are defining factors in the educational affording of environments” (p. 54). Each of these dimensions can be described along a continuum, depending on the level of student vs. teacher engagement and agency. At one end of the continuum, the teacher defines the problem space (task ownership), constructs different elements of the task (task character), and determines who does what (task control). At the other end of the continuum, students take ownership of the task, which can be a real-life problem relevant to them, and exercise control over who does what. A given task will offer different affordances for learning to different learners in different technological, social, and educational contexts (Kirschner et al., 2004).

Tasks are also a crucial element of contemporary language pedagogy and CALL (see Thomas & Reinders, 2010). Drawing on Vygotsky (1986) and Leontiev (1981), the sociocultural perspective on tasks differentiates between “task” and “activity.” For Coughlan and Duff (1994), a task is “a kind of ‘behavioural blueprint’ provided to subjects in order to elicit linguistic data” (p. 174). By comparison, an activity is what learners actually do when performing the task: “It is the process, as well as the outcome, of a task, examined in its sociocultural context” (Coughlan & Duff, 1994, p. 174).

Zheng and Newgarden (2012) have argued that we need to move from a focus on task to a focus on the design of learning environments “where learners can participate, interact, select, and evaluate the effect of language action” (p. 27). I would further argue that we need to reconceptualize tasks and technology-mediated learning environments as boundary objects between designers, teachers, and learners. The tasks and technologies that are embedded in language learning environments are both ideal and material (physical or digital). For example, tasks are material in so far as they have been reified in the form of descriptors that are likely to include instructions, guidelines, and resources. A language task (or a technology) is also ideal, as it embodies the values, beliefs, and views of language and language learning that have been culturally and historically constructed by the task designer and the learners who engage with it. As learners perform a given task, or use a particular technology, they transform it, giving it a significance, i.e., a cultural affordance (Turner & Turner, 2002).

“An ecological perspective on language learning sees language as part of larger meaning-making resources that include … all the affordances that the physical, social, and symbolic worlds have to offer” (van Lier, 2008, p. 599). For language learning, such an ecology should possess a rich “semiotic budget” (van Lier, 2000, p. 252) that will provide “opportunities for learning to the active, participating
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The concept of affordance is thus core to an ecological perspective on language learning, and van Lier (2000) proposed to replace the cognitivist notion of “input” by that of “affordance.” He later defined linguistic affordances as “relations of possibilities between language users [that] can be acted upon to make further linguistic action possible” (van Lier, 2004, p. 95).

According to Zheng’s (2012) eco-dialogical model, L2 learners need to learn to take skilled linguistic action in order to realise the values of affordances in complex environments, such as massively multiplayer online role-playing games (Newgarden et al., 2015). Drawing on Cowley (2012), they have defined skilled linguistic action as “managing activity under material and cultural constraints” (Newgarden et al., 2015, p. 23). Cowley (2012) said that learners, in taking linguistic action, “link linguistic patterns with affect, artifacts and social skills” (as cited in Newgarden, Zheng, & Liu, 2015, p. 23). Conversely, Newgarden et al. (2015) have argued that evidence of skilled linguistic actions indicates students’ linguistic capabilities in terms of accuracy, fluency, and pragmatic competency.

CALL affordances

Drawing on Kirschner et al. (2004), I define CALL affordances as a unique combination of technological, social, educational, and linguistic affordances. Understanding this combination and operationalizing it for design or research can be challenging for two reasons. First, CALL systems come in various forms. Some are specifically designed for language learning, and others are integrated within an institutional virtual learning environment or make use of general applications that have not been designed with language teaching and learning in mind. In either case, the challenge may be to ensure that the affordances – be they technological, social, or educational – that have been embedded in the system can support the emergence, perception, and realisation of linguistic affordances. Second, a theory of affordances may not be directly relevant to some approaches to SLA and to language pedagogy. For example, the concept of linguistics affordances is absent from SLA cognitive interactionist theories, which have been extensively drawn upon in the development of CALL applications, more particularly in the development of tutorial CALL.

Tutorial CALL systems (Levy, 2009) have traditionally provided learners with opportunities to receive help with comprehension or feedback on their production (Chapelle, 2009, p. 745). Opportunities for learner-computer interactions that have been specifically designed for language learning can be construed as affordances under certain conditions. Requesting help when reading a text (e.g., in the form of glosses [Türk & Erçetin, 2014]) or when watching a video clip (e.g., in the form of video captions [Hsu 2015]) are action possibilities offered by a tutorial
CALL system to the active language learner. The provision of feedback also offers possibilities for further linguistic actions. According to Darhower (2008), feedback is an SLA construct that “most closely approximates linguistic affordances” (p. 49). Receiving feedback from the computer gives learners the possibility to notice gaps and to correct their errors (Chapelle, 2009) by enacting technological affordances that have been engineered by CALL designers. However, to become affordances, these action possibilities need to relate to the needs and capabilities of active users.

Intelligent CALL (ICALL) systems (Schulze & Heift, 2013) are particularly promising with regards to the possible engineering and realisation of CALL affordances. For example, the integration of expert and learner models in Intelligent Language Tutorial Systems (ILTS) can provide the basis for a sophisticated user-centred design, whose usability and utility can be enhanced through the implementation of an affordance-based approach to interaction design. Non-tutorial ICALL tools (e.g., grammar checkers, online dictionaries and corpora) that can be accessed when needed in the context of a language learning activity (e.g., writing a text individually or collaboratively, interacting orally or in writing with others in the context of telecollaborative projects, etc.) can also contribute to an increased language awareness (Schulze & Heift, 2013), which, in turn, can help learners pick up linguistic affordances that can be acted upon in the context of a given language learning activity.

While cognitivist HCI interpretations of affordances may have their place in a user-centred design of the basic functionalities of a CALL application, they do not offer conceptual and analytic tools for understanding the perception and realisation of linguistic affordances within the CALL environment. Post-cognitivist HCI interpretations of affordance, however, appear to be a natural fit with ecological perspectives on language learning and CALL. Still, to be a source of affordances, a CALL system must be designed with the concept of affordances in mind (Hoven & Palalas, 2011). Activity-centred design models that strive to integrate technological, social, educational, and linguistic affordances into an overarching design framework remain few and far between. A notable exception is the ecological constructivist framework proposed by Hoven and Palalas (2011) and operationalized in the context of mobile learning.

Empirical studies that are underpinned by post-cognitivist theories of HCI, learning, and SLA not only can assist us in our design endeavours but also can provide new insight into the interaction between the different components of a CALL system and into learner trajectories. Blin, Nocchi and Fowley (2013) have examined the emergence and realization of technological, educational and linguistic affordances of a simulation in Second Life® performed by a group of students of Italian. Some educational affordances had been engineered in the interactional
and action-oriented approach that underpinned the design of the simulation and of its component tasks, as well as their integration in the broader language curriculum. The environment contained many artefacts, such as buildings, objects, scripted objects, notecards, native-speaker avatars, etc., and thus presented a rich semiotic budget to students. Linguistic affordances were expected to emerge as learners began to actively respond to the task and to interact with objects and other avatars. It was indeed observed that linguistic affordances emerged in synchronous and asynchronous multimodal interactions between avatars, and between avatars and some scripted objects carrying semiotic resources that had been placed in the environment. A detailed activity-theoretical and affordance-based analysis of these interactions and, more specifically, of breakdowns, enabled the authors to identify the emergence of learning chronotopes (Bakhtin, 1981) that revealed learners’ trajectories across multiple spaces and timescales.

Spatiotemporal features of affordances have also been explored by Zheng and Newgarden (2012) from a dialogical and distributed view of language (Cowley, 2009; Linell, 2009). Exploring language learning activities in virtual worlds (see also Newgarden et al., 2015), they have argued that “the pedagogies that grew from the input-output model do not account for the multiple timescales across which learning occurs or the dynamic, distributed, multimodal nature of meaningmaking” (Zheng & Newgarden, 2012, p. 16), and call for a reconceptualization of language and language learning from language as a code to languaging, i.e., “language as action” (Linell, 2009, p. 273).

Educational and linguistic affordances interact across multiple spaces and on different timescales (e.g., macro and micro levels, respectively), and are connected by social and technological affordances (e.g., at the meso level) offered by learning environments. In the case of virtual worlds, technological affordances include displaying information attached to scripted objects, moving within and across different places, zooming on objects, entering text in the local chat, or activating vocal communication (Blin et al., 2013). Failure to perceive and enact these technological affordances may constrain the realisation of longer-term educational affordances, which, in turn, may impact the emergence of linguistic affordances in unpredictable ways.

Conclusion

Designing affordances for language learning in technology-mediated environments presents a formidable challenge to CALL designers and researchers. This is mainly due to the complexity of the concept itself and to its various interpretations across distinct yet interconnected disciplines. According to Kaptelinin (2014),
the main challenges for employing new conceptualizations of affordances (or related concepts) in HCI include clarifying the meaning of the concept, as well as its place within a certain research agenda, and making it useful and relevant to designers and other HCI practitioners. Whether or not it can be achieved appears to be critical for determining the future of affordances as an HCI concept. (Section 44.5.3)

As evident throughout this chapter, this is also true for CALL. The future of affordances as a concept in CALL requires an interdisciplinary approach that integrates the notions of educational, social, technological, and linguistic affordances in an ontologically and epistemologically coherent manner: I believe that HCI post-cognitivist views of affordances offer overarching frameworks that are compatible with ecological, activity theoretical, CAS, and distributed views of language and language learning. The future of affordances in CALL will depend on the way such frameworks can be operationalized to be of use to designers and researchers.
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CHAPTER 4

CALL theory
Complex adaptive systems
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We conceptualize learner-computer interactions in CALL as a complex adaptive system. Writing from a complexity-theoretical understanding of second language development, we sketch a cognate research paradigm, discuss the characteristics of these interactions as complex adaptive systems. From these characteristics, recent literature on second language development and CALL, we discuss mixed-method methodologies that have the potential to capture the complexity of the non-linear processes of learner-computer interactions in CALL.
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Introduction

Processes of learner-computer interaction are complex because a number of actors – learners, instructors, and L1 speakers – and components – computational hardware and software – participate in them and interact with one another. There are also a community and multiple components in their environment, which influence these processes, e.g., other learning materials, linguistic artefacts, and educational institutions. Language learning processes are complex because they involve many internal and environmental variables and components, such as proficiency, aptitude, motivation, and (online) learning environments and materials. These variables are not stable; they interact with one another and are therefore subject to change. To capture the interaction and interdependency of actors and components, and their variables better, we describe language learning processes as dynamic systems. Dynamic systems are, essentially, processes; we prefer the term system since it denotes an integrated whole formed through the interdependence and interaction of its components and variables. In the dynamic change
of such a system, its variables co-adapt continuously. Because there are so many variables and components in the system, which change and co-adapt, we call such systems, as language learning and learner-computer interaction, complex adaptive systems (CAS). It is very important at this stage to reiterate that CAS are, essentially, complex processes. In other words, when we say CAS or just system, we mean the learning, not the learner; we mean the second language development (SLD), not a structure of acquired and applied knowledge; we mean the learner-computer interaction, not the software or the computer; and, we mean the online gaming, not the digital game.

Why use CAS in research, and how did CAS come into applied linguistics and CALL? Since the late 1980s, we witnessed a proliferation of research approaches, concepts, and metaphors of complexity, well beyond mathematics and the natural sciences from where they originated. Books like Gleick’s (1987) *Chaos: Making a new science* popularized research on complex and (ostensibly) chaotic systems and made it accessible also for scholars in the social sciences and humanities. Over the three decades since, complexity theory, dynamic systems theory, and chaos theory – related theories that discuss complex processes with a slightly different emphasis – have been applied widely to social phenomena and in areas such as developmental psychology (van Geert, 1994; van Geert & Steenbeck, 2005), bilingualism (Herdina & Jessner, 2002), and pedagogy (Davis & Sumara, 2008). Larsen-Freeman (1997), in her seminal article “Chaos/complexity science and second language acquisition,” introduced complex adaptive systems to researchers in applied linguistics and provided the impetus for the evolution of a new research paradigm. In this chapter, we will argue that research on CAS in CALL can provide an integrative and contextualized perspective on learner-computer interactions and language learning processes. We will first sketch the main tenets of a CAS research paradigm, in which (second) language use, second language development (SLD), and learner-computer interaction can be investigated. In the main part, we outline the characteristics of CAS, outline selected previous CAS research in CALL, and suggest methods for analysing learner-computer interactions in CALL from a CAS perspective.

**A research paradigm for CAS in CALL**

We hope it will become apparent in this chapter that a CAS perspective on learner-computer interaction necessitates a change in our research paradigm. In 1997, Chapelle argued that “CALL would benefit from addressing questions similar to those posed about other L2 classroom learning and from applying the methods used to study L2 learning in other types of classroom activities” (p. 19). As she
asserts, the underlying challenge is the lack of a well-founded and robust research paradigm in CALL. Such a scientific paradigm of “universally recognized scientific achievements that, for a time, provide model problems and solutions for a community of practitioners” (Kuhn, 1996, p. 10) can provide the cornerstones for research in CALL. We need to ask questions about the relevant ontology (what is it we want to know and observe, how can it be categorized?), epistemology (what can we know of it, how can this knowledge be developed?), and methodology (how can we find out about it?). The answers to these questions need to be commensurable so that the scientific paradigm is coherent and the practical research based on it is effective.

For research on CAS in CALL, we pre-suppose – to answer the questions on ontology – that language is emergent (Bybee, 1998; Langacker, 2008; MacWhinney, 2006) and consists of fixed, item-based, and abstract linguistic constructions (Tomasello, 2003, 2007). The emergence of language on an individual plane, or that of a speech community, can be observed after recording written and oral language use over periods of time, for example in text corpora. Language use and language development – both in the L1 and the L2 – are in a dialectical relationship. On the one hand, an individual's SLD is a complex process, which is embedded in, and determined and influenced by, social, historical, and cultural processes, and, on the other, each individual participates in the co-construction of social, historical, and cultural processes through his or her second language use (Lantolf, 2006; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Swain, Kinnear, & Steinman, 2011). Language learning processes are complex and multivariate (Larsen-Freeman, 1997), and, therefore, SLD is nonlinear.

In our epistemology, the language's grammar – essentially a taxonomy of linguistic constructions – is a phenomenon that can be described and explained a posteriori. In other words, it is through language use and subsequent reflection and analysis that linguists and non-linguists alike develop (and can formulate) a grammar of a language or its parts. Fundamentally, usage-based grammar is “epiphenomenal, a by-product of a communication process. It is not a collection of rules and target forms to be acquired by language learners” (Larsen-Freeman, 2002, p. 42). Similarly, we can observe the behaviour of individual language learners over time and infer information about individual cognitive variables. However, when reasoning about observed learner-computer interactions, we need to be aware of the limitations. CAS are deterministic, but cause-effect relationships are complex and often disproportionate and, therefore, frequently unpredictable. This is so, in large part, because of the nonlinear development of the CAS. Thus, moving away from metaphors of (complete) acquisition, we prefer the term second language development (SLD) (Verspoor, de Bot, & Lowie, 2011) although our general approach also relies on concepts and findings in second language
acquisition research. Last but not least, CALL is always mediated by computational technologies: In computer-mediated communication, learners interact with other learners of the same language (L2), with L2 instructors, and L1 speakers of that language via digital artefacts; in tutorial CALL (Heift & Schulze, 2015; Hubbard & Bradin-Siskin, 2004), learners interact directly with socially, culturally, and cognitively imbued digital artefacts. These digital artefacts are a central component of complex language learning processes.

So it is impossible to predict all future states of a CAS or the state in which the system comes to a rest, i.e., the end state of language learning. For example, we cannot predict with some certainty the exact actions and the communicative success of a learner in a specific language learning task and, even more so, the ultimate attainment of individual language learners in the early stages of their language learning already. However, since future states of CAS are a function of past and current states, it is possible to predict important characteristics of immediately adjacent states of the system – small steps in the language development of the learner – with some probability: How well a particular learner is going to perform the next step in a learning or task sequence, or with what aspects s/he will need help, can be inferred from our observation of prior behaviour and learning outcomes. (This is pretty much what teachers do relying on their experience and intuitions; we need to be able to model the underlying information structures, belief systems, and reasoning processes in learner-computer interactions.) Based on our sustained observation of large groups of learners as individuals, we can also identify states of the CAS – in other words, sub-processes or process segments – through which individual learners or learner types go frequently, or through which they never go, although these states are theoretically feasible.

Thus, the predictive power of complex systems theory is limited, certainly in such complex social systems as computer-learner interactions in language learning. However, rooted in its ontology, this theory has considerable explanatory power. For this, we need to consider appropriate methods in the CAS research paradigm, and we will do so in some detail at the end of this chapter.

**Language emergent in use**

To start our more detailed discussion, we can state that CAS theory intends to “describe and ultimately explain how language as a complex system emerges and develops over time, both as a social instrument in groups and as a private tool in individuals” (de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2005, p. 117). Emergence is a process in which larger patterns and regularities arise through the interaction of smaller entities. It is central to how a CAS functions and can largely be attributed to the
system's ability to self-organize. This self-organization implies constant change and adaptation that the system undergoes. Although this may seem to imply a lack of agency of the learners and their inability to impact the language learning process, it rather means that the system integrates – synchronically and diachronically – variables and components of the learners, the objectives they constructed and to which they are acting towards, the artefacts they chose and use and through which their actions are mediated, and contextual factors, such as the community and rules, which influence SLD processes. The learner is thus one, albeit important, actor in the CAS – under the dialectic of autonomy and heteronomy – who contributes to and influences the emergent language use of L2.

A usage-based conceptualization of language – in cognitive linguistics and its grammatical frameworks, such as construction grammar – presupposes that as individuals use and encounter the language, they begin to associate its usage with previous experience and construct a taxonomy of usages, informing them about subsequent potential uses. Rather than thinking of grammar as rule-based and language as generated from such rules, language is seen as a collection of patterns that are observed in iterative use. A usage-based view takes grammar to be the cognitive organization of one's experience with language. In the context of CALL, learners accumulate experience with various constructions in different, but also repeated, learner-computer interactions. Aspects of that experience, for instance, the frequency of use of certain constructions, or particular instances of constructions and their salience, have an impact on representation that are evidenced in speakers' knowledge of conventionalised phrases on the individual plane, and in language variation and change on the plane of speech communities (Bybee, 2006, p. 711). “[S]peakers track the frequencies with which variants are used by members of their community and they base their own production frequencies by aggregating this information over many successful interactions” (Blythe & Croft, 2009, p. 60). The main point of reference and the central unit of analysis is the construction, so one suitable framework is Construction Grammar (CG) (see also Schulze & Penner, 2008, on CG in ICALL). CG is an umbrella term for a number of approaches that all view construction as the central linguistic unit (Fischer & Stefanowitsch, 2006; Östman & Fried, 2004). A construction is “a form-meaning pair (F, M) where F is a set of conditions on syntactic and phonological form and M is a set of conditions on meaning and use” (Fischer & Stefanowitsch, 2006, p. 5; Lakoff, 1987, p. 467). Form, meaning, and usage are inextricably linked together, and one cannot be analysed without taking into account the other. Constructions represent linguistic signs of various sizes: from morphs to lexemes and multiword lexemes to abstract syntactic and semantic rules. The logical consequence of representing lexical items, larger linguistic patterns, as well as regular syntactic and semantic phenomena as constructions is the assertion that there
is a continuum from lexical sign to syntactic constructions. CG theorists argue that combining two or more forms usually does not result in a simple concatenation of the meanings the constituents have in isolation (Fried & Östman, 2004, p. 12). Consequently, CG assumes that form and meaning of a construction are not separate, independent modules, but are inseparable and stand in a complex relationship to each other. The constructions of a given language do not simply form an irregular list of all patterns possible in that language. Instead, they reflect the linguistic conventions that the speakers of the language know and form a “structured inventory” of conventions (Langacker, 1987, pp. 63–76). Constructions are also central in research on CAS in SLD (e.g., Ellis & Larsen-Freeman, 2009). In the early stages of SLD, fixed constructions are acquired and normally not yet analysed. For example, in Russian, the phrase “меня зовут” (my name is; me they call) is a passive-substitute construction that learners can only begin to analyse after many years of language use, but they begin to use it as a fixed construction on day one. Over time, item-based constructions emerge. Learners have chunked repeatedly used utterances, but they have not yet analysed the chunks. The slot after constructions, such as I come from … and Ich komme aus … gets filled by a wide variety of countries, cities, and towns. If this emergent analysis is combined with a focus on form, conscious reflection and noticing, or explicit instruction, then repeatedly used patterns are interpreted as abstract constructions. These can be expressed in rules of varying abstractness and scope, e.g., the German preposition aus requires a noun phrase in the dative case to its right. Abstract constructions function at a higher level and encompass various classes of words and grammatical constructions. It has to be noted that the transition of fixed via item-based to abstract constructions is not linear, not common to all constructions, and the speed and stages of transition vary from construction to construction and from learner to learner. Constructions, such as phraseologisms, stable collocations, and semantically light verb constructions, remain fixed or item-based, e.g., zwei Fliegen mit einer Klappe schlagen and to catch two birds with one stone, ein Bad nehmen and to take a bath. Other constructions, such as subject-verb agreement in Indo-European languages, and the two nominative case-marked noun phrases of German copula verbs sein, bleiben, and werden (to be, remain, become), are introduced early on in the language instruction as abstract constructions so that they percolate throughout the SLD.

The emergence of the L2 in SLD in the form of an emerging, more complex taxonomy of constructions, as well as the complex, adaptive nature of SLD, pertains to the analysis and understanding of learner–computer interactions as CAS.
Second language development

Much second language acquisition research is largely based on assumptions about the linear development of language skills with an anticipated end state. This neglects the nonlinear, dynamic, and complex nature of language learning. What is learnt one day that cannot always be remembered and successfully applied the next, and prior learning results are not always the steppingstone for new language learning as sometimes the new internalisation destabilizes the old, or prior learning interferes with the success of current language learning processes. For example, the introduction of the reflexive pronoun *sich* and its declined forms (some of which are homonyms of declined personal pronouns) to learners of German makes some of them temporarily ignore most of what they learned about personal pronouns.

Although nonlinear sub-processes, such as developmental spurts, backsliding, and fossilisation, have been the research focus of SLA, they have often been treated as an anomaly and exception to the (linear) rule. However, such processes are evidence that an L2 is being acquired at varying speeds, which, of course, results in nonlinear developmental trajectories of individuals. Due to individual language-learner differences, this diachronic variation is compounded through the synchronic variability within groups of language learners.

Our current understanding of SLD is both rooted in and addresses limitations of past SLA research. After the focus on learner language as a static system in contrastive analyses of L1 and L2 (Lado, 1957) and error analysis (Corder, 1974), the interlanguage (Selinker, 1974, 1992) continuum – both across groups of learners and for each learner over time – was conceptualized as a huge variety space (Klein, 1986), spanning L1 and L2. Although the comprehensive description of nonlinear developmental trajectories of individuals through and in this variety space, as well as the synchronous variability of individual interlanguages in learner groups, has never been achieved, the study of interlanguage processes – transfer, overgeneralisation, and simplification – provided a new impetus for SLA research as it moved us away from static conceptualizations of learner languages to an understanding of learner language as a complex developmental process. Only the information-processing metaphors of comprehensible input (Krashen, 1982), comprehensible output (Swain, 1985), and learner uptake (for a discussion in CALL, see Smith, 2005) began to shift the focus of SLA research from language and text to the actions of a learner as an information processor. This approach was limited by its concentration on process-external (input) and process-externalised (output) variables. Often, the computation of learner uptake – the part of the input that had been internalised and was now observed in the output – was steeped
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in conceptualizing the relationship of input, the language samples to which learners were exposed, and output, the utterances learners produced, as a linear one. The conceptualization of language learning as information-processing meant that the qualities of the learner as a social being with a fluid, multifaceted identity and a rich historical sociocultural pretext and context had to be ignored, reducing the complexity of the language learner and language learning to a few, still inherently textual, variables. A further focus shift toward learning processes came about through the proliferation of interactionist research in SLA (Long, 1996), which assigns a primary role to interaction in language learning and thus views learners as the agents. Yet they remain rather one-dimensional beings because questions concerning why certain interaction opportunities for language learning are not taken up or how specific interactions depend on social, historical, and cultural contexts have hardly been considered. A number of theories and methods – in the context of this book, most notably sociocultural theory (Lantolf & Poehner, 2014; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Swain et al., 2011) – consider the variables and components of learning processes and their context comprehensively and situate the complex, non-linear activities of language learning in cultural-historical contexts. Such theories are thus commensurable with CAS theories. The complex dialectical relationship of language learners as subjects to their activities’ objectives is mediated by culturally imbued material and ideational artefacts, such as texts in learning materials, electronic dictionaries, online quizzes, wikis, and social media but also language per se and cultural experience. The rich context is considered through the integration of the surrounding community, social and institutional rules, and the division of labour among the collective learner subject into the system of the activity. Sociocultural theory, as a theory of the development of mind, views language learning as a complex dynamic system and learner language as a complex mediating artefact. Learner and artefact, learner and objective, and artefact and objective are in dialectical relationships. This means that their development, or emergence, is propelled by processes of the unity and conflict of opposites, the negation of the negation, and the passage of quantitative changes into new qualitative changes. Central are not only processes of mediation through artefacts in, for example, contextual help in computer environments, but also the dialectic of (cognitive) internalisation and (social) externalisation in (language) learning, and the dialectic relationship of co-learners in the dynamic zone of proximal development.

To sum up our excursion into theories of second language acquisition, we can say that whereas some theories conceptualize language learning as a social process and others as a cognitive, CAS theory strives towards analysing the two in conjunction with one another. From a CAS perspective, Larsen-Freeman (2002) has
argued that “we should be looking for how to connect cognitive acquisition and social use … Forcing us away from reductionism and towards holism” (2002, p. 33).

**Characteristics of CAS**

As we have attempted to show in the previous sections, conceptualizing second language development and/or learner-computer interaction as CAS is central to our research. Thus, a thorough understanding of the nature of CAS is an essential prerequisite. We base our discussion in this section on the set of CAS characteristics put forth by de Bot and Larsen-Freeman (2011); other theorists – and Larsen-Freeman earlier – have presented similar characteristics (see e.g., Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008a; Sockett, 2013).

i. Sensitive dependence on initial conditions
ii. Complete interconnectedness
iii. Nonlinearity in development
iv. Change through internal reorganization and interaction with the environment
v. Dependence on internal and external resources
vi. Constant change, with chaotic variation sometimes, in which the systems only temporarily settle into “attractor states”
vii. Iteration, which means that the present level of development depends critically on the previous level of development
viii. Emergent properties

**Sensitive dependence on initial conditions**

When Lorenz (1993) describes the phenomenon behind the butterfly effect, he explains the sensitive dependence on initial conditions in CAS; he was the first to refute claims that small influences on CAS could be neglected, as though they would not cause noticeable effects. In the context of learner-computer interaction, two language learners who are otherwise similar in experience and proficiency can display very different trajectories through a CAS. In a graphical representation, their individual (and perhaps initially common) trajectories deviate from one another, or the curve bifurcates, i.e., a common curve splits at one point in two distinct directions. For example, phonological awareness and L1 literacy are known to be initial conditions that often impact SLD (de Bot, Lowie, & Verspoor, 2007), but the quality and quantity of their impact emerge in their interaction with the many other variables of the system and its context over time. Although the sensitivity to these initial conditions must be considered when analysing the
change, which occurs in a CAS, it must also be noted that the initial conditions are being reflexively altered as the system changes (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008a). So, we cannot rely on the initial conditions alone to explain all changes at all times, as the conditions that triggered initial and iterative change will reflexively change as the various components of the system continue to interact.

Of course, a challenge arises when attempting to determine which initial conditions are relevant, as the researcher’s goal is to understand the change that occurs in the system by first examining the change, and then attempting to discern which conditions may have influenced said change. As de Bot and Larsen-Freeman (2011) mandate, “for our research … we need to have detailed information on the initial conditions if we want to be able to explain differences and similarities in learning outcomes” (p. 10).

In the case of digital game-based language learning, how learners interact in a traditional classroom, how often they play computer games, their experience with forms of digital media, or their desire to communicate with more proficient speakers – all are initial conditions that could influence the individual SLD while playing online games. Factors such as gender, age, and previous language learning experience in any of their L2s can impact their SLD, too, when gaming. According to Larsen-Freeman (1997), “a slight change in initial conditions can have vast implications for future behaviour” (p. 144); this applies to both the gaming and the language learning behaviour. Players who begin the game in an area which is heavily populated by other players, for example, have a better opportunity to interact, and interaction at this early stage of the game can have implications for a player’s future social connections with other players, which in turn impacts the gaming learner’s linguistic behaviour and possibly their SLD success.

Complete interconnectedness

It is not just the initial-condition variables, which are interconnected with other system-internal and contextual variables. A CAS is completely interconnected; the various components, which comprise the system, i.e., the actors, (digital) artefacts, and factors that determine or influence the process, are connected to one another. If one changes, the others will be impacted to at least some degree. In language, this means that pronunciation, lexis, syntax, meaning, and usage are all interconnected (de Bot & Larsen-Freeman, 2011). So are the variables of SLD. For example, complexity and accuracy of learner texts – both are components of language proficiency – interact. When learners write more complex texts with a more diverse range of more sophisticated linguistic constructions, the accuracy of the text may decrease due to error avoidance, among other factors. It has to be
noted, though, that these two variables are not in a linear relationship. Extrapolating from this small example, it becomes evident that a CAS with many interacting variables is in constant flux; if only one variable changes or is changed through an instructional intervention, the whole system changes through the interconnectedness of its variables and components. This also means that after changing a variable through a teaching intervention, we cannot predict the outcome. Instead, we have to continue observing the CAS as its variables continue to co-adapt and, most likely, continue to induce development through continued interventions, in which the same or other variables are changed.

Nonlinearity in development

Nonlinearity is integral to understanding SLD and learner-computer interaction in CALL (see Schulze, 2008, for a conceptualization of student modelling in ICALL based on CAS), as we have illustrated in previous sections. This characteristic is closely linked to the complete interconnectedness of the CAS, as when one variable impacts another, the SLD may deviate from curricular plans, not result in, or exceed, anticipated learning outcomes, and behavioural trajectories of learners learning a language at the computer often deviate from the steps that software and instructional designers were planning. For example, an affordance (see Chapter 3, this volume) in a digital learning environment, such as access to online lexical resources (dictionary, glosses, or corpus), and the provision of corrective metalinguistic feedback on learner input, will not result in the same quality and quantity of change for each learner, nor will its use at different times and in different contexts result in the same change. This is so because there is not necessarily a linear relationship between cause and effect and between condition and response, due to the complexity and nonlinearity of the CAS. From an analytical (and pedagogic) standpoint, this implies a shift away from affirmative stances of expecting things to happen to embracing the uncertainty in what might happen (Davis & Simmt, 2003). Variability – and therefore nonlinearity – should be appreciated, and, ultimately, “intra- and interindividual variability are important features that should be treated as data and be analysed” (Dijk Davis & Sumara, 2008, p. 62).

Change through internal reorganization and interaction with the environment

Due to the continual nonlinear process of change throughout a CAS, the system itself will reorganize as its many constituent pieces influence one another, especially in the complex interactions with the variables of the environment and
context of the CAS. Context becomes “the landscape over which the system moves, and the movement of the system transforms the context” (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008a, p. 68). In this regard, co-adaptation is a fundamental aspect of the reorganization and interaction with the environment. In the context of digital gaming, Gee (2006) argues that the “proactive production by players of story elements, a visual-motoric-auditory-decision-making symphony, and a unique real-virtual story produces a new form of performance art coproduced by players and game designers” (p. 61). The very nature of co-production in online gaming signifies the adaptive relationship between player and environment.

Internal and external resources

The internal and external resources of a CAS construct and maintain the system. Internal resources are within the language learner (de Bot & Larsen-Freeman, 2011), e.g., motivation and time to learn, ability to solve problems effectively or to use a computer. The external resources can include the spatial environment being explored or the material artefacts with which the learner interacts (de Bot & Larsen-Freeman, 2011). One might consider the development of young children: As they learn new cognitive and motor skills as internal resources, the variables of the external world around them will change, and both will adapt to one another (de Bot et al., 2007). For instance, in massively multiplayer online games, interaction between non-playing characters and live players is an example of external resources that the learner can utilize when navigating the game environment and learning an L2 at the same time. How the learner’s internal resources interact with the external resources will largely define how she or he interacts with the game itself and, in turn, develops proficiency in the L2.

CAS are open systems in that they do not come to a rest at an equilibrium as long as external energy continually enters. In other words, changing external resources trigger, induce, and sustain the change of variables in the system in their interaction with internal resources. In SLD in learner-computer interactions, the external digital resources, such as electronic texts, learning resources, and instructional sequences in online learning environments – all affect change in the CAS, as long as the learner does not preclude them from entering the learning process, the CAS. In instructed language acquisition, it is, of course, the instructor who is the main external resource that induces and sustains change in the students’ SLD.
Attractor states

The changing collective variables of a CAS can be operationalized, measured, and then plotted on a time-series graph. To achieve a better depiction of the change in the system, each value $y_n$ can also be conceptualized as a function of $y_{(n-1)}$ and be plotted against this value. The resulting graph is a phase-space portrait. The time that passes between the variable $y$, having the value $y_{(n-1)}$, and then the value $y_n$ – the lag time – is always identical. In the portrait, one can see that the CAS finds itself in certain states more often than in others and, in some (theoretically possible) states, never at all. Larsen-Freeman and Cameron (2008a) explain that “in the topological vocabulary of system landscapes, states, or particular modes of behaviours, that the system ‘prefers’ are called attractors” (p. 49). Similar attractors exist in learner-computer interactions: In digital gaming, the reliance on subtitles or other L1 cues in the game world can act as an attractor, being both useful currently and (potentially) hindering the learner’s progression at a later state (Sockett, 2013). Figure 4.1 is a small phase space portrait of an individual’s proficiency development over two terms. Proficiency is operationalized as textual complexity, accuracy, and fluency. It can be seen that the small, central attractor of proficiency (CAF) emerged through the trade-off effects of accuracy (low) and complexity plus fluency (higher).

The ostensibly chaotic nature of a CAS can make it difficult to figure out the system, but attractor states can provide useful confines within which a system can be analysed, as well as allowing a brief respite in order to determine at least one result of the system, thereby providing some clarity to the otherwise profound complexity. It must be noted as well that although a CAS may find itself in an attractor state, this does not mean that change is no longer occurring; rather, the
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degree to which the system is changing is not (yet) sufficient to transition the system out of the attractor state.

At the opposite end of the continuum, there are CAS states which appear to be possible, but the CAS has never been observed in these states; this would be the white space on the phase-space portrait. These state spaces can be called repellors. In designing and analysing learner-computer interactions, repellors are important, in that they enable both the designer and the researcher to significantly limit the search space for design solutions or analytical algorithms. Simply put, when we have no evidence that learners ever performed a certain interaction or wanted to avail themselves of a certain digital affordance, then it is very unlikely that this interaction or affordance needs to be considered; when we know that learners are attracted to erroneous gender-marking of German nouns, but are repelled by semantic errors (knowing what to mean), then computer feedback for the learner sentence *Die Kollege informiert dich morgen.* / The (fem or plural) colleague (masc sing) will inform you tomorrow. / will focus on asking the learner to use the appropriately gender-marked article *der* rather than changing the noun into the plural, or replacing it by its female counterpart, *Kollegin*, to achieve determiner-noun agreement and case-concord.

**Iteration**

CAS can be observed frequently in the same or similar states (attractors). In parts, this is so because iteration plays a crucial role in a CAS. It is mainly through the many iterations of the CAS that initial conditions gain their influence. In learner-computer interactions, the CAS goes through many small iterations of processes, such as pressing a particular button, making a lexical choice or a grammatical well-formed decision, and requesting learning help by clicking a hyperlink. All of these repeatedly introduce a small change in the CAS, resulting in significant change in the CAS after many iterations.

**Emergent properties**

Through the iteration, interconnectedness, and self-organization of the CAS, its properties emerge (compare the paradox of the heap [“Sorites paradox,” 2014]). Ellis and Larsen-Freeman (2006) explain that “the patterns of language development and of language use are neither innately prespecified in language learners/users nor are they triggered solely by exposure to input” (p. 577). Rather, emerging language is impacted by the interaction with other individuals, societies, cultures,
and their (digital) artefacts; “language and culture are emergent phenomena of an increasingly complex social existence” (Beckner et al., 2009, p. 3).

**CAS research in CALL**

With our examples in the previous section, we have tried to show not only that CAS are useful in research but also that CAS characteristics are pertinent to learner-computer interaction and SLD. However, thus far, there has been little CAS research in CALL, although a number of scholars have stated the importance of such approaches and their appropriateness to CALL research. Colpaert (2013), for example, argues for an ecological paradigm shift in CALL (which is similar to a shift towards CAS), emphasizing that any single technology alone cannot be responsible for language learning, but rather, learning emerges from the various interacting components that exist in unison with one another. He claims that “no technology possesses an inherent effect on learning, nor on our brain” (Colpaert, 2013, p. 275), and indeed, rather than assume the technology itself has this potential, we should investigate the role of the technology within the CAS and the many other internal and contextual influences. In the following, we will illustrate the applicability of CAS theory in research on learner-computer interactions with selected examples from online and digital game-based language learning.

In the context of extramural language learning, Sackett (2013) observed a group of nine students learning English online informally over the course of three months. All graduate students in applied linguistics maintained blogs to document their experiences. Analysing the 35,000-word corpus, which was derived from their introspective writing, Sackett purports that the English-language learners’ strategies can be expressly connected to the characteristics of a CAS, as outlined by Larsen-Freeman and Cameron (2008a), with strategies such as attempting to understand the communicative intentions of other players in online gaming and being exposed to language in authentic contexts that pertain to everyday life, albeit in the digital environment. Sackett and Toffoli (2012), adapting these characteristics, highlighted four primary aspects that are particularly relevant to extramural online language learning: sensitive dependence on initial conditions, attractor states, co-adaptation as a result of the internal reorganization of the system, and nonlinear development. In this study, they situate language learning with social technologies as CAS, moving away from a model of technocratic learner autonomy to one which considers the social roles other members of the online communities play. The informal learning which occurs while university students browsed the internet in their spare time is understood to be emergent in nature. Listening, reading, writing, and vocabulary building
were all in focus as elements of SLD, and they were enhanced by participating in informal online environments, but the development gains of each participant varied wildly due to the frequency and types of interaction that emerged within the various online environments.

In the context of gaming as a learner-computer interaction in CALL, Thorne, Fischer, and Lu (2012) investigate the role that texts in online multiplayer games have in forming what they refer to as complex semiotic ecologies. By analysing the complexity of specific texts which are produced by playing online multiplayer games, playing *World of Warcraft* (WoW) can be better understood as a CAS. Players utilized external resources, such as discussion boards and wikis about the game, to change the internal resources of the digital game environment. Interaction in the game was analysed using various measures of textual complexity (such as lexical sophistication and diversity, syntactic complexity, and readability) and compared to the complexity of text found in these external resources. Thorne et al. found that these external resources were just as rich as the language found within the game and concluded that “external websites function as keystone species within WoW’s broader semiotic ecology” (p. 296). They note the validity of analysing such online gaming as CAS, stating that “the reading of texts and the associated action sequences of players form complex and adaptive systems that reorganize themselves based on the contingencies of the immediate goal-directed activity at hand” (p. 298).

Zheng, Young, Wagner, and Brewer (2009), although not positioning their study within a CAS framework, analyse the interactions of their participants, specifically the concept of negotiation of action, as emerging meaning-making behaviour. Playing the synthetic immersive environment *Quest Atlantis*, participants engage in conversations with other players and non-playing characters within the game environment. As quests are undertaken, new goals emerge that are directly related to the internal and external resources of the system.

Focusing on social media and virtual environments, Liou (2012) conceptualizes the interactions in the virtual world *Second Life* as a complex adaptive system, understanding how the learners residing within this environment interact with the environment itself and its many tools (*Second Life* allows almost unlimited modes of content creation) while taking into consideration the affordances of the system. In this study, 25 EFL learners were instructed to perform specific tasks within *Second Life*, such as orienting themselves to the environment and doing peer review. Although the game environment was identical for each student, the external resources of the system, such as unstable internet connections, were alleged to have impacted the development potential of certain students who were either frustrated or could not participate at all, leading to communication breakdowns and the inability to complete tasks. Within the internal resources of
the CAS, users created objects within the game world that were utilized by other players, thereby further impacting the system.

Zheng (2012) also discusses language learning in *Second Life* and how the online environment espouses a conceptualization of CAS and encourages – what Zheng calls – eco-dialogical interaction, whereby “values guide the selection and revision of goals across diverse time-space scales, under which the sociocultural norm ‘we’ (laws or rules of phonology, syntax, or semantics) are nested” (p. 545). Zheng situates the movement of the player within a virtual environment as being directly related to coordination and cooperation amongst players, which, in turn, leads to communication and SLD. The various and diverse means by which players can complete tasks in the online environment and the ability to interact with other players in an effort to determine how to complete these various goals foster the emergent characteristics and the nonlinearity of SLD within the online environment. She specifically notes that “the meaning-making resources are distributed in virtual spaces, including the macro layout of the physical space, the static clue notes that were designed into the virtual space, dictionaries, and learners’ own notes that were collected in their inventories” (Zheng, 2012, p. 555). While some of these aspects are specific to *Second Life*, such as collecting learners’ notes in a virtual inventory, the remaining are applicable to any online gaming environment, and they are indicative of the many internal resources of the system.

Marek and Wu (2014) position their research within CALL instructional design, claiming that a CAS theoretical approach should be used. Taking into account as many factors as possible which could influence teaching and learning English as a foreign language (including student and school influences, both internal and external), a CALL ecology model is conceptualized, situating instructional design in CALL as being dependent on these internal and external resources, so that “technology used for CALL is not an end in itself, but a means to an end that is based on fully understanding the educational ecology, determining the desired outcomes, and selecting technology that is most likely to achieve those outcomes” (Marek & Wu, 2014, p. 571).

**Methods of analysis of CAS**

As we saw in these examples of previous CAS research in CALL, identifying the emergent properties of CAS, such as SLD and learner-computer interaction, and explaining how they emerged are the main goals of such research. In other words, CAS analysis is detecting, localizing, describing, explaining, and interpreting change. Therefore, in each investigation, we first and foremost identify the instantiations of the eight CAS characteristics for this system:
i. What are the initial conditions for this learner-computer interaction? What aspects of change in the interaction showed sensitivity to, or depended on, these conditions?

ii. What collective variables, actors, artefacts, and other components induced, influenced, and sustained change and development of which aspects of the learner-computer interaction? In which way are the variables, actors, artefacts, and components connected with each other?

iii. What are the trajectories of the process of learner-computer interaction, as a whole of (research-relevant) collective variables, specifically? Which (fractal) patterns of change can be identified in the trajectory of an individual and across individuals?

iv. What change occurred during the learner-computer interaction? What were the processes and outcomes of the corresponding self-organization of the CAS and of its interaction with the environment?

v. Which internal and external resources led to change in the learner-computer interaction, and how?

vi. What is the general nature of the change in the CAS? Which attractor and repellor states can be identified? What can these phase spaces tell us about the nature of the CAS?

vii. What are important iterative sub-processes of this learner-computer interaction? How does a particular iteration introduce change into the learner-computer interaction?

viii. What properties of the learner-computer interaction emerge in its course, and how do they change?

All eight question complexes require the definition and operationalization of CAS-essential and research-relevant variables. Although all variables may not receive equal attention in an analysis of a specific CAS, they are potential factors to consider. Indeed, attempting to analyse everything that occurs within a CAS may be challenging (see Marek & Wu, 2014) and has yet to be fully resolved, beyond admitting that it is an issue (Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008a). We can, however, state that it is the goal of researchers working within a CAS framework to avoid reductionist analyses that attempt to ignore or exclude factors which are hypothesized to not play a role, and instead to consider tendencies, patterns, and contingencies (de Bot et al., 2007; Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008b; van Geert & van Dijk, 2002).

Two guiding principles are particularly important to the selection and application of appropriate methods: (1) long-term, multivariate analyses of language learning processes are necessary; neither reductionist snap shots in cross-sectional
quantitative studies nor isolated qualitative case studies are sufficient to investigate change in learner-computer interaction and SLD in CALL; (2) the complexity of CAS and, consequently, the difficulty with and the low likelihood of predicting their future states accurately mean that we need to identify (qualitative) retrodictive methods of analysis (Dörnyei, 2014). Retrodictive methods – an adjective neologism that denotes the opposite perspective of predictive – reverse the process of analysis so that the outcomes of the CAS are considered first, and then their development is traced back to determine which components and variables induced or caused change. Quantitative approaches (large data sets collected over a period of time and with high density and regular lag time [Larsen-Freeman, 2006; Verspoor et al., 2011]), metaphorical qualitative approaches (e.g., thought experiments [Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008a]), and mixed methods, combining cross-sectional cluster analysis over time with the qualitative analysis of developmental trajectories and outcomes of the language learners – are all also possible. Through these methods, the multitude of interacting variables of the system and its context has to be considered. Of course, the large number of variables in the CAS and its rich context make their continuous observation, as well as their analysis, very challenging. To reduce the high number of degrees of freedom of the CAS, we adopt a technique from molecular dynamics: collective variables. “It is frequently the case that the progress of some … process can be followed by following the evolution of a small subset of generalised coordinates in a system. When generalised coordinates are used in this manner, they are typically referred to as reaction coordinates, collective variables, or order parameters, often depending on the context and type of system” (Tuckerman, 2008, n.p., our emphasis). Collective variables, such as proficiency and motivation, are thus dynamic configurations of smaller variables and are essential to describing the developmental change of the CAS. Collective variables have been introduced to, and employed in, applied linguistics research (see e.g., Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008a) because they help to avoid reducing the number of variables through experimental and/or statistical elimination or isolation.

Essentially, all analysis of CAS is an analysis of their change over time. This means that a research design of experimental and control group is seldom necessary. Instead, the different states of an individual process are compared iteratively. Commonalities and differences matter in that both provide clues about from where and how the change originated and was influenced. These individual processes, the CAS of one learner’s interaction with the computer, are compared iteratively with comparable states of the CAS of comparable learners.
Conclusion

CAS theory welcomes the variability of actors, components, and factors in the system and its context and the change that results. Davis and Sumara (2008) argue that “given the idiosyncratic characters, recursively elaborative, and ever-divergent possibilities of complex phenomena, accounts of complexity-informed research can never be offered as events to be replicated or even held up as models” (p. 42). Yet through their more realistic depiction of complex nonlinear processes in context, CAS offer new insight into learner-computer interaction. Such insights not only further research in CALL, but also provide a basis for considered, contextualized design decisions in the creation of online learning environments, digital artefacts, and learning materials and help identify sub-processes suitable for pedagogic interventions. They reconcile former ostensible contradictions through their consideration of complex phenomena and processes in specific contexts. And, most importantly, complex adaptive systems offer ways of inducing change of one aspect of the CAS and tell us that we should not expect a wholesale, linear result of that change, but need to continue to observe and analyse, before evaluating the change in the system and possibly inducing further change … Ein fortgesetzter Versuch (Wolf, 1979).
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Introduction

In order to unite CALL theoretical frameworks (preceding chapters in this volume) with models of CALL research practices (following chapters in this volume), this chapter aims to explore two specific areas of CALL work that have proved problematic over time. The first area relates to our understanding of the broader contextual factors that influence CALL activity (as partially illustrated in Chapters 2–4), and the second relates to our understanding of the nature of interactions when those interactions are mediated via technology in some way (see Chapters 6–10). Thus, we aim to consider external factors and their influence on CALL, and internal factors as they pertain to mediated interactions in CALL contexts. In both cases, we argue that insights and techniques drawn from the fields of human-computer interactions (HCI) and engineering can enrich our
understandings and practices, especially in focusing areas of research and development more effectively, and in conceptualizing research and practice in the first place. We define our two specific areas as the macro view (namely, the holistic view of CALL activity) and the micro view (namely, the more focused exploration of technology-mediated interactions).

After highlighting the main features of both micro and macro views and relating these features to prior research, we go into a deeper exploration of the ways in which these two specific views on CALL research and practice can help us to better frame, articulate and design contexts of learning mediated by a constantly changing and evolving technology.

Key contextual perspectives

The macro view

Such reflections lead to our first area of exploration, which we will refer to as the macro view. This perspective considers a whole suite of factors that are external to the particular student interaction (human-computer or human-to-human-via-computer). Such factors include, but are not limited to, availability and access to technology and specific training (in using the technology), the curriculum, levels of technical competence (teacher and students), the technological infrastructure of the school or university, the level of technical support, school policy and so on. To assist in this analysis, we will revert at times to relevant theory, especially that used to inform and guide a broader context of use (e.g., ecological CALL, activity theory, dynamic systems theory, as seen in previous chapters of this volume). In addition to these theories, we will consider a number of general terms that have been referred to in the CALL literature when thinking about the broader context, notably, systems, integration, and, relatedly, normalization. Technological innovation itself also plays an important role in our critical examination of CALL research design because it constitutes the very foundation of our domain.

Systems

Viewing a particular learning environment as a system emphasizes the relations between the parts and the whole. Levy (1997) took this view further and said that “elements of the system can only be conceptualized meaningfully if they are viewed as part of the whole” (p. 66). Consequently, any element that is not working properly within the system will affect the whole system, and, furthermore, any
external influences impacting the system will influence each element within it, to a greater or lesser degree. From this perspective, it becomes important, and even critical, to identify the key elements in the system and their effects upon it. As we will discover herewith, not all elements will be equally influential or important, a fact that makes system design even more reliant on proper conceptualization and engineering.

Various theoretical standpoints are consistent with this way of thinking. For example, activity theory proposes the activity system as the basic unit of analysis, where the activity system comprises a dynamic network of interacting and interdependent elements with its own cultural history (see Chapters 2–3, this volume). Other approaches, such as Design-Based Research (DBR), also point in this direction, such as Barab and Squire (2004) who argued for the need to “consider the larger systemic constraints in which the context of intervention is a part” (p. 12). Dynamic Systems Theory (DST) provides an equally solid grounding for the analysis of non-linear systems (see Chapter 4, this volume). Ecological perspectives on CALL also point in the same direction, the sense of an evolving whole, rather than a focus on any one particular component.

Integration

Integration has been a topic of discussion in CALL from its earliest years. For example, Robinson (1991) reported on the conclusions of two research studies that highlighted “the importance of integrating individual CALL work with the total program of language instruction, including the classroom, rather than configuring it as an independent, supplementary activity” (p. 160). Hardisty and Windeatt (1989) emphasized pre-computer and post-computer work as well as work at the computer. They valued the importance of integration not only at the lesson level but also at the curriculum level. Hillier (1990) concluded that student training, teacher training and class scheduling were the most important elements for integrating computer work into their program. Flipped learning or blended learning is indicative of other approaches and potential solutions to the fundamental question of successfully integrating in-class and out-of-class work, where the overall goal is to maximise time on task through work both with a teacher and without one. Ultimately, within a normalized state of CALL informed practice (Bax, 2003), we would infer that integration could become a seamless process, comparable to one that is required for any mechanical system to operate effectively. The question of integration really relates to the ways in which the various elements influencing the use of new technology in language learning are brought together and managed in order to create a successful CALL environment. We need to understand
more clearly what (from physical artefacts to human intervention) is involved in successful integration and how we might break down the concept into a number of practical ideas and strategies. One potential oversight to immediately acknowledge is that any technological innovation is not, should not be, simply an add-on. In the world of software engineering, add-ons constitute, by definition, *accessory* devices that are meant to increase a system capability. However, in order to function optimally, technological innovation needs to be infused and not merely added on. This point was reinforced by Postman in the early years of educational technology, who said that technological change is “neither additive nor subtractive” but “ecological” in that “one significant change generates total change” (as cited in Debski, 1997, p. 41).

The technology itself

The technology itself also exerts its influence, especially in the way it can perturb the system or interrupt the processes of technology integration through renewal and change. As a culture, we are susceptible to the lure of the latest technology, and our expectations of what might be achieved are often at odds with the realities. Such reactions to new technologies have been captured in Gartner’s *Hype Cycle* model (<http://www.gartner.com/technology/research/methodologies/hype-cycle.jsp> which articulates five distinct categories or stages that occur in the emergence of any new technology, namely: *technology trigger*, *peak of inflated expectations*, *trough of disillusionment*, *slope of enlightenment*, and *plateau of productivity*. This trajectory provides a sense of how unrealistic initial expectations can quickly lead to disappointment, and the realisation that through extended use and systematic evaluation over time, a more reasoned assessment of the technology may be found. We argue that such features apply just as much in the world of education as to the world at large (see also Buckingham, 2007; Lanham, 2006; Levy, 2007). In particular, recent studies in CALL have shown a disconnect between what teachers perceive as positive learning contexts and what students do, or between technologies that are at the forefront of CALL research studies and technologies that are used regularly outside of class (see Huang, 2013; Steel & Levy, 2013). Such a gap between the perceptions and realities of use and what is actually learnt in the process merits further studies as well as innovative research methods, in particular, those that focus on an iterative process and the recycling of results into the design of new contexts of learning (Caws & Hamel, 2013).
Normalization

Focusing upon the whole CALL environment through the idea of a system, or of an ecologically, potentially sustainable manifestation, through the importance of integrating the parts and through the role that technology plays leads us to an appreciation of the importance of a stable learning environment. In this regard, the concept of normalization is helpful. In 2003, Bax argued that we should aim for a state of normalization, and said, “This concept is relevant to any kind of technological innovation and refers to the stage when the technology becomes invisible, embedded in everyday practice and hence ‘normalised’” (p. 23).

Bax (2003) continued with the bold statement that designing for a state of normalization could “structure our entire agenda for the future of CALL” (p. 24) (see also Bax, 2011; Chambers & Bax, 2006; Lafford, 2009) while also warning us that “normalisation of a technology can arguably at times have negative consequences” (Bax, 2011, p. 1). For example, it is not advisable to unilaterally adopt a new technology too quickly, before it has been rigorously evaluated. It is precisely within such circumstances that expensive resources are under-utilized. New innovations need to be subject to the acceptance of teachers and students, with a clear understanding and appreciation of their value. Yet normalization can be a suitable “end-goal” for CALL (Bax, 2003, p. 24). Bax argued for a kind of reverse engineering whereby, through research, we identify the factors that need to be accounted for in order to facilitate or lead to the normalized state. Thus an agenda for research and practice is articulated. Levy and Stockwell (2006) concluded, with caveats, that for language teachers and learners, “Normalization becomes a process of understanding the infrastructure, the support networks, and the materials and working effectively within them” (p. 234).

In consideration of these external factors (namely, systems, integration, technologies, and normalization) and with regard to the macro view, we will reflect on ways in which concepts and techniques from HCI and engineering can help us with the analysis of the learners’ experience, the analysis of technologies and, ultimately, the overall CALL design. In particular, we will consider more intensively how ideas from systems theory (emphasizing sustainable systems that are constantly “corrected” through feedback), the notions of reverse engineering (highlighting a process of dissembling or reversing potential malfunction of a design, system or technology) and the life-cycle (paying particular attention to evaluation, and feedback in a view to re-design) might assist our understandings of how elements within a system might contribute to the workings of the system as a whole (see Levy, 1997, pp. 215–218).
The micro view

The second area we explore relates to the particular features of technology-mediated language learning and the resultant nature of interactions that occur within this setting. We refer to this area as the *micro view*. It is argued here that interactions in technology-mediated settings are fundamentally different from those in non-mediated settings, such as face-to-face (FtF). Moreover, we argue that even if a technology has reached a state of normalization as defined by Bax (2003), its use by learners will often show variations in efficacy and efficiency of use (see also Chapter 2, this volume). Such disparities in learners’ interactions with technologies can be captured by way of microanalyses (see Part II, this volume).

Our area of focus here is well illustrated by Smith (2008) in his article “Methodological Hurdles in Capturing CMC Data: The Case of the Missing Self-Repair.” Smith (2008) examined computer-mediated communication (CMC) between pairs of students learning German. The study is significant in Smith’s alertness to the particularities of the context of interaction. He was one of the first to use video-capture data-collection techniques to record the language learners created in their private chat box before a message was sent and incorporated into a chat log (see also O’Rourke, 2008, 2012; Smith & Gorsuch, 2004). The CALL context in this example is uniquely different from the FtF context. The FtF context does not require or impose a two-step process as far as output is concerned: It is the interface design itself that imposes this constraint upon the user in text chat. This makes the communication process in the CALL context different, and the researcher has to be very cautious in assuming findings in one context and applying the findings unequivocally/directly to the other. Conversation analysis (CA) techniques can be very helpful in elaborating differences (see also Hutchby, 2001; Hutchby & Barnett, 2005; Hutchby & Tanna, 2008). The Smith study also illustrates the immense value of using a data-collection device or instrument that is capable of capturing a richer, more in-depth and complete picture of text production and the changes that typically occur as a text is edited and finalised privately, prior to the user posting the message in the public space.

Smith’s (2008) study is relevant here because of its methods of data collection and analysis (see also Chapter 8, this volume). Instead of only using a chat log file as a data source – often unquestioned as the traditional approach – this study captured a video file of the whole interaction on screen. While the chat log file collected some of the examples of repair, it did not capture the *history* of the construction or all the instances of repair. As Smith (2008) said, “many CALL studies do not make use of existing technology in their data collection and analysis methods, which can severely limit the impact and relevance of their findings” (p. 85).
Generally speaking, in endeavouring to capture such data, we are trying to capture and understand what students do. Such a perspective can be traced back at the very least to the seminal volume by Winograd and Flores, published in 1986, *Understanding Computers and Cognition*, where they dedicated a whole chapter to this topic. As they said, “‘Doing’ is an interpretation within a background and a set of concerns” (Winograd & Flores, 1986, p. 143). We aim to develop this perspective further by arguing that several techniques may be drawn also from HCI. This connection between what learners actually do, as opposed to what we believe that they are doing, has also been the focus of previous CALL research, notably those that are informed by ergonomic approaches (see Chapter 2, this volume).

Thus, with the micro view, in considering how concepts and techniques from HCI and engineering can assist, we refer to relevant material in the domains of, (a) the users’ (i.e., learners) experience (UX) as it applies to the users’ behaviours, attitudes or emotions as they interact with a particular technology; (b) the user interface (UI) as it applies to the characteristics of the technology that facilitate the interactions (i.e., usability) between human beings or between a human being and a technology, and as it relates to users’ needs (that typically have been identified at an earlier stage); and (c) human-computer interaction (HCI also coined LCI in this volume to emphasize the fact that the user is a learner) as it applies to the actual interactions between learners and technologies as exposed through research strategies and techniques that can help elaborate the nature of such interactions, such as user-walkthroughs or talk-aloud protocols as described by Hémard (2006). Ultimately, then, our focus is on designing and evaluating CALL contexts that are learner-centred.

Our chapter then continues with a deeper, more elaborated discussion of the issues. Section 2 will consider the macro level and the importance of considering CALL at the level of the system. In simple terms, such a view carefully considers a whole suite of factors that are external to the particular human-machine or human-to-human interaction. Ideas of integration and normalization will be discussed further with their implications. In thinking about how concepts and techniques from HCI and engineering can help, we consider more intensively ideas from systems theory, and the notions of reverse engineering, re-engineering, and, more generally, the concept of a life cycle. We will see that such notions are also inherently related to action research if we seek to delve into a deeper understanding of all the social, cultural and ethnographic factors that may affect the process of learning in a technology-mediated context. From prototyping to full implementation of learning systems, one can see the value of such iterative mechanisms of analysis and development.

In Section 3, we consider the micro level and the nature of mediated interactions. Through a number of examples, the current state of play will be described.
The various examples will also relate to Part II of this volume, which details several mechanisms for capturing and analysing learner-computer interactions. This will be followed again by a discussion of how techniques and strategies from HCI and engineering may further our understandings and practises. In considering how concepts and techniques from HCI and engineering can assist, we refer more specifically to the effects of learner interface design and learner experience, and we explore research strategies and techniques that can better inform us on the learning processes and practices, and ultimately on the level of normalization attained by a technology in its context.

Discussion: The macro level

Our discussion of the macro view begins with a more detailed analysis of the idea of normalization and its ramifications. This is a useful path forward because of the issues that were brought to light as a result of the discussion. The concept of normalization is predicated on the achievement of a relatively stable system. Consequently, this line of thinking potentially helps to expose those elements that tend to interfere or disrupt that ambition.

There are arguably a wide range of factors that militate against stability in contemporary CALL. These factors are of several kinds: social, cultural, economical, systemic, structural and even spatial. (For instance, access to technology will vary greatly within one country, depending upon the access and availability to wireless Internet.) Combined with these is the fact that new technologies appear at an alarming, increasing, rate and that many – though certainly not all – are quickly absorbed into everyday life (at least in most western nations). One only has to think of the latest smart phone. The wide-spread adoption of mobile phones in the wider world by young people, or the use of games with highly sophisticated graphics, leads to changing expectations when it comes to the technologies and software applications used in schools. Expectations are raised to a higher level. In stark contrast, educational institutions tend to have limited resources and are unable to match this rate of change. The result within the school environment may be a blanket ban on mobile phones, for example. Yet, language learners are independently using the powerful personal technologies (not necessarily for learning or studying) they now have at their disposal. In sum, numerous external factors impinge upon the teacher, her students and the nature of the classroom or learning environment.

Latterly, Bax (2011) has somewhat revised his concept of normalization in language education using a neo-Vygotskian perspective in order to take into account the multiple factors that may affect the interactions with the technologies.
In effect, by re-questioning the concept of normalization and realising that many variables will limit or slow down the process of reaching full effectiveness of a technology, we admit the complexity of the systems and the need for re-engineering the elements that comprise them. Thus, in the following section, we will take a closer look at the macro factors that are critical in our consideration of a state of normalization, the research agenda that derives from this process and the ways in which engineering and HCI can inform our research practices.

Critical factors

Recognizing the fact that “true integration of CALL within language learning and teaching” had yet to be achieved, Bax (2003) proposed a list of factors that critically affected our progress towards normalization (p. 11). We have already discussed some key issues, such as people’s attitudes (teachers and administrators), or system issues (timetabling or access to technology) that led to his first list in 2003. Building on this list, Levy and Stockwell (2006) suggested a tentative start list of critical factors when normalization is the goal (p. 233):

1. Easy access to the appropriate technologies (hardware/software), when required
2. Acceptance by administrators that language learning has particular hardware/software needs
3. Reliable technologies and applications
   a. Technical support when needed
   b. CALL materials that are robust and easy to use
4. Reliable and willing partners in collaborative projects
5. Acceptance of CALL activity by staff and students as normal practice
   a. CALL materials that are relevant to the goals and needs of the students
   b. Training for staff and students

The ways in which these critical factors affect each other can be visualised in Figure 5.1 below.

Though we may be able to make informed guesses at what factors are likely to be more generally applicable, the relative influence or impact of individual factors will inevitably vary from place to place. Local issues will always play a very important part. Thus, the particular weighting of factors and the order of importance in any particular setting are likely to vary and be highly context specific.

Unfortunately, many of the factors involved are likely to lie well beyond the control or the direct influence of the individual language teacher. As an example, decisions concerning the location and distribution of computers within an
institution that are highly likely to impact upon normalization, for example, are not usually made by language teachers. Yet questions of access are often a major concern. Further, without appropriate training, neither staff nor students can hope to incorporate CALL as normalized practice (see Hubbard, 2004).

CALL is also context specific. In any particular situation, certain factors will present themselves as pivotal concerns while others will be of less immediate relevance or importance. So in one setting, the question of access might be crucial; in another, a fixed and non-negotiable curriculum might be a major barrier to innovation. In a different setting, teacher training and attitudes might be central. Language teachers are very much working within a complex system of opportunity and constraint. Normalization, then, becomes a process of understanding the infrastructure, the support networks and the materials, and working effectively within them.
Chambers and Bax (2006) have furthered this line of inquiry in their article “Towards Normalisation.” They discussed a wide range of obstacles to normalisation besides the technology and the software, including, teacher training, administrative and pedagogical support, syllabus and curriculum integration, teacher attitudes, school culture, physical setting and location of computers, funding, leadership, accountability structures and so forth (see also Fishman et al., 2004; Levy, 1997). It is well worth noting that Chambers and Bax (2006) identified “syllabus integration” as the one overriding factor (p. 477), whereas Fishman et al. (2004) identified time constraints as a direct result of the impact of “standardized assessment” (p. 60).

To date, we believe Chambers and Bax (2006) have come closest to unraveling the complexities of normalization and context (p. 470). They endeavoured to divide normalization into some of its potential constituents described in this article as issues. For normalization to occur, Chambers and Bax isolated eleven particular issues, divided into four groups under the headings: (a) Logistics; (b) Stakeholders conceptions: Knowledge and abilities; (c) Syllabus and software integration; and (d) Training, development and support. By way of example, consider the first category given by Chambers and Bax (p. 470), logistics:

1. For normalization to take place, CALL facilities will ideally not be separated from “normal” teaching space.
2. For normalization to occur, the classroom will, ideally, be organized so as to allow an easy move from CALL activities to non-CALL activities.
3. For teachers to “normalize” computer use within their daily practice, they may need additional time for preparation and planning.

There have been few follow-up papers to Chambers and Bax (2006) on the same theme, as far as we are aware, although one such is described by Kennedy and Levy (2009), who gave examples of sustained activity in CALL over time. They said,

For as long as we have been engaged in CALL projects, the characteristics of the institution’s support for CALL have met the relevant criteria recommended by Chambers and Bax (2006, p. 477–478) as necessary for the normalization of CALL (issues 1, 2 and 10). First, we have “CALL facilities not separated from normal teaching space”. … Second, the layout of the two main CALL-equipped classrooms is “organized so as to allow for an easy move from CALL activities to non-CALL activities”… Third, we have “provision of reliable technological support and encouragement.” (p. 455)

The paper by Chambers and Bax has been one of the few to seriously consider the broader factors that are required for normalization. They discussed these issues in a very practical, teaching-oriented way. However, there is a broader point to be
made that is complementary. This perspective, once again, focuses on the broader picture through systemic approaches to research.

A research dimension informed by HCI and engineering

In thinking about research in the context of LCI, Salomon (1991) has advocated systemic approaches as most effective. These approaches for research very much align with our focus on practice so far, and the systems approach is highly compatible with recognized practices in HCI and engineering. Salomon’s (1991) study of “complex learning environments undergoing change” began with the assumption that “elements are interdependent, inseparable, and even define each other in a transactional manner so that a change in one changes everything else and this requires the study of patterns, not single variables” (p. 10). This is further reinforced when Salomon (1991) said that with systemic approaches, the research is dealing with a “whole dynamic ecology” (p. 12), the “newly created classroom culture” (p. 13) and “authenticity” (p. 16). This fits very well with what we said earlier about normalization.

However, it would be an unfair representation of Salomone’s paper, if the reader were left with the impression that systemic approaches were all that were needed. Salomon (1991) also said,

The systemic study of complex learning environments cannot be fruitful, and certainly cannot yield any generalisable (applicable) findings and conclusions, in the absence of carefully controlled analytic studies of selected aspects in which internal validity is maximised. (p. 16)

Salomon (1991) further stated the following:

For one needs to know what aspects of the complex setting deserve to be studied in greater detail under controlled conditions. The sources of such knowledge are one’s detailed and systematic observations of the complex phenomenon. Without observations of the whole system of interrelated events, hypotheses to be tested could easily pertain to the educationally least significant and pertinent aspects, a not too infrequent occurrence. (p. 17)

Of course, the idea of the system permeates systemic approaches to research. In any particular teaching context, the teacher first needs to identify the elements of the system, as far as CALL is concerned. The system, then, has to be examined from within, considering how the various elements interact with one another, and then from the outside, considering what factors or elements are likely to impact the system or disturb its equilibrium. Systems are dynamic and are subject to change, so formal and informal evaluative studies will need to be ongoing.
More specifically, observations and techniques drawn from HCI and engineering offer many lessons and suggestions that can help us refocus our attention on CALL activity and research in a more holistic manner. We will start our argument by referring to excerpts from Norman’s (2013) influential book *The Design of Everyday Things*. This book is fundamental in understanding the way in which design affects almost every aspect of our daily lives. A key point is that design is *purposeful*. It involves *planning ahead* and *anticipating* actions and responses in the myriad contexts of use. Good design is also effective in facilitating, supporting and optimising the completion of the tasks or functions that the technology has been designed and built to serve. It does not matter if the technology is simple or complex (from a door to a spacecraft); these basic design qualities still apply. In particular, Norman bases the principles of design on psychology, cognition, action, or interaction, which are also inherently critical aspects of learning.

The core of our argument is, essentially, that we need to carefully craft the design of technology-mediated language learning contexts because design will have a direct impact on normalization. Such a perspective is consistent with Levy’s (2002) view of the role of the language teacher as designer, as he has explained:

> Viewing the language teacher as a designer brings to the foreground some critical insights. The first and most important of these is that the language teacher in creating a product or plan of action operates within a set of interrelated constraints. Constraints, often associated with the limited time and resources available to the teacher and the student, typically include: the number of contact hours pre-determined for a course; lesson times and durations; preparation time; access to new technologies and to software; development budget; technical support; ancillary learning materials and so on. (p. 77)

The influencing factors mentioned in this extract also overlap with the factors mentioned later (see Chambers & Bax, 2006, and discussion later in this paper). Norman (2013) also made some important observations on the essential qualities of good design. His introductory statement is quite revealing for our argument here. Norman (2013) stated that “Good design is actually a lot harder to notice than poor design, in part because good designs fit our needs so well that the design is invisible, serving us without drawing attention to itself” (Preface, para. 2). Likewise, Bax (2003, 2011) referred to normalization as a stage where the technology is so infused in the learning context that it has become *invisible*. Chambers and Bax (2006) added, “In this light, our aim as CALL practitioners is to achieve such a seamless linkage between the computer and our teaching that the computer becomes as unremarkable in our daily practice as the pen and book” (p. 466). When a design works well, in language teaching/learning as in other disciplines or areas, we are not drawn to the particulars of the detail of the design. Rather,
we are provided with a working environment that is highly compatible with our goals and intentions, and the task at hand (in our case language learning and teaching), which, in turn, provides a setting where we can simply get on with the job smoothly, without complication and with maximum effect (i.e., learning).

Overall, design is a crucial element of engineering and HCI research, and we will see that several elements of these disciplines transfer directly into our examination of CALL research both at the macro and micro levels. We will focus here on the macro level and revisit the four elements that we had isolated earlier (see Section 1).

Systems

In thinking about parallels between learning environments and systems, our practices can be enriched further by a range of techniques that are common to systems engineering, an interdisciplinary discipline of engineering that is based on the “fundamental idea that a system is a purposeful whole that consists of interacting parts” (INCOSE, 2015, p. 5). Like systems engineers, we (language learning engineers) need to address issues of reliability (of the various systems’ elements), logistics (as seen above in Chambers & Bax, 2006), and coordination of “teams” (all the actors that play an integral part of the activity systems, as seen in activity theory, Chapter 4, this volume). The idea of the life cycle is also valuable when contemplating new technology implementations and their lifespan (see Levy, 1997, p. 216). In systems engineering, there is a requirement that all the identifiable aspects of a system are taken into consideration and constitute a whole. As we have seen earlier, CALL research and practices need to adopt a similar perspective in order to come closer to a state of normalization. Such an ecological perspective on CALL leads us to our second macro element, the integration of CALL into the language learning context.

Integration

We commented earlier on CALL integration as a focus of many research studies. CALL integration is often contingent on external factors, such as the physical settings of the teaching/learning space or the timetabling of courses. Likewise, when we referred to logistics as per Chambers and Bax (2006), we notice that the factors that the authors identified as being in favour of normalization (such as CALL facilities being close to teaching space or classrooms allowing an easy move from CALL activities to non-CALL activities) all have to do with design of the learning environment (spatial or virtual).
Integration plays a role at many levels: classroom (spatial), lessons and curriculum, program or people training. In all cases, an optimum integration of these elements relies on some aspect or form of design. When integration fails, relying on troubleshooting (namely, a form of re-engineering) is a fitting solution. Troubleshooting is a particularly effective method to look for causes of processes that have failed, and it is commonly applied in the maintenance of complex systems (see Chapter 2, this volume). As discussed earlier, successful integration of technologies in language learning contexts rests upon a delicate balance of many complex and diverse elements. In that regard, integration is also related to the notion of complex systems, derived from the field of complexity theory (see Cameron & Larsen-Freeman, 2008; also Chapter 2, this volume), whereby aspects such as change and heterogeneity constitute central elements. Conversely, successful integration of new technologies to learning environments also relies on users’ capability to adapt to change and alter their behaviours towards what constitutes learning. Within this complex system, the technology plays a crucial role.

The technology

As explained earlier, the technology itself can seem disturbing, luring, or, ideally, neutral if already fully and seamlessly embedded in interaction practices. Norman (2013) made an interesting distinction between the affordances (see also Chapter 3, this volume) of the instrument (namely, the actions that the instrument permits) and the signifiers (namely, the signs discovered by users of what can be done with the instruments) (Chapter 1, para. 1). He goes on by explaining that in the case of complex devices, a user will often need some form of instruction in order to better manipulate the device (see also Hubbard, 2004).

The design of the technology (as well as its integration within a complex system) will highly influence the success or failure of a particular instrument. It is often the case that when a technology “fails,” we have expected too much of it, such as in the case of automated translation. We have failed to be humble about the power of the machine.

In many cases, we also fail to appreciate the human and social factors that influence the success of an activity or an interaction with a technology (see Norman, 2013). In other instances, the technology has been developed in house and too little focus went into its design. In this particular case, as well as in the case of popular technologies in the private sphere that are introduced in the public educational sphere (such as Facebook), principles of HCI can greatly help us assess the situation. In particular, HCI is based on some of these principles:
Positive interactions with a technology is the direct result of “good” design
All design is re-design, based on observations of users and analysis of their activities

These basic principles invite us to pay close attention to our users/learners in order to design technologies that support their needs, that accommodate their learning styles and that are compatible with their environment. As seen in Chapter 2, this volume, an HCI-inspired ergonomic user-centred approach to evaluating technologies has already been used in CALL research. For instance, focusing on the potential of hypermedia, Hémard (2006) rightly noted that in spite of the “perceived potential” of hypertext, many systems provided poor navigational architecture or interactivity, resulting in learning environments that learners did not feel motivated to use (p. 25). He added, “At the root of this problem lies the fact that the designers’ model of how their electronic environment ought to behave is not matched by the learners’ mental model of interactivity on the web and how this can help them achieve their learning goals” (Hémard, 2006, p. 25). Hémard referred here to Norman’s design framework. Likewise, Ward (2006) recommended the application of sound software design principles to CALL design. She explained, “Software is not designed and built for software engineers alone (nor should it be) – it is an outward looking process that should be driven by user needs. Software design principles are based on the fact that the software will be built to cater for user demands in a myriad of different contexts” (Ward, 2006, p. 131). Overall, we can see that applying design principles reaches beyond the design of the software or app only, that is in isolation. The design must also do its best to represent the many contexts of use.

Normalization

At various points in this chapter, while talking about the macro view, we have discussed the importance of breaking down the whole into parts, and identifying key influencing factors, and then considering how those parts contribute to the workings of the whole, as in the design of the whole learning environment. In a sense our point of focus moves from the whole to the parts and back again. Bax (2003, 2011) argued for a kind of reverse engineering whereby, through research, we identify the factors that need to be accounted for in order to facilitate or lead to the normalized state. Reverse engineering is a process that typically applies to a product; however, considering the many elements that need to be assembled in order for effective CALL to occur and for normalization to be achieved, we argue that by trying to disassemble the CALL learning context into identifiable chunks, we can better analyse the design features that need improvements. Likewise,
evaluation methods commonly used in HCI can be directly applied to the process of re-designing CALL, with a goal towards normalization. Specific examples of data collection and analysis will be used when focusing on the micro level. However, what is particularly striking in terms of analogy is that good HCI depends upon a careful investigation of users' needs and goals in order to design interactions that are enjoyable and connected within a whole systems.

Discussion: The micro level

The nature of mediated interactions

In understanding mediated interactions, it is essential to capture the detail, and to avoid falling into the trap of assuming that research findings deriving from co-located, face-to-face interactions can be transferred straightforwardly and simply to mediated learning contexts, such as synchronous computer-mediated communication (SCMC). As noted by Levy (2000), “For the CALL researcher, technology always makes a difference; the technology is never transparent or inconsequential” (p. 190) (see also Levy, 2006).

The Smith (2008) study is significant in his alertness to the particularities of context at the micro level. In practice, mediated interactions are often likened to face-to-face interactions with (we will argue) insufficient evidence regarding the grounds upon which they may correctly be regarded as similar or comparable. The CALL context in this example is uniquely different from the FtF context. The FtF context does not require or impose a two-step process as far as output is concerned; it is the interface design in the technology-mediated context that imposes this constraint upon the user in text chat. This makes the communication process in the CALL context different, and the researcher has to be very cautious in assuming findings in one context and apply unequivocally/directly to the other. This study also illustrates the immense value of using a data-collection device or instrument that is capable of capturing a richer, more in-depth and complete picture of text production and the consequent interaction as it moves from the private to the public space (see Chapters 7–9 for more examples of data-collection devices and micro-analysis of processes).

Working along similar lines, O’Rourke (2008, 2012) has provided two complementary articles that focus chiefly on method. These articles describe approaches that advocate important roles for qualitative research, although not necessarily on its own. The use of eye-tracking is one feature among other devices for capturing the specific features of an interaction (e.g., Tono, 2011). O’Rourke (2012) argued that “eye-tracking can bring us closer to the first-person experience of SCMC”
He argued that “the practical mechanics of co-construction work very differently in SCMC than in speech” and added that “these differences are attributed ultimately to the temporal relationship between linguistic production and perception and to the differing nature of the ‘communicative space’ in the two modes” (O’Rourke, 2012, p. 306). Further, in another related article, O’Rourke (2008) said, “Smith & Gorsuch (2004) demonstrate convincingly, based on audio and video recordings, that facial expression, body posture, audible self-speech, and general direction of gaze can provide important information on difficulties in SCMS production that is either completely unavailable from output logs, or can only be weakly inferred” (p. 234). In fact, in research to date, O’Rourke (2008) argued that many aspects of the learning environment relevant to learning in SCMC had been neglected, namely:

1. users’ paralinguistic and non-linguistic behaviours – gestures, spoken utterances, posture, etc.;
2. interactional tempo, both globally (whether a session is generally characterized by rapid or more leisurely exchanges) and locally (response latency, i.e., the length of gaps between particular turns);
3. drafting processes – i.e., editing of input prior to sending; and
4. attentional focus – i.e., what users are actually attending to at a given moment. (p. 233)

It is well worth contemplating the possibilities for CALL research across these four areas. To date, some data-collection devices focus more on detailing the actions of the individual human user (e.g., eye-tracking) and some more on the technology in its response (e.g., screen capture) – the overall objective, of course, would be to capture as full a record as is possible of the whole interactive process from all sides in real time. For example, one might consider a distance SCMC collaboration, in tandem learning for example, with two students interacting at a distance. It would be interesting to capture data from both students, strictly in sequence in real time, of what occurred, including what was constructed before a message was sent by each participant, simultaneously, and how exactly the messages collided and were responded to, with particular attention given to the precise order of events. When one reflects on the nature of the interaction online and at a distance, one can begin to uncover the immense differences between synchronous online interactions and FtF interactions when the participants are present in the same physical space. The trap is to oversimplify and, as O’Rourke (2008, p. 233) has said, to “neglect” differences that may turn out to be very significant. Further work might consider the possibility of two students working together at the computer and the language used between the students as well as that online (e.g., Levy & Gardner, 2012).
Otherwise, the differences O’Rourke suggests have been overlooked help point us in the direction of a CALL research agenda and new, innovative research studies that address these issues (see also Hamel, 2012, and Chapter 7, this volume).

Just to continue with O’Rourke’s (2012) analysis for a moment, he explained why output logs are “impoverished” (p. 236), and why typically they entirely exclude the private space in which students construct their utterances during text chat. He concluded, “If we wish to understand the moment-by-moment reality of communicating in real time by text – a reality that affects cognitive, affective and social dimensions of behaviour – we need to ‘zoom in’ and examine the texture of interactions with SCMC systems as experienced by the individual” (O’Rourke, 2012, p. 247). Several studies in Part II of this volume will address this need by proposing some practical tools and methods to help us understand how learners interact with systems. Ultimately, this need can be partially answered through a careful application of principles derived from the fields of interaction design and experience design. Norman (2013) emphasizes this need when he claims:

> the focus [of interaction design] is upon how people interact with technology. The goal is to enhance people's understanding of what can be done, what is happening, and what has just occurred. Interaction design draws upon principles of psychology, design arts, and emotion to ensure a positive, enjoyable experience.

(The complexity of modern devices, para. 3)

**Mediated interactions: Temporality**

At a micro level, particular forms of interactions, such as technology-mediated communications, are strongly influenced by external, uncontrollable, factors. As an example, it is helpful to think of technology-mediated communication on a time-scale, from slow (asynchronous) to fast (synchronous), then adding face-to-face communication with participants in the same physical space (FtF-SPS) as a comparison at the faster end (see Levy & Stockwell, 2006, pp. 97–99). In past times, traditional hard-copy letters – a form of technology-mediated communication – could take months to pass from the author to recipient. Such forms required a particular kind of forward thinking, resulting in particular forms of interaction, input, output, and negotiation of meaning. Authors had to look forward and backward and predict what would be relevant and timely when the letter was finally received. The time available, relatively, was not an issue. Compare this to, say, a Skype conversation, where interactions are almost simultaneous. But, interestingly, there is evidence to suggest that there remain important differences with FtF-SPS, especially when one begins to consider turn-taking behaviours, overlaps, interruptions, etc., perhaps also on the language forms themselves. As
Skehan argued in 1998, all things being equal, exerting greater time pressure on learners will mean that there is “less time for attention to form both in terms of accuracy or complexity” (as cited in Levy & Stockwell, 2006, p. 167). Adding on, Levy and Stockwell (2006) said,

> Time pressures themselves vary greatly from one form of CMC to another. Asynchronous CMC, of course, allows the learner far more time to think about a response, as well as providing sufficient time to consult resources such as dictionaries or grammar reference books, or even to seek assistance from other people. (p. 98)

The issue of time applies to many other technologies that are currently used within language learning contexts, and as such further research studies need to be developed in which the concept and impact of time is taken into account. The literature on planning, for example, shows that pre-task planning has the potential to significantly influence the language produced in the task that follows (see Skehan & Foster, 1997, 2001). Thus, the issue of time is a most significant one regarding different forms of mediated communication as well as different forms of interactions with CALL instruments.

Generally speaking, in endeavouring to capture interactional data, we are trying to capture and understand “what students do” (see Chapter 2, this volume). Such a perspective can be traced back at the very least to the seminal volume by Winograd and Flores published in 1986, *Understanding Computers and Cognition*, where they dedicated a whole chapter to this topic. As they said, “‘Doing’ is an interpretation within a background and a set of concerns” (Winograd & Flores, 1986, p. 143). Raby (2005) also made a good case for direct observations of learners while working on computer-mediated tasks, and the value of user-centred ergonomic approach (see Chapter 2, this volume).

Evaluating interactions according to HCI and software engineering methods

Just as we have seen at the macro level, at the micro level, methods and practices inherited from HCI and engineering have contributed very positively to the CALL research agenda. There are many factors that CALL researchers have pointed out and that are becoming more and more current in today’s research practices and methods (see Part II, this volume). At a time when the development of hypermedia language learning applications was increasing at a fast pace, a handful of CALL researchers recognized an inherent need to apply strict software engineering and design principles. One such researcher was Hémard (1997), who remarked that, “little help in the form of design and technical support [was] being made available
to individual authors with little or no design expertise” (p. 9), hence the need to make better use of principles and guidelines from user-interface software engineering. One important factor that is inherited from this field is the collection of “empirical data drawn heuristically from experience in user-interface design” (Hémard, 1997, p. 10). We will see effective examples of such data collection in Part II of this volume.

The principle on which we base our argument is our view that learning environments as systems are highly dynamic, with many influential elements that need to be better observed, evaluated and eventually re-designed. In the field of HCI, for instance, an iterative process of prototyping, feedback, rapid testing, and evaluating through direct manipulations helps software engineers to distinguish good design from bad design. In a more generic way, our goal is to distinguish between the expected performance or behaviour of the instrument or the learner and the effective performance or behaviour as defined by the observed behaviour (Raby, 2005). Hémard (2004), commenting on the explosion of web technologies and the lack of proper critical evaluation of their interactive potential, stated that “the way forward involves adopting a more reflective and iterative approach towards existing online CALL design and practice supported by the systematic evaluation of the usability and effectiveness of its delivery” (p. 503). The main goal of proper evaluation is to test the usability of a technology, namely its potential to allow learners, as Karat said in 1997, to “achieve specified goals with effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction” (as cited in Hémard, 2004, p. 503).

In an attempt to classify and assess various methods to enhance CALL design, development and research, Hémard (2004) referred to several quantitative and qualitative methods that are directly inspired by HCI. In regard to the micro approach, we note in particular the following methods proposed by Hémard (2004, pp. 505–506):

- Real life observation during a CALL activity to gather qualitative information on learners’ interactions
- Check-list to collect input from peers or experts (to evaluate a system, for instance)
- User walkthrough using a CALL lab, equipped with data capture technology to collect real qualitative recording of users’ interactions (see also Chapters 7–9, this volume)
- Focus groups to provide additional qualitative feedback from discussions
- Tracking using interaction logging tools to analyse users’ behaviours
- Usability tests to collect valuable, direct and accurate feedback from users’ performances
Part II of this volume will present a sample of these techniques in various learning contexts using learning software, or during computer-supported learning tasks. In all cases, we will see that by delving into precise learner-computer interactions, we tend to further illuminate what occurs in the “private” space, hence helping CALL researchers and designers make better predictions on common errors, successes, quality of input and output, and affordances of CALL activities and instruments.

Conclusion

With an aim to connect theoretical aspects of learner-computer interaction (LCI) as seen in the first part of this volume, to the practical applications of CALL research that Part II of this volume will present, this chapter has dealt with two critical aspects of CALL design, research and practices: the external factors that influence CALL and the internal factors that concern mediated interactions in CALL contexts.

According to Fishman et al. (2004), the primary reason research on technology innovations has had relatively low impact in everyday practice in K-12 schools is because it has not focused sufficiently on issues of how innovations function at the level of systems (p. 69). Likewise, authors such as Bax have argued that we need to investigate more fully the system barriers or constraints that impede the creation of a more normalized, integrated role for technologies in the language classroom.

Theoretical perspectives, such as activity theory, allow for boundary investigation and analysis, with a focus on the realities of sustained application. There is further overlap with recent work on ecological CALL (see Lafford, 2009; van Lier, 1998) and complex systems (see Larsen-Freeman & Cameron, 2008, p. 244) because a similar embedded stance is adopted.

As far as the concept of normalization is concerned, one can certainly understand why some stability may be appealing – particularly for administrators – because of the costs involved, in every sense. However, as we have discovered, a state of normalization (both at the micro and macro levels) requires the involvement of all parties involved in educational settings (from the user to the instructor and staff).

CALL researchers also need to question and carefully test any research findings set by theories emanating solely from the context of face-to-face learning interactions. A simple extrapolation from FtF to technology-mediated learning settings is often an over-simplification and reduces the importance of contextual factors at all levels, macro and micro. In other words, the idea that theories and
constructs derived from face-to-face research designs and settings can be simply applied without complication to mediated settings should be more seriously questioned. In our opinion, face-to-face interactional settings should be considered different to mediated ones until proven otherwise, not the reverse. Technology makes a difference.

Finally, more empirically-based studies in technology-mediated contexts are needed. Research here requires a highly perceptive response to the subtle differences that distinguish technology-mediated communicative exchanges with those where participants are both co-located and face-to-face simultaneously. Only then can we begin to understand the key differences between the two settings, and the particular role that a mediating technology might play.
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PART II

Data and elicitation technologies and techniques
CHAPTER 6

Learner personas and the effects of instructional scaffolding on working behaviour and linguistic performance

Trude Heift
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This chapter examines data-driven learner personas and instructional scaffolding in the form of preemptive feedback in an ICALL environment. Ninety-three beginner learners of L2 German participated in a study by performing a sentence completion task as part of their regular course assignments throughout a semester. On the basis of their access to help throughout the study, participants were classified into three distinctive learner profiles, or personas: No Help, Sporadic Help, and Frequent Help personas. The study then investigated the effects of access to different amounts of help on the learners’ working behaviour and linguistic performance. Study results indicate that the three learner personas showed significant differences in their working behaviour and linguistic performance, but by investigating the effects of the instructional scaffolding the CALL system provided, results suggest that two learner personas are sufficient to capture learners’ differences. With the ultimate goal of understanding learner personas and instructional scaffolding as it relates to learning outcomes, satisfaction and success in CALL, this paper provides possible explanations of these study results and suggests areas for future research and development.
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Introduction

Compared to just a few years ago, the principal obstacles to computer-assisted instruction are no longer of technological nature. Instead, we are still wrestling with central pedagogical questions that have occupied the field of second language acquisition (SLA) for decades. One of these questions concerns the diversity of language learners. How can we devise ways of individualised instruction suited
to a variety of learners by, at the same time, addressing the needs of individual learners? In what ways can and should CALL be individualised?

This chapter aims to address these questions by examining the effects of help access on the working behaviour and linguistic performance of 93 beginner L2 learners of German. For this study, our CALL environment displayed preemptive feedback in the form of lexical and grammatical hints specific to a learning activity with the goal to assist our L2 learners of German during task completion. Preemptive feedback is a type of instructional scaffolding, and, in contrast to reactive feedback, it initiates a focus-on-form phase so that learners receive relevant metalinguistic information before difficulties arise. This not only may lead to more successful task completion but also may reduce potential frustration by marking critical features in the language task (see Ellis, Basturkmen & Loewen, 2001).

By exploring data on the frequency of learners’ help access of the preemptive feedback that our CALL program provided, we cluster our learners into different learner types, or personas (see Colpaert, 2004; Cooper, 1999; Levy & Stockwell, 2006; Nielsen, 2013) and then examine their subsequent working behaviour and linguistic performance while completing a set of form-focused L2 activities. More specifically, we examine whether our distinct learner personas look up correct answers without giving it a try and also inspect their error patterns.

In the following, we first situate our study in related literature on learner modelling, learner personas and preemptive feedback. We then describe our study participants and research methodology. The results section provides an examination of the effects of help access of preemptive feedback on the learners’ working behaviour and performance. Our discussion of the results focuses on computational and pedagogical implications of the findings. The chapter concludes with opportunities for further research.

**Literature review**

**Learner modelling**

With the goal to explain why speakers choose, consciously or subconsciously, their forms of speech, SLA research has focused on learner variability, or interlanguage (IL) variation, by examining linguistic, psycholinguistic, and sociolinguistic factors and constraints. More generally, this body of research has provided evidence of extensive variability in learner language that can be attributed to individual differences, and task and external variables, all of which are said to affect the learners’ learning processes.
That CALL activities can meet the individual differences and needs of learners is a claim that has been made since the earliest work on CALL. The goal was to use the computer to support classroom instruction in a way that would provide individualisation to meet learners’ needs by identifying specific areas of knowledge, providing learning activities on these areas of knowledge for learners to complete, and tabulating learners’ successes and errors within the knowledge categories. This work has become more sophisticated as developers of Intelligent Computer Assisted Language Learning (ICALL) applications explore more sophisticated exercise types requiring Natural Language Processing (NLP). NLP allows for a more delicate and potentially more useful analysis because the computer can analyse learners’ language rather than simply categorising learner responses on selected-response items. NLP programs are also useful for modelling what the student knows based on the evidence found in his or her writing, and such models can be used for making suggestions about useful areas of instruction.

Learner modelling as an area of inquiry has been the focus and goal of intelligent language tutoring systems (ILTSS). An ILTS can adapt and tailor instructional materials and content to its users with AI techniques that are used to model the individualised learning experience and guide pedagogical decision-making. The goal here is to create learning programs that come closer to natural language interaction between humans than has been the case in traditional CALL applications. For this, the ILTS constructs a so-called learner model, which is a description of the learner’s current skill level along with the student’s learning styles and preferences relative to the learning task. Commonly, these models make some assumptions about the learner by determining her or his current knowledge state, which requires the ILTS to observe and record the learner’s interaction with the learning system. Measuring learner knowledge, however, is a highly complex task due to a number of variables that have to be considered in assessing and capturing the individual differences that warrant individualisation at any given point in time. A number of learner models have been described and implemented, and, most commonly, they are used to generate individualised feedback and unique learning paths for each learner.

One of the challenges of learner modelling, however, refers to the fact that it is impractical for an ILTS to accommodate the different skills, preferences, and needs of each and every learner. How, then, can we best individualise instruction?

Learner personas

With the concept of learner personas, we can capture and cluster similarities and differences among learners and then model the learning process in areas relevant
to individual learners and learning situations. Personas are archetypal users of a learning tool that represent the needs of larger groups of users in terms of their goals and personal characteristics. They are described and pieced together based on relevant information from knowledge about real people.

The usefulness of personas in defining and designing interactive applications is based on ideas by Alan Cooper, the father of Visual Basic, and expressed in his book entitled *The Inmates Are Running the Asylum* (Cooper, 1999). As part of his goal-oriented interaction design to real-world business environments, which places an emphasis on the users’ (work) goals, such as workflow, contexts and attitudes of the persona, Cooper (1999) believed that, in contrast with iterative user prototyping, the most powerful method is to make up “pretend users and design for them” based on in-depth ethnographic data (p. 123). According to Cooper (1999), these personas should be established during the initial conceptualization phase of software design, or to express his view on the development process of personas, more generally: “To deliver both power and pleasure to users, you need to think first conceptually, then in terms of behaviour, and last in terms of interface” (p. 23).

Lilley, Pyper and Attwood (2012) have made a distinction between ad-hoc personas and data-driven personas. Ad-hoc personas are defined during the conceptualization phase and based on pre-conceptions of what software designers think users might be like. In contrast, data-driven personas are established through data collections from actual users. This might include data on their demographics, gathered through user surveys and/or concurrent system interactions. Nielsen’s (2013) process model, for instance, contains ten steps split into four different parts to define data-driven personas: “Data collection and analysis of data, personas descriptions, scenarios for problem analysis and idea development, and acceptance for the organization and involvement of the design team” (p. 10). Accordingly, the model covers the entire process from the preliminary data collection, through active use, to continued development of personas.

Although both ad-hoc and data-driven personas are fictitious, with the concept of personas, software designers aim at defining and grouping similarities and differences among users by considering user demographics as well as design features that go with those. Naturally, the only time they really matter is when those demographics directly affect user behaviours and performances. The differences among distinct personas must then be based on deeper issues, for instance, what users do (actions or projected actions), why they do them (goals and motiva-
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1. For other approaches to personas (e.g., the role-based, engaging, and fiction-based perspectives), see Nielsen (2013).
tions) and not as much on who the users are (see also Calabria, 2004). Once the similarities and differences have been determined, user interaction can be modelled in areas relevant and appropriate to a particular learning tool and/or environment.

In our current investigation, we are interested in determining the effects of instructional scaffolding in the form of preemptive feedback on the learners’ working behaviour and linguistic performance. Unlike Cooper’s (1999) approach to defining personas with ethnographic data, however, we base our definition and classification of learner personas on the learners’ concurrent interactions with the system; that is, we construct data-driven personas. Accordingly, we first capture our learners’ interactions with the system, and from those we establish our personas with respect to the preemptive feedback they received and consulted. An important question here is: How many personas do we construct? According to Nielsen (2013), the number depends on how different the users are, but, as Cooper (1999) emphasized, the number should be reasonably small to keep them distinct. In any case, once the personas are defined, the CALL system then models each learner according to the characteristics of his or her persona. The information about each persona should be dynamic in the sense that it changes over time and adjusts to learners as they progress in their understanding of the subject matter. Possibly, this knowledge can also be negotiated with learners and manipulated accordingly.

From a software-development perspective, the design of our data-driven personas follows our general approach of a cyclical process of development, implementation and evaluation to software engineering (see Colpaert, 2004). Such a holistic and cyclical approach to software engineering is generally preferred (see Caws, 2013; Hubbard, 2011) because each and every stage during the lifecycle delivers output that serves as input for the subsequent stage. Accordingly, and based on observations of learner interactions with the CALL system and subsequent data analyses, our personas are likely to be revised and/or adjusted as learner behaviour and performance change over time.

Preemptive feedback is one area that lends itself well to exploring the concept of learner personas and a topic that, despite its great potential for individualising the language learning process during task completion, has not received much attention in CALL system design. The following section contextualizes preemptive feedback within existing literature.
Instructional scaffolding: Preemptive feedback

Over the past decades, CALL systems have given increasingly more importance to pedagogical, user-centred designs by emphasizing, among other aspects, pedagogical interventions that enhance the learner-computer interactions during task performance. One way to assist learners with a task is to provide scaffolding in the form of hints and reminders that coach learners about their work and progress. Indeed, scaffolding in CALL has commonly been employed in the form of help options for task completion and also learner feedback.

The term scaffolding originates from the work of Jerome Bruner (1983) who defined it as “a process of ‘setting up’ the situation to make the child’s entry easy and successful and then gradually pulling back and handing the role to the child as he becomes skilled enough to manage it” (p. 60). These ideas are strongly associated with sociocultural theory (see Lantolf & Thorne, 2006), and, applied to CALL, scaffolding is generally understood as the instructional assistance provided by a CALL program during learner-computer interactions.

The notion of scaffolding has also been adopted in research on technological support for learning, which has become increasingly important in pedagogical, i.e., user-centred designs (for a more extensive overview, see Quintana et al., 2004). In these contexts, the intention is that the support not only assists learners in accomplishing tasks but also enables them to learn from the experience. Moreover, in this framework, scaffolding refers to ways in which the software tool itself can support learners as opposed to only teachers or peers.

Previous research in this context has shown that the use of scaffolding can guide students in knowledge construction, knowledge integration, and knowledge representation during their work on performing learning tasks (e.g., Chang & Sun, 2009; Van Merriënboer et al., 2003). Moreover, studies have also presented evidence of the cognitive benefits of scaffolding, particularly in eliciting self-explanation, self-questioning, self-monitoring, and self-reflection during learning (e.g., Ge et al., 2005).

Scaffolding in computer-aided environments can, however, be achieved in a number of ways. Guzdial (1994), for instance, has outlined three roles software could play in scaffolding:

1. communicating processes to learners
2. eliciting articulation from learners to encourage reflection
3. coaching learners with hints and reminders about their work

While the distinct roles of scaffolding described in 1 and 2 are mainly concerned with the students’ cognitive processing of a task, its role outlined in 3 refers to
guidance on student input during task completion, which, in CALL, has most commonly been implemented as learner, or corrective, feedback.

Indeed, a large body of research both in face-to-face settings as well as in CALL environments has focused on learner feedback. From an SLA perspective, these studies mainly have focused on research exploring the interaction hypothesis (Long, 1991) and the input-interaction-output model (Gass & Selinker, 2001). For instance, Long and Robinson (1998) identified two kinds of responses to learner input, with the goal to draw the learner’s attention to form: reactive and preemptive. Reactive focus on form is also commonly referred to as corrective feedback, error correction, or negative evidence/feedback, and it supplies learners with either explicit or implicit negative evidence. It generally occurs in reaction to learner errors, which are then addressed by, for instance, the teacher or a CALL program. In contrast, preemptive feedback draws attention to potentially problematic areas in the task by initiating a focus-on-form phase so that learners receive relevant meta-linguistic information before difficulties arise. One of the goals here is to reduce potential frustration by marking critical features in the language task to increase task completion (see Ellis, Basturkmen & Loewen, 2001).

Preemptive feedback may also assist in providing learners with explicit knowledge, which, as Ellis (1993) has argued, constitutes a valid goal for instruction because it helps improve performance through monitoring and facilitating acquisition through noticing. According to Schmidt’s (1994) Noticing Hypothesis, language learners are limited in what they are able to notice, and the main determining factor is that of attention. Schmidt (1994) argued that attention is not only necessary for acquisition to take place, but noticing is also a conscious process in that “attention also controls access to conscious experience thus allowing the acquisition of new items to take place” (p. 176). Accordingly, form-focused instruction that induces learners to pay conscious attention to forms in the input can assist interlanguage development.

The effects of preemptive feedback in CALL have hardly been studied empirically and are thus speculative and deserve closer investigation (see Ellis, 2001, & Farrokhi et al., 2008, for face-to-face studies). One likely reason for this lack of research might be that preemptive feedback requires some kind of error analysis that makes predictions about the most likely error(s) that may occur with a given exercise. While language instructors, based on their teaching experience, may be able to predict errors intuitively and fairly accurately, a CALL program either needs to encode this knowledge manually, which is a very onerous task, or needs to consult a learner corpus for a specific set of learning activities. In an attempt to assist learners during task completion, Heift (2013) designed a learner corpus from previous users and investigated different types of preemptive feedback of varying specificity with the goal of drawing the learners’ attention to the most
common errors in a given exercise. Her findings indicate that, for her beginner and early intermediate L2 learners of German, both types of preemptive feedback were significantly more effective than not providing any assistance before students attempted to complete a task. Moreover, the beginner learners significantly outperformed the early intermediate students, and by considering the two types of preemptive feedback in relation to different error types, the study suggests that at an intermediate level, students are more likely and/or seem more able to pay attention to multiple pieces of information contained in the preemptive feedback.

The current study addresses this general lack of CALL research in the areas of learner personas and preemptive feedback by examining the effects of instructional scaffolding on the learners’ working behaviour and linguistic performance during a form-focused language learning activity. The following section outlines our research questions and methodology.

Our study

Research questions

The current study focuses on the following two research questions:

1. In what ways does the working behaviour of the different learner personas of help access of preemptive feedback vary, as measured by their answer look-up behaviour?

2. In what ways does the linguistic performance of the different learner personas of help access of preemptive feedback vary?

In the following, we describe our research methodology by detailing our study participants, data collection and analysis.

Study participants

The 93 L2 learners of German who participated in the study were all registered in a beginner L2 German course in Fall 2013 at a Canadian university. As determined by their previous exposure to German and/or a university placement test, the study participants had no prior knowledge of German. At the beginning of the semester, all study participants consented to a possible anonymous analysis of their data for research purposes. A background questionnaire, which we administered at the beginning of the course, revealed that 55 students were female and
38 male. The learners were all proficient in English, with native languages varying from English, Chinese, Korean, Farsi, Russian and Polish.

Data collection

The data were collected with the built-in tracking system of E-Tutor (www.e-tutor.sfu.ca). E-Tutor is a web-based intelligent CALL (ICALL) system for L2 learners of German that covers the content of the first three university courses of German during which the main components of the L2 grammar are generally taught. The system follows the grammatical and vocabulary sequence of Deutsch: Na klar! (Di Donato, Clyde, & Vansant, 2004), a textbook commonly used in North America for L2 learners of German. The fifteen chapters in E-Tutor each provides a variety of learning activities that allow students to practice chapter-related vocabulary and grammar. In addition, students can practice their pronunciation, listening comprehension, reading and writing. The system also contains cultural information on Germany and its people with chapter-related texts, authentic pictures and audio recordings. E-Tutor is commonly used in conjunction with regular face-to-face instruction whereby students complete the learning activities as part of their homework assignments.

Unlike more traditional CALL systems, E-Tutor uses Natural Language Processing to provide a linguistic analysis of learner input and to generate error-specific feedback. This parsing technology allows the system to perform a linguistic analysis of the input and then inform the learner of the exact source of an error, mainly with respect to lexical and grammatical errors. The system also tracks the learners’ linguistic knowledge over time by keeping a very detailed record of their behaviours and performances (for a more detailed description of the system, see Heift, 2010). From a research perspective, and given the complexity and ongoing classroom use of the system, E-Tutor lends itself very well to investigate a variety of CALL-related topics and issues. For this reason, the system has been used in a number of studies that investigated learner-computer interactions, such as learner feedback and learner modelling (e.g., Heift, 2004, 2008; Heift & Rimrott, 2012).

For the purpose of this study, we consider learner data from the build-a-sentence activity type (see Figure 6.1), which students completed as part of their regular homework assignments throughout the semester.

In the build-a-sentence learning activity, students are given a prompt and asked to construct a sentence by applying the correct inflections (e.g., for articles, verbs) and word order. For instance, consider Example (1), which displays the prompt and the correct answer for the exercise given in Figure 6.1.
In Example (1), students need to apply the correct word order for German question formation, supply the correct article for the accusative case of the direct object (den) and inflect the verb *kaufen* for second person singular (*kaufst*).

The interface, which is similar for all learning activities, consists of an exercise prompt, followed by an input field with three buttons: CHECK allows students to submit the answer for answer processing, SOLVE allows learners to look up possible answers for a given exercise and SKIP advances to the next exercise. For pedagogical reasons, the error checking process of *E-Tutor* is iterative; that is, the system identifies and communicates one error at a time to the learner. Once the learner has revised the input, s/he resubmits the sentence for further analysis. The iterative error-correction process continues until the sentence is correct, or until the learner clicks the SOLVE button, thus *peeking* at the answer while no longer giving it a try. E-Tutor tracks all user interactions with the program by
also recording a detailed description of their errors and correct responses. This is possible due to the NLP component that is part of the system.

In the lower half of the user interface, the system displays the learner feedback (Feedback tab). In addition, students can look up their performance for each of the exercises (History tab). This is especially useful if students take several iterations before achieving a correct answer. Students can also obtain grammar help and perform dictionary look-ups (Grammar Help and Dictionary tab, respectively). Finally, students can examine the error profile for each exercise based on our learner corpus, which we discuss in the following section.

Preemptive feedback

To construct the preemptive feedback for the exercises contained in the E-Tutor, we created a learner corpus consisting of several million responses submitted by roughly 5000 previous learners who had completed the activity types of the E-Tutor between 2003 and 2008. We conducted an extensive statistical analysis for these millions of entries, and, for each exercise, activity type and chapter, we produced a ranked list of errors based on prior students’ performance during those years. For each error profile, we then generated preemptive feedback that the system displays when students start an exercise (see Figure 6.1: “Tip: Be careful with article inflection (definite article)”).

For the exercise given in Example (1), for instance, we determined the following error ranking:

1. Correct responses: 36%
2. Errors: 64%
   a. 41.8% article inflection
   b. 7.2% verb inflection
   c. 5.6% extra/missing words
   d. 4.4% word order
   e. 3.9% spelling
   f. 1.1% capitalisation

The statistical analysis revealed that 64% of the roughly 5000 student responses for this particular exercise were correct while 64% contained an error. Of the incorrect responses, 41.8% contained a wrong article inflection (e.g., der instead of den), followed by an incorrect verb inflection (e.g., kaufen instead of kaufst), an extra or missing word (5.6%), word order (4.4%), a spelling mistake (3.9%), and, finally, wrong capitalisation (1.1%). Accordingly, the preemptive feedback for the exercises in E-Tutor is based on an error ranking that is created from the error
profiles of thousands of previous users. It reflects the most common errors unique to each individual exercise and activity type.

The preemptive feedback of E-Tutor also displays links to an inflectional paradigm or rule explanation in the case of a grammatical hint. For spelling mistakes, the system links to the E-Tutor’s dictionary, which contains approximately 20,000 entries. For instance, for the example provided in Figure 6.1, the ICALL system displays the following preemptive feedback: “Tip: Be careful with article inflection (definite article)”. When the student clicks on the link definite article, the system generates the declensions of the German definite articles, as given in Figure 6.2.

Data analysis

The build-a-sentence activity, which we considered for this study, contained twenty individual exercises for each of the four chapters that students completed throughout the semester.

The study participants’ help access was determined by counting the instances when students clicked on the help link that was provided as part of the preemptive feedback (e.g., the link definite articles displayed in Figure 6.1). For each student, we then divided the total number of help access (clicks) by the total number of exercises that students completed (= 80). For the peeks, we counted the total number of times a student clicked the SOLVE button, thus peeking at the answer instead of working out the correct sentence by themselves. For each student, we then divided that number by the total number of exercises. For the errors, we counted the total number of errors for each student and exercise on first submissions, i.e., before students received any system hints on their error(s), and then divided that number by the total number of exercises.
For the inferential statistics, we applied one-way ANOVA with pairwise comparisons as post-hoc tests. Bonferroni was used to adjust for multiple comparisons. In the case of two groups, we applied an independent sample t-test. For all tests, an alpha level of 0.5 was used.

Results

Due to the iterative correction process of E-Tutor, the total number of submissions per student is naturally higher than the total number of exercises. In addition, the total number of submissions varies among our study participants because students committed a different amount of errors. Accordingly, we collected a total of 8,540 sentence submissions for the build-a-sentence learning activity and the four chapters that the 93 study participants completed throughout the semester. This averages to 91 submissions per student in total or 2.3 submissions per student and exercise. This is in accordance with previous studies undertaken with E-Tutor, where we generally found that it takes students on average 2-3 submissions to achieve a correct answer.

In order to answer our two research questions, our first goal was to establish distinct learner types based on their help access of the links that the preemptive feedback in E-Tutor provided. For this, we collected interaction data from 123 students who were enrolled in the beginner course of L2 German. In examining the data, we discovered that 31 of the 123 students never clicked on any of the links of the preemptive feedback that E-Tutor provided. Naturally, we were interested in the working behaviour and linguistic performance of these students as one of our help access personas. We then examined the data of the remaining 82 students and found a somewhat natural split between their amount of help access at around 20% of overall help access. To end up with equal sample sizes in the three groups and thus to increase the statistical power and reliability of the data, we then randomly selected, by using MS Excel's random function, 31 students from the pool of students who accessed help less than 19% of the time and those who accessed it more than 21% of the time. This resulted in a total count of 93 study participants, 31 students per group.

Accordingly, our investigation described here considers the working behaviour and linguistic performance of the following distinct learner types; the first group includes learners who never accessed any of the links that our preemptive feedback displayed, and thus we refer to them as the No help group. In the second group, we see learners who occasionally accessed the links, and we call them the Sporadic help group. The final group consists of learners who accessed the help
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Table 6.1 Help access for the three personas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. deviation</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No help group ((n = 31))</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
<td>0.0000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporadic help group ((n = 31))</td>
<td>0.0937</td>
<td>0.0568</td>
<td>0.0120</td>
<td>0.1943</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent help group ((n = 31))</td>
<td>0.3333</td>
<td>0.1081</td>
<td>0.2167</td>
<td>0.5833</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

links far more often than the remaining two groups, and we refer to them as the Frequent help group.

Table 6.1 specifies the help access for the three distinctive groups. It indicates that the help access that our study participants sought throughout their language practice over the semester ranged from 0% to 58.3%. The No help group never clicked on the links that our preemptive feedback provided, while the Sporadic help group on average accessed the links 9% of the time, followed by the Frequent help group with 33.3% of the time.

Research questions 1 and 2: Working behaviour and linguistic performance

Our first research question investigated whether our three distinct learner personas peeked at a correct answer for an exercise rather than working through the learning activity and providing the answer by themselves. Table 6.2 displays the descriptive statistics for the three learner personas. It shows that the No help group peeked at the correct answer most often (20.9%), followed by the Sporadic help group (7.4%) and, finally, the Frequent help group (7.2%). For the inferential statistics, one-way ANOVA indicates a main effect of peeks \((F(2, 90) = 6.761, p = .002)\). To determine inter-group variation, we applied a follow-up Bonferroni test, which shows a significant difference between the No help and the Sporadic help group \((p = .005)\), and between the No help and the Frequent help group \((p = .007)\). No significant difference was found between the Sporadic and the Frequent help group \((p = 1.000)\).

Our second research question examined our learners’ linguistic performance. The data in Table 6.2 show that the No help group committed the most errors

Table 6.2 Peeks and error rates for the three personas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Working behaviour</th>
<th>Linguistic performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>Std. deviation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No help group ((n = 31))</td>
<td>0.2098</td>
<td>0.2783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sporadic help group ((n = 31))</td>
<td>0.0744</td>
<td>0.0727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequent help group ((n = 31))</td>
<td>0.0720</td>
<td>0.0528</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
on the E-Tutor exercises (56.6%), followed by the Sporadic (51.9%) and, finally, the Frequent Help group (43.7%). The percentages imply that students in general needed about two submissions to arrive at a correct answer. As for the inferential statistics, again, we applied one-way ANOVA and found a main effect of linguistic performance \((F(2, 90) = 5.669, p = .005)\). To investigate inter-group variation, Bonferroni indicated a significant difference between the No help and Frequent help group \((p = .004)\), while no significant differences between the remaining groups were found \((No\ help\ and\ Sporadic\ help\ group,\ p = .693;\ Sporadic\ help\ and\ Frequent\ help\ group,\ p = .110)\).

The chart given in Figure 6.3 summarizes our findings with respect to the learners’ working behaviour and linguistic performance, grouped by our three learner personas.

The following section discusses these findings in more detail.

**Discussion**

Our study results indicate significant differences in the learners’ help access and their subsequent working behaviour and linguistic performance. As for their working behaviour, we observed significant differences between the No Help and both the Sporadic and Frequent help access personas, but no significant differences between the Sporadic and the Frequent help personas were found. With regards to the learners’ linguistic performance, a significant difference between the No Help and the Frequent help personas was noted, while the differences between the remaining groups were comparable with respect to linguistic performance. These results make a number of pedagogical and computational suggestions.
From the perspective of scaffolding and learner personas, our results suggest that with respect to the interaction variables we investigated, two instead of three personas might have been sufficient given that we found no significant differences between the Sporadic and Frequent help groups in their working behaviour and performance. Accordingly, a broader, less fine-grained, classification of help access may seem appropriate for individualising the learning process as it relates to the preemptive feedback E-Tutor provided, at least for our study participants and the environment in which they were tested. This is in accordance with Cooper’s (1999) suggestion of keeping the number of personas reasonably small to keep them distinct. Naturally, if the groups do not exhibit different behaviours and/or performances, there is little need for the design and implementation of different personas.

To test the concept of a reduction in personas, we ran a subsequent analysis to investigate the significance levels for our learners by splitting them into only two help access groups of 46 and 47 study participants each. Naturally, the differences between the two groups became more pronounced.

Table 6.3 displays our results and indicates that the persona with little help access not only peeked at the correct answer more often (16.9%) than the persona with lots of help access (6.8%) but also committed more errors (56.5% versus 44.7%).

A subsequent independent samples $t$-test confirmed that the two groups are significantly different in both factors under investigation: Working behaviour ($t (91) = 2.813, p = .006$) and linguistic performance ($t (91) = –3.799, p < .001$). These results highlight the fact that a multitude of factors has to be considered when defining personas. In our case, and only due to the analysis of the effects of help access on additional variables, we were able to observe that two personas are sufficient to describe the learners’ working behaviour and linguistic performance in this particular aspect of the learning process.

In taking a broader view, our interaction-based research, coupled with a data-driven approach to personas, underlies our general and cyclical approach to software engineering, which is also central to CALL ergonomics (see Chapter 2, this volume). Research in CALL ergonomics relies on the observation of user

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6.3 Peeks and error rates for two personas</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Little help access (n = 46) (Mean = .0158, STD = .0266)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lots of help access (n = 47) (Mean = .2661, STD = .1312)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
behaviour during CALL activities by paying close attention to the relationship between the user and the tool, whereby the user plays a key role (e.g., Bertin et al., 2010; Raby, 2005). The importance of this cyclical process is underscored by existing research but also by our current study. For instance, some ergonomics research on CALL systems, which appeared to be user-friendly at first glance, showed that learners were not always performing well because the technology had not been adapted to their needs (e.g., Caws, 2013; Hamel, 2012). In our case, and although the initial classification of our data-driven personas was based on interaction-based research, by investigating the effects of help access on learners’ working behaviour and linguistic performance and thus examining additional interaction-based data, we learned that a more coarse-grained division of personas (i.e., two as opposed to three learner types) is sufficient. This is motivated by the fact that no significant differences between the Sporadic and No Help group in their linguistic performance were found, thereby suggesting that, with regards to linguistic performance, the Sporadic Help group clearly falls in between the two remaining groups. This also supports Caws and Hamel's (2013) approach in that any data collections as well as their interpretations have to be recycled into new learning processes and technological design.

CALL ergonomics also places a strong emphasis on learning processes, as opposed to outcomes. Our research suggests that while, in the end, emphasis might play a key role, learning outcomes also tell us something about the learning behaviour that leads to successful learning. In our study, and by learners not taking advantage of the scaffolding that our preemptive feedback provided, the learning behaviour and processes clearly impacted the learning outcomes. Study participants with the least help access looked up the answers most often by also committing the most errors.

Conclusion

This chapter investigated learner personas and preemptive feedback in the context of L2 German in a CALL environment. By grouping our study participants into three significantly different personas of help access, we were able to observe distinctive working behaviours and linguistic performances among the three groups. More specifically, our findings indicate significant differences between the No help and the two remaining personas. The No Help group peeked at the correct answer significantly more often while also committing significantly more errors. In contrast, we did not observe significant differences between the Sporadic and Frequent help groups with regards to their working behaviour and linguistic performance.
From a pedagogical perspective, our study suggests that preemptive feedback not only leads to more successful task completion but also may reduce frustration given that learners commit fewer errors. As observed in previous studies (e.g., Heift, 2013), learners seem quite concerned about making errors, independent of whether or not the errors contribute to their course grade. Preemptive feedback cuts down on the number of errors, and this may lead to a more positive learning experience. Our study further suggests that the preemptive feedback in E-Tutor might provide part of the meaningful interaction we are seeking in CALL by minimizing learner errors from the start, thus reducing learner frustration and enhancing their L2 development. Finally, while the personas we identified provide justification to individualize the learning process, the better learning outcomes we noted with the personas that made use of the preemptive feedback suggest that those learners that generally tend to not seek help should possibly be encouraged to do so. This process can certainly become an integral part of the CALL program in the form of learner modelling. For instance, the CALL application can draw the attention to the preemptive feedback of those learners that perform poorly and ignore it. Moreover, even the preemptive feedback itself can be closely modelled and become more individualized by displaying only those hints that are relevant to particular students. For instance, for those personas who have a good understanding of word order, as indicated by their past performance history, any preemptive feedback hints on word order can be omitted for them.

From a computational perspective, the preemptive feedback in E-Tutor is based on extensive statistical analyses of a learner corpus, which resulted in an error ranking for each activity type and exercise. These error rankings are fundamental to the preemptive feedback E-Tutor displays to the learner. However, preemptive feedback can certainly be achieved and implemented without a learner corpus by relying on language teachers to predict the most likely errors although this would make the classification and process less empirical and more onerous. With regards to designing personas, our data suggest that by examining learner-computer interactions, we are able to observe and identify different working behaviours and linguistic performances and capture and cluster similarities and differences among language learners accordingly. This allows us to individualize the learning process more effectively than trying to adjust to the needs of each and every learner. However, we also learned that it is important to examine the complex interactions of several variables rather than treating each in isolation to come up with the optimum number of personas for a given learning situation. The concept of personas, however, can be easily expanded to capture additional factors, which may impact other learning processes by examining those during learner-computer interactions.
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CHAPTER 7

Video screen capture to document and scaffold the L2 writing process

Marie-Josée Hamel and Jérémie Séror
University of Ottawa, Canada

This chapter explores the potential of video screen capture (VSC) as a technology that can provide new insights when investigating learner-computer interactions in CALL research, and that can play a mediating role in second language (L2) writing pedagogy. Arguments are put forward as to why CALL researchers and language educators should be interested in this accessible and flexible tool. Three studies are described to consolidate these arguments. The first one, a usability study, investigates L2 learners’ dictionary search processes in the context of the design of an online dictionary prototype. The second study examines the composition processes and strategies of L2 writers. The third study looks at the pertinence and added value of integrating VSC in the L2 writing class. Affordances of VSC arose from these studies. VSC emerged as a powerful documentation tool enabling the collection of process-oriented learner data and new forms of dynamic corpora. It also emerged as a retrospection tool capable of supporting L2 writers in their literacy development and as a scaffolding tool to provide multimodal feedback on L2 written output.

Keywords: video screen capture, L2 writing process, learner-computer interaction, dynamic learner corpora, affordances

Introduction

In the field of digital literacies, a number of technological innovations are transforming how individuals can engage in meaning making activities (Lea, 2013; Stapleton, 2010). Technologies such as tablets, voice recognition and motion capture are but a few examples of these technologies. Indeed, homework assignments, quizzes, exposure to authentic input through reading and listening tasks, composition practices, and even conversations are all pedagogical tasks that are increasingly occurring electronically in digital spaces, i.e., through computer-mediated
environments, most often on some kind of digital screen. These technologies stand out for their potential to radically transform human-computer interaction (HCI) or what the field of CALL refers to as learner-computer interaction (LCI).

This chapter focuses on the affordances of one specific new technology particularly suited to document and exploit what happens on the digital screen when learners interact with a computer: video screen capture (VSC) technology. Drawing on the authors’ own experiences with this technology and its application in three separate research projects, it will be argued that in the context of CALL, VSC offers researchers, instructors and their students a powerful means of achieving new insights and opportunities to enrich our understanding of the link between second language literacy skills development and computer-mediated language tasks (Barbier & Spinelli-Jullien, 2009).

In what follows, we will provide an overview of the nature of VSC and its appeal to researchers and educators. We will then briefly present three studies which have used VSC to document and/or enhance both students’ and instructors’ literacy practices in the context of CALL design and L2 pedagogy. These will be used to illustrate the nature of the data that can be collected through VSC, how it can be analysed and the types of insights it can lead to. Finally, we will highlight the unique affordances of VSC and their implications for how VSC can help advance CALL research and the design of CALL pedagogy and teacher training.

What is VSC?

VSC technology has emerged in the last few years as an increasingly popular tool used to create audio-visual documents that can help computer users share images and movies of what they do on their computer screens. In essence, VSC refers to the use of software that will allow one to record a movie of on-screen actions, which occur as an individual interacts with a computer (or a mobile device screen).

VSC is perhaps best illustrated by the growing number of self-help videos which can be found on YouTube where experts explain step by step how to use a piece of software or how to accomplish a complicated task on a computer. These movies offer an over-the-shoulder effect similar to one-on-one instruction (Carr & Ly, 2009).

Screen-recording videos are often accompanied by a voice-over recorded by the author of the recording. This voice-over provides off-screen commentary and explanations of what occurs on the screen. To create this voice-over, VSC users can choose to record their voices simultaneously as they record their screens or later in a subsequent stage as they edit the video. Additionally, audio tracks
can also be added which include all sounds generated by the computer itself (i.e., mouse clicks, the active pressing of a button, the sound of audio and video recordings played on a computer, etc.). Interestingly for research, the audio track can also at times capture indirect external sounds (such as typing noises, ambient music or the sound of pages being flipped).

Finally, many screen capture software programs allow users the choice to include in their recordings additional sources of video input in the form of the images recorded by their computers’ webcams. If this option is selected, the videos produced show both what is happening on the screen as well as, often in a smaller window, a video of the user’s face as he or she is interacting with the computer.

As such, through a combination of moving images and sounds, users of VSC can share with others audio-visual recordings of their actions in digital environments (everything from mouse clicks and windows closed to the text they write). Whereas in the past doing this might have required producing a document with typed detailed descriptions of onscreen events combined with static pictures (screenshots) of a computer screen, users can now relatively easily record, archive and share specific moments on their screens.

To create VSC, a number of software applications are now available. While some of these are free (e.g., Jing, Screencast-O-Matic, and CamStudio), software programs which typically offer more features (e.g., editing functions) are available for purchase (e.g., Snagit and Camtasia Studio). VSC is offered as a standard function through the QuickTime software pre-loaded on Apple computers, and increasingly VSC technology is designed to work seamlessly with popular software programs such as PowerPoint and Adobe Connect. Recently, VSC applications have also been developed for mobile devices (e.g., Screen chomp, Explain Everything).

These VSC programs offer users a great deal of choice, allowing them to select the area of their screen they want to capture (full screen or a selected window only) and what they want to capture (video only, video and sound, mouse clicks, webcam, etc.). In the majority of cases, videos produced can be saved in a number of popular formats (MP4, AVI or Flash videos) with the choice of either high or low screen resolutions.

Many of these VSC programs also permit individuals to distribute online the screen capture videos they produce in the form of screencasts (screen capture videos distributed online). Videos can be uploaded to the Internet and then shared easily with peers by sending out a URL link to the uploaded video or by using an HTML code to embed the uploaded video in a website.
Why be interested in the use of VSC?

In the past decade, whereas the use of VSC has been popularized by software companies and creators of instruction manuals, this software has attracted the attention of various individuals who seek to take advantage of its ability to show at a distance what they are doing on their screens (Carr & Ly, 2009; Peterson, 2007). Librarians, for instance, have turned to VSC to enhance their interactions with library users seeking help with the use of library resources (Price, 2010). VSC has also been widely adopted in the gaming community as gamers show off their skills and abilities by uploading screen-captured movies of themselves completing particularly difficult sections or elements of a video game (Gow, Cairns, Colton, Miller, & Baumgarten, 2010).

In the field of language education, VSC has slowly gained popularity as both a research and an educational tool (Drumheller & Lawler, 2011; Geisler & Slattery, 2007; Jones, Georgiades, & Gunson, 2012). Indeed, VSC offers educational researchers new ways to investigate processes associated with the various outcomes and products produced by learners through LCI tasks. It appeals in particular to researchers who are interested in detailed descriptions of the mediated nature of language and literacy development in digital spaces. This is explored in greater detail in the following section.

Exploring the mediated nature of language development in digital spaces

The ability to document and investigate LCI through VSC appeals to those researchers who frame learning within a task-based approach and who draw on sociocultural theories of language development, whereby the engine for learning goes beyond the transmission of information from teachers to students. Within these frameworks, the focus rather is on learning as the result of interactional discourses (Gibbons, 2003). These discourses are generated as learners participate in language-mediated activities and tasks that allow users to interact with the language, produce it, and refine their knowledge of its conventions and rules (Duff, 2010; Lantolf & Thorne, 2006; Vygotsky, 1978).

Through its ability to document events which occur as students interact with their computers, VSC is particularly well suited to explore this mediation process. Moreover, since VSC allows one to capture what occurs in digital spaces, it enables one to address the need to explore how the migration of everyday literacy practices into digital spaces is transforming literacy development both in and out of the classroom (Lotherington & Jenson, 2011; Stapleton, 2010; Yi, 2014).
Learners’ movement away from physical pen-and-paper interactions towards forms of writing in digital spaces has enriched but also rendered the act of writing and the processes associated to the writing development more complex. As new generations of students learn to read, write and interact with computers and tablets, there have been growing calls to better understand how computer-mediated tasks and interactions affect students’ abilities to engage with and produce texts. What, for example, is the impact of activities such as writing out a text long hand, looking up words in a physical dictionary, and revising and editing a printed version of a draft? All are literacy practices whose traditional forms are being gradually displaced by new practices mediated through digital technologies.

Studying these changes has been identified as an important research field. For example, in their book *Digital Writing Research: Technologies, Methodologies and Ethical Issues*, McKee and DeVoss (2007) identified a number of new areas of exploration emerging from digital writing research. These include emergence of digital communities, the notion of ethos and the use of ethnographic practices, as a means of exploring what occurs in digital communities. Stressing how changes in the writing context have resulted in “processes and products of digital writing” which are often “different from paper-based processes and products” (p. 9), they also stress the value of research that can capture and account for the links between writing processes associated with digital texts, the activity of learning, and multimodal spaces. VSC allows the exploration of these new types of technology-mediated processes and their roles in shaping students’ understandings of literacy processes and development.

A tracking tool well suited for usability tests

As a tracking “see-me-in-action” tool, VSC is also attractive to all who are interested in observational research and who seek to monitor users’ on-screen activities (Chun, 2013; Fischer, 2007). It can be used as an alternative or in conjunction with key logging programs to produce detailed records of users’ screen activities for further analysis, and VSC can be used to conduct usability tests (Van Waes, Leijten, Wengelin & Lindgren, 2012).

Usability is a concept borrowed from HCI, a property conferred to any artefacts used by humans to accomplish specific tasks. Bevan (2009) referred to usability as quality in use, highlighting its process-oriented nature. Usability tests (Kuniavsky, 2003; Rubin & Chisnell, 2008) are experiments, interventions typically conducted iteratively (several times and at various development stages) with (typically a small number of) representative users (selected on the basis of prior user profile analyses) invited to perform specific tasks with or involving the use
of the artefact under development. Such interventions aim to recreate “authentic”
task situations (based on prior task analyses) to observe how users:

1. Behave in such situations, in particular when interacting with the artefact;
2. Are successful at completing the given tasks; and
3. Are satisfied with the artefact for the given tasks.

Hence, a core part of any usability test is observing and evaluating various aspects
of the artefact under development. For example, a usability test can be used to
investigate how language learners make use of an online dictionary to address
linguistic issues they are experiencing when working with texts (Hamel, 2012).
Such usability tests allow CALL designers to identify aspects of the dictionary
that might be redesigned so as to make its relevance and benefits for users more
explicit.

VSC enables one to capture and thus observe exactly what the user is doing at
the computer, hence its user-centred objective nature. In running usability tests,
VSC offers a practical and relatively simple way to investigate the link between
various processes and the success or failures that students are able to achieve as
they complete a language learning task. VSC enables researchers to associate the
actions seen on-screen to explanations (e.g., gathered from questionnaires and in-
terviews) of why certain students produced a text in the way that he or she has. This
is an insight which is often missing in the literature on composition studies and
second language writing, where much of the work is conducted with the analysis
of static, predominantly final drafts produced by students (Séror, 2013). Faced
with the end product of writing, researchers and instructors are left to infer the
reasons behind the qualities found in a text.

With VSC, inferences made about strategies used by students when they in-
teract with the computer can be deducted on the basis of direct behaviour obser-
vations and the degree to which these have impacted the quality of the language
output that was produced. Séror (2013), for instance, highlighted how students’
composition processes were linked to students’ strategic use of visuo-spatial el-
ements (Olive & Passerault, 2013; see Chapter 9, this volume) found in digital
spaces and within specific software programs (i.e., the colour and size of a win-
dow, the positioning of windows, the ability to customize the fonts and margins
of a page, and the use of annotation features) when interacting with a word pro-
cessor as part of their work with a text.

Similarly, researchers can verify visually, for instance, the amount of time a
student actually spent revising a text before handing it in. We can explore what
strategies the student employed when engaging in this revision process. Finally,
we can identify what specific resources the student turned to when doing this.
These are but some of the questions that can be investigated thanks to process data, such as the type collected with VSC, which, combined with other types of data elicitation methods (such as questionnaires, interviews, talk-aloud protocols and stimulus recalls), can provide researchers (and teachers) with a more complete and accurate portrait of the language learner and his or her learning trajectory.

As a result, we can obtain a nuanced understanding of what differentiates successful and less successful language learners and their results on a language learning task. We can also importantly take into account more closely the learners’ backgrounds, habits and needs, leading to recommendations grounded in authentic user-based practices regarding the best digital resources and interfaces for language learners and the design of new CALL applications.

An appealing tool for educators

Educators have also begun to explore the use of VSC. As with researchers, it is the “show and tell” qualities of VSC and its ability to produce permanent records of LCI that have attracted educators seeking to produce artefacts that can document and scaffold literacy development.

In some of the earliest applications of VSC for pedagogical aims, educators have created videos to provide multimodal feedback to students. In the videos, instructors annotate, comment and modify students’ texts, offering visual, audio and dynamic dimensions to their feedback designed to scaffold students’ learning and enhance what have traditionally been pen-and-paper comments placed in the margins of students’ papers (Jones, Georghiades & Gunson, 2012; Mathisen, 2012; Séror, 2012).

Recently, VSC has also been used to produce video clips that are shared with students to review specific pedagogical objectives and resources (e.g., providing an overview of a grammar point) (Gormely & McDermott, 2011). This ability for educators to produce short video clips that students can watch at home is at the heart of an increasingly popular concept of flipping the classroom by providing information and teaching opportunities outside of the classroom so that more time can be spent in the class working on applications of the knowledge distributed to students (Khan, 2011; Toppo, 2011).

As suggested above, VSC represents an innovative tool that can be used to explore LCI and its relationship to literacy dimensions and the design of CALL tools promoting language development. Its focus on user interactions and the ability to create digital traces of language learners’ actions lend themselves to usability studies which are well suited for studies of computer-mediated literacy processes (Degenhardt, 2006; Geisler & Slattery, 2007; Park & Kinginger, 2010).
In the next section, we look at three examples of how VSC has been used to explore the impact of LCI in the design of online dictionaries (Hamel, 2012), the development of writing processes (Hayes & Flower, 1980; Séror, 2013), metacognitive awareness (Hacker, Keener, & Kircher, 2009) and learner autonomy (Benson, 2001; Dion, 2011; Little, 2007).

Following brief descriptions of each project, we will seek to draw out the key lesson learned from the projects, focusing on the recommendations that have emerged from our use of VSC as a means of researching and enhancing LCI tasks.

**Description of the research projects**

**Study 1: Investigations of learner-task-dictionary interaction**

As part of a CALL research and development (R&D) project, Hamel (2012, 2013) employed VSC to conduct a series of usability tests on an online dictionary during its prototyping phases.

The VSC tool Camtasia was used to document and observe on-screen the learner-task-dictionary interaction. The aim was to measure the quality of this interaction, i.e., its usability, for the purpose of improving the design of an online dictionary (its interface and content).

Adopting an ergonomic approach to CALL design research (see Chapter 2, this volume), i.e., a learner-centred approach, Hamel drew on the concepts of usability (see above) and tools and techniques employed in the web engineering and interface design industry to measure the quality in use (Bevan, 2009). Usability tests were employed in this research as an elicitation method in order to get LCI data that would inform the design of her online dictionary.

These concepts were integrated with the use of VSC technology to facilitate the direct observations and process-oriented analyses of students’ interactions with the online dictionary prototype. Language tasks were created which optimized conditions for the dictionary to be solicited during their completion process (Hamel, 2012). These were semi-authentic, corpus-driven micro-tasks for which learners had to translate, revise, construct or reformulate identified collocations, in sentence and text-wide contexts. VSC was crucial in capturing this LCI and students’ solicitations of the online dictionary functions to engage in the process of constructing collocations.

The process and product-oriented LCI data collected through this study were used to directly inform both measures of efficiency and the effectiveness of the dictionary being studied. A set of parameters, based on visible on-screen actions, was devised to measure efficiency focusing on efforts and time at task while on
language accuracy to measure effectiveness. Pre- and post-task questionnaires given to the students also allowed the researchers to collect more indirect measures of learner background, experience and satisfaction with the tool. The results were triangulated, and some correlations were found between reported and observed behaviours (Hamel, 2013), namely between prior exposure to a variety of online resources and success.

Study 2: Investigating L2 writers’ composition processes and strategies

Séror’s (2012, 2013) research drew on the use of VSC to document and investigate undergraduate university students’ composition processes and strategies as they completed authentic writing assignments in their second language. Inspired by the need for more detailed representations of the moment-to-moment actions, decisions and composition processes enacted by L2 students as they learned to write for university classes and ultimately to master the complex series of processes associated with the production of academic texts (e.g., Roca de Larios, Manchón, Murphy, & Marin, 2008; Sasaki, 2000; Victori, 1999), participants were equipped with the VSC tool Screencast-O-Matic (SOM) <http://screencast-o-matic.com/>. Participants were instructed to record whenever they composed and completed assignments in their writing classes on their own computers. These recordings were largely conducted outside of the classroom and provided rare insights into the writing processes that underlie L2 writers’ production of academic texts in authentic settings outside of the classroom.

Created unobtrusively as writers composed and completed assigned writing tasks on computers, these records were analysed in conjunction with retrospective interviews conducted to explore students’ specific composition strategies, individual performances and their perspectives and justifications of the various behaviours observed in the recordings of their writing sessions.

Data-analysis procedures for the study triangulated both the video records and student interviews with a research log, field notes, and informal conversations with focal students and their instructors. A quantitative analysis of the sequences of events found in the visual records of students’ composition processes was juxtaposed with a qualitative analysis of students’ own perspectives of the composition processes and strategies underlying their writing.

Drawing on the work of Park and Kinginger (2010), each recording was coded for transactions, instances which expressed an immediate need on the part of the writer and his or her efforts to respond to a problem as identified through a series of visual signals in the screen recordings (for example, a pause, followed by the deletion of a word and the insertion of a new word, followed by another pause before continuing to write another sentence).
Study 3: Exploring the pedagogical pertinence and added value of the integration of VSC

Hamel, Séror and Dion (2015) collaborated in an on-going research project focusing on the pedagogical pertinence and added value of the integration of VSC in the second language (L2) writing class. Built on prior investigations of the digital traces of language learners using computers (Degenhardt, 2006; Geyser & Slattery, 2007; Hamel, 2012; Hamel & Caws, 2010; Park & Kinginger, 2010; Séror, 2013), the study’s objective was to investigate how second language writing instructors might integrate VSC in their classroom activities and tasks to scaffold learners’ writing development and design more effective, better suited and more personalized pedagogical interventions.

By means of case studies in two university L2 writing classrooms ($N = 36$), the research focused on the innovative practices linked to the adoption of VSC by two experienced second language writing teachers over the course of a semester. A key objective was to document these teachers’ use of VSC for pedagogical purposes as well as to document the process and product of writing tasks by students as they completed these tasks, both in authentic classroom settings and outside the classroom as part of homework activities. Screencast-O-Matic was used as the VSC tool. A corpus of 200 screen recorded videos was collected and analysed (quantitatively) based on a taxonomy of functional and cognitive parameters devised from visible and audible (inter)actions identified in the videos.

In addition to the VSC recordings produced by students and instructors, classroom artefacts (e.g., task descriptions, journal entries), student questionnaires and teacher interviews were analysed to explore how the tool was used and adopted by instructors in these courses, its impact on the quality of the work produced by students and the perspectives expressed by both students and instructors as they reflected on the value of this tool for their language development.

Affordances and opportunities associated with VSC

Drawing from our own experience as practicing researchers with VSC in CALL and second language literacy development, we believe it is possible to identify a number of interesting affordances (see Chapter 3, this volume) associated with VSC. We will illustrate these below in an attempt to provide practitioners and researchers in CALL with strong clues about how VSC could be fruitfully employed in design (Norman, 1998) in meaningful ways (Gibson, 1997).
A tool that is accessible and easy to use

All of the above mentioned studies revealed that VSC as a tool was, on the whole, easily accessible and easy to learn to use by the researchers, language learners and language instructors. This quality is well illustrated in the research projects 2 and 3. In both cases, Screencast-O-Matic (SOM) was specifically chosen for its reliability and ease of use. SOM is a free Web-based application that does not require any specific software to be installed on the computer used for the recording. This made it a highly accessible resource for both students and their instructors and it meant that VSC could be produced in a variety of settings (recordings could be created when students were working in a lab, on a home computer or even when working on a library computer). The free version of the program allows individuals to create screen recordings of a maximum of fifteen minutes. A professional version available for a monthly fee was used in the second study and allowed participants to record their screens for as long as they wished. Once a recording is complete, users can easily save this video on a hard drive and/or upload it to a server, which can then be used to share links with other students in the class or with their instructors. Training individuals to use VSC tools has also proven, in our experience, to be relatively simple. Tools, such as Camtasia and SOM, essentially reproduce the near universal record, play and rewind interface found on both analogue and digital video and sound recorders.

Study 3, for instance, involved training instructors and students to use SOM through a series of workshops focused on research and teaching practice. Among attendees were the two teachers who volunteered for the project. In addition to providing training to the teachers interested in using SOM in their classroom, at the start of the semester (week 2), a researcher visited both of the instructors’ writing classes and offered hands-on demonstrations of the use of SOM to their students. This demonstration helped familiarize students with the tool and also allowed the instructors to explain how the tool would be used to complete a number of the writing tasks that would be assigned to the students over the course of the semester. Students and their instructors were also provided with support material (How to use SOM in 12 easy steps) created by the researchers to allow students to review, at home and later on in the semester, the various steps involved in the use of SOM. The email address of a research assistant was also distributed to students and the instructors. This research assistant was presented as a resource that student and teachers could contact to ask questions and to troubleshoot any problems. As with the other studies we conducted, there were few user-related problems. The main issue which emerged were difficulties experienced by students who had to install/update their web browser’s Java prior to being able to run the SOM application.
A powerful documentation tool

VSC in the three projects described above was a powerful documentation tool (Fischer, 2007), producing rich empirical records of observables generated in real-time, in both controlled as well as naturalistic settings. We stress again here that the data collected through VSC is presented in the form of screen recorded videos which include sound, image, movement and a full range of colours and modes that are essential aspects of the language learning experience in digital spaces. Researchers who use VSC can thus benefit from seeing all visible on-screen actions done by learners as they interact with texts and engage in textual meaning making.

This data is made even richer if students have opted to use their computer webcam and microphone to capture their voices and images as they engaged in LCI. This occurred, for instance, in the case of study 3 when students engaged in a writing task and chose to reflect on it in this way. Figure 7.1 shows an example of one student who chose to activate the webcam when video screen capturing her text revision process. In this extract, she is verifying a grammatical rule (about the use of gerunds in French) in a printed resource, reading it aloud and making a hypothesis about whether it applies to the text segment she has identified as problematic.

Such data is clearly important when looking at complex processes such as literacy practices, including the strategies employed by students and their underlying cognitive processes.

Figure 7.1 Student using VSC with webcam to document her revision process
In the case of writing, the second study produced recordings of students’ writing sessions, which captured all of the activities linked to the realization of a written assignment from the first word to the last one. This allowed us to witness the multiplicity of decisions made as students moved from their original outlines, to a first draft and, finally, to a submitted text with all the micro actions that came in between (e.g., looking up a word in an online dictionary or struggling to produce a French accent). For the third study, students recorded up to fifteen minutes of their writing process (each video clip lasted twelve minutes, on average). In that short period of time, a high density of actions, both visible and audible, were observed – on average, 85 per video clip, which showed students being well invested in their writing task while revealing several types of strategies, such as focalization on form, hypothesis making, text repair, or drawing on prior knowledge.

VSC produces rich data that can be analysed in multiple ways

In all of the research projects mentioned above, it should be noted that the analysis of the data was facilitated by the use of Morae (techsmith.com), a specialized usability testing software program designed for the (distance) observation, capture, management, annotation and qualitative and quantitative analysis of VSC videos.

This program facilitates the insertion of annotations (tags) in the visual records produced by VSC. Markers and codes can be predefined and then attached as tags to the videos. These help identify parameters that can later be compiled and explored for general statistical trends within the program itself or through other programs by exporting the data into Excel files, for instance, for subsequent/further statistical analysis. Figure 7.2 shows a screenshot of Morae used to conduct usability tests with dictionaries in study 1.

Annotations added to videos with Morae can then be used to recreate timelines of events and to provide statistics regarding the quantity and general tendencies associated to key events in the data. One can calculate, for instance, the following:

1. The presence and durations of pauses taken by a student when composing;
2. The average duration of a lexical search, how students start a word search, which key word(s) they use and even which dictionary rubrics they look-up;
3. Instances when students engage in various steps of the writing process (producing text, vs. editing, vs. planning); and
4. The number of times students access online resources during their writing process and the type of resources they access (dictionaries, conjugators, translators, etc.).
Notes can also be added to the data with Morae at various points, allowing us to insert analytical memos and links to external data sources.

A tool like Morae facilitates the analysis of VSC. It does not impose on researchers a theoretical perspective or approach. Both grounded data-driven and theory-driven approaches can be applied to the nature of the data collected through the use of VSC. The approach adopted will depend on the researchers’ epistemological orientation, research questions, methodological design, theoretical perspectives and pedagogical goals. In this sense, VSC remains flexible and can be used for various purposes (researching learners’ information searches, researching writing processes, researching pedagogical reflective tasks, looking at peer editing, etc.).

In the case of the three studies which are the focus of this chapter, the following elements illustrate the types of analytical lens through which the VSC data collected was analysed.

Thanks to the annotation functions of Morae described above, it was possible to produce detailed timelines of task processes present in the VSC data. These timelines allowed the researchers to identify steps involved as students revised their texts. This process included selecting specific text segments, attempting to repair these segments, searching in online resources such as dictionaries, justifying in some cases the decisions made, etc.

Much like the detailed transcripts produced in conversation analysis research, these timelines offer valuable insights regarding the sequencing of events which
underlie specific events of interest and can provide hints regarding the important interplay between these events.

Guided by the question “why this now?” for instance, data emerging from study 2 helped identify moments when students turned to Internet-based sources, identifying both larger patterns of behaviours (e.g., greater use of external resources at the end of the writing session as students revised their texts), as well as unique moments linked to specific events and strategies (e.g., students’ preference for specific dictionaries linked to their desire to work in their L1 or L2, depending on the lexical item they were looking up).

Similarly, LCI data from study 1 provided valuable task path sequences (i.e., navigation paths) of learners’ interactions with the online dictionary when attempting to construct, reformulate or translate collocations. Hamel (2012, 2013) observed that weak learners tended to “waste” time at the beginning of their search for lexical information, hesitating about which keywords to input. Several learners looked for examples before they looked for meaning (definitions). In a series of synonyms provided in the dictionary, most learners selected high-frequents and L1 cognates over more idiomatic equivalents.

Figure 7.3 shows a 35-second task path sequence from study 1 of a participant searching for a synonym of the collocate “grande” (great) in the dictionary, starting from his search with the keyword of the collocation “joie” (joy) and finding “inépuisable” (endless) as a possible equivalent.

In study 3, using the same timeline approach, thanks to the parameters annotated in real-time in the video, it was possible to identify and reconstruct an attempt by a learner to repair a collocation as he also reflected on this task. During
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**Figure 7.3** Task path sequence of a participant searching for a collocate in a dictionary
Repairing a collocation (T = 2 min.)

Figure 7.4 Action sequence showing an attempt by a learner to repair a collocation
Lifting the veil on hidden processes

The detailed step-by-step records provided by the VSC data helped bring to light aspects of students’ literacy practices which have in the past traditionally remained invisible and thus unnoticed and/unverifiable in the absence of VSC (Geisler & Slattery, 2007). This ability for VSC to lift the veil on students’ processes represents a key affordance of this tool.

In the case of study 1, for instance, one could see how language learners navigated their way to the various choices made, more or less efficiently, in electronic dictionaries. As they moved from one micro-task to another, some students learned to optimize their search paths in the dictionary whereas others did not.

Similarly, in study 2, it was interesting to note the role that students’ L1 actually played in their L2 composition processes. Whereas these students’ final drafts were, by the very nature of the task, completely written in French, VSC data allowed one to note how often writing in the L1 had in fact helped scaffold this L2 writing (e.g., a student wrote her first draft of her text in English before translating it into French).

This type of data (and the insights that can be generated from its analysis) is well suited for ethnographic studies of digital literacies that highlight the value of the direct observation of students’ literacy practices and LCI. It also makes important contributions to the field of CALL ergonomics (see Chapter 2, this volume) by allowing focus on the quality of the user-task-tool interactions at the computer, on the mediations with the task and the tools and on the various choices, paths (optimal, efficient, etc.) students make and take as they use tools for L2 writing.

VSC as a means of exploring efficiency, effectiveness and user attitudes

Another advantage stemming from the detailed maps and portraits offered by VSC is that one can focus on the efficiency, effectiveness and user satisfaction experienced by users as they interact with texts in a digital environment. These criteria reflect those standardly used for usability tests to measure the quality of user-task-tool interactions (see Chapter 2, this volume). One can look at efficiency as a measure of efforts (calculated as a function of actions taken over a defined time period). For example, in study 1, as detailed above, parameters of efficiency
were included as coding annotations for the VSC data collected. These parameters coded the degree of efforts expanded by students when dictionary functions (such as performing a keyword search, looking up a synonym) were solicited by a learner during the task process.

Investigations of students’ efficiency can also be used to explore the notion of errors made by users as a result of their task-tool interaction. In the case of study 1, for instance, such errors occurred in the LCI corpora, emerging from the usability tests with the online dictionary. They highlighted problems related to its interface accessibility (difficulties finding/using a function of the dictionary) and its content comprehensibility (difficulties understanding information provided by the dictionary, such as definitions), both having negative effects on its learnability (difficulties learning how to use the dictionary).

Errors, moments of struggles or transactions as students worked through the problem solving nature of composing their texts also emerged in study 2. In this case, these errors helped identify developmental aspects which need to receive particular attention in the design of writing pedagogy and the conceptualization of what students need to learn and the skills they need to develop in order to become good writers (e.g., many students need to be taught explicitly how to produce French accents on their keyboards or strategies for the effective use of grammar and spellcheck software, such as Antidote).

One can also look at effectiveness and the degree of user satisfaction/contentment associated with specific actions taken with a specific tool or achieved through the use of a specific strategy.

This can involve direct measures of effectiveness through objective measures of what can be seen on the screen (e.g., on-screen actions, task results). Hamel (2012) measured the quality and the quantity of the language output produced by language learners as they interacted with their dictionaries. A successful language output corresponded to an accurately constructed collocation, produced by a learner as a task outcome. Study 2 explored whether a student found an accurate way of expressing an idea after a moment of struggle in her writing was signalled by both greater than average pauses in her writing process and the interruption of text production to look up linguistic information in an online resource.

Effectiveness can also be investigated through users’ self-reports (e.g., answers to questionnaires, interviews), data elicited to ask users to judge/comment on the degree to which they believe they have or have not been successful at achieving specific goals. This illustrates how data produced through VSC can also be analysed in conjunction with additional data sources to add to the richness of the accounts produced with VSC data.
In study 1, questionnaires were used to investigate learners’ perceptions of the online dictionary used for the completion of a collocation task (Hamel, 2013). These questionnaires also investigated the feelings and judgments attributed by a student to the results obtained at the end of a task (for example, a high or low score, a positive or a negative comment given to a dictionary feature or a comment on the value of a personal performance). The questionnaires revealed that learners tended to underestimate their performance, found the task difficult and the dictionary essential for its completion – this, despite a high effectiveness score obtained by the majority. These findings corroborate Fischer’s (2007) claim that there is often a discrepancy between observed and reported learner data.

Study 2 used interviews to ask learners to comment on various aspects of their writing. Questions, amongst others, explored students’ degree of satisfaction with the texts they had produced and students’ perceptions of the usefulness of the various resources consulted while writing. It was also possible to match VSC with stimulated recall interviews (Gass & Mackey, 2000). Students were asked to revisit and watch selected excerpts of their screen capture videos and to narrate their task processes and explain what was going through their minds as they engaged in the actions captured in the video. With this type of approach, the general goal is to elicit information about users’ perception of a task, its realization and their feelings about what they are capable of achieving (Raby, 2005).

In study 3, both questionnaires and semi-formal interviews were used to investigate students’ and instructors’ perception as to the use of VSC as a pedagogical tool in their writing classrooms. It is also possible, as was done in the case of study 3, to ask students to engage in a reflective task (see more about this below), where students are asked to watch themselves again, reread the texts they have composed and comment in writing or, through the creation of a new VSC, on what they have noticed and learned about themselves as (L2) writers.

Additionally, students can be asked to record their thoughts at the same time as they complete a task and work on a computer (another type of task which emerged in study 3). This activity asks students to comment in a think-aloud fashion, which provides an aural track of the thoughts and ideas that accompany what occurs on screen. In one instance, this task was assigned to students who were working as a group, generating extremely interesting data on the types of interactions and discourse produced by students as they engaged in a text-planning activity.

Pre- and post-task questionnaires can also serve to gather information about the participants as well as to collect information about data, other than students’ sense of satisfaction with the LCI tasks they have been asked to record with VSC. Demographic questions, questions about students’ previous educational experiences and technology usage, as well as questions about their attitudes towards
their second language, are but a few examples of variables that can then be used to explore possible correlations with events and actions noted in the VSC recordings. As mentioned above, study 1, for example, showed that there was a strong correlation between task success and learners’ prior experiences with a variety of other lexical resources.

The final element that can be used to help contextualize the events and actions seen in the VSC recordings includes the collection of any relevant textual materials connected to the digital texts captured through the VSC (e.g., copies of handwritten notes students use as they work on the computer, copies of the task descriptions handed out by instructors) and observational data in the form of field notes. In the case of studies 2 and 3, field notes and reports were kept as well as copies of course outlines, assignment descriptions and handwritten notes provided by participants in the study. This material provides valuable hints which can enhance the analysis of students’ actions and can be triangulated with the various data sources mentioned above to produce detailed accounts and establish the relationships between learners’ on-screen actions, their attitudes and backgrounds, as well as the context and resources associated with the specific literacy practices and CALL tools and applications being studied. This is well in line with an ergonomic approach to the analysis of LCI (see Chapter 2, this volume).

VSC and the ability to create new forms of corpora

Our research experiences with VSC and the richness of the data these projects produced suggest that there is great potential in VSC’s capacity to produce rich audio-visual corpora of language learners and their educators as they engage in LCI tasks (i.e., composing a text, using an online dictionary, reflecting on a text, providing feedback to students). Indeed, a key affordance of the tool lies in the fact that while recordings produced by VSC can be analysed individually, these can also be collated and compiled to produce multimodal LCI corpora that allow for the cross-case analysis of individuals’ literacy practices in digital spaces.

Such corpora represent new and exciting forms of empirical data which, once anonymized, could contribute to learner corpus projects that might be shared with others (see Chapter 10, this volume). The resulting database of observable processes could then be exploited to better capture the fluid and ever-evolving nature of literacy practices. It could be used in teaching interventions as well as for teacher training. Similarly, the corpus could become a source of valuable materials to be integrated into presentations, webinars and online tutorials and meetings.
VSC as a retrospection tool

Another key affordance emerging from our studies is the tool’s potential to serve as an aide to retrospection (see Chapter 9, this volume). By allowing users to capture and later replay their interactions with the machine as they engaged in a task, VSC allows users to view these interactions in a more detached and reflective way than what is possible at the time one is actually completing the task. In this sense, the VSC recordings were labelled by one of the instructors in study 3 as a tool that can serve as a mirror offering new ways to view and understand their own behaviours and literacy practices. This instructor took full advantage of this affordance and encouraged her students to revisit their notes and texts, but also the VSC recordings which they had produced over the course of the semester, when studying for her course.

Within both research contexts as well as within the context of a classroom, VSC facilitates language learners’ metacognitive awareness and strategic awareness. This retrospection affordance benefits the students/participants as well as the teachers/researchers who gain insights into students’ developing knowledge and skills as they gain experience with a targeted LCI task.

VSC as an important and powerful scaffolding tool

A key affordance of this tool emerged from the work of Hamel, Séror and Dion (2015), focusing on the tool’s ability to scaffold learners and enhance CALL pedagogy. The findings from this project highlighted the multiple and varied ways in which VSC can be integrated into the language classroom through the (re)design of L2 writing tasks.

At the start of the project, when discussing its aim and the potential applications of the use VSC has in L2 writing classrooms with instructors, time was spent brainstorming what a VSC-mediated L2 writing task might look like. This process took into consideration notions of syllabus design, course objectives and the nature of writing tasks previously assigned to students by all instructors present. Ultimately, the two instructors who participated in the study produced a number of tasks which integrated the use of VSC and responded to their personal needs and teaching styles.

The FLS instructor favoured VSC-mediated tasks that focused predominantly on text revision, aspects of the text genre and the desire to develop students’ text agency. These tasks were designed to be completed as individual homework assignments in students’ homes. The students’ roles were to revise and assess their writing, reflect on revision and develop an awareness of themselves as writers.
For her part, this instructor saw her main role as being an assessor who provided feedback (evaluation, comments) on the text process and product as well as on the degree of agency and metacognition observed in students’ reflections.

The tasks designed by the ESL instructor targeted specific components of the writing process, with objectives focusing on helping students experience and master subcomponents of the writing process, such as brainstorming, text planning and editing errors when revising. In contrast to the FSL instructor’s tasks, his tasks were designed to occur within the classroom environment and took advantage of the fact that some of his classes were offered in a lab, equipped with computer stations. He favoured positioning the students in the role of thinkers when using SOM. Individual feedback focusing on the VSC recorded by students was not provided directly to them. However, the recordings were discussed in the class as a whole, although the actual videos were not shared or viewed by peers. Rather, students were encouraged to watch the videos on their own to help them reflect on their writing processes.

The ESL instructor further reinforced his focus on the writing process through the use of modelling. He presented the students with relevant text samples of his expected written outcomes and engaged students in peer work and editing so that stronger students might help weaker students by modelling optimal processes and strategies. Interestingly, he extended this modelling practice by asking an expert writer to produce a VSC, which could be shown to students as an example of how advanced writers complete writing tasks. This video clip served as an authentic, multimodal exemplar for the students, helping to reinforce the validity of the steps and processes promoted in his writing class.

In interviews discussing their experiences with VSC, both instructors noted that they had found VSC useful for monitoring, supporting and accompanying language learners as they worked independently through the various stages of writing associated with a specific task. Importantly, both instructors also identified the potential of building a database of their own students’ VSC with the option (granted consent from students) of exploiting this small corpus for pedagogical purposes. Video extracts (e.g., action sequences, as seen above) might be chosen to illustrate best practice, common problems experienced by students and their solutions or to share with others resources that fellow language learners have identified and successfully used.

Instructors also commented on the ability to communicate with students in a multimodal medium that can be delivered outside the traditional context of the classroom. In their opinion, while integrating VSC into their classrooms did require transforming their teaching practices and a significant investment of time and energy to redesign writing tasks they had used in the past, VSC offered new and exciting ways of achieving the class objectives.
Whether it is for providing feedback, demonstrating the most effective way of looking up collocations in a dictionary or to illustrate in concrete and dynamic ways how students write, VSC offers a range of applications which can be used to support L2 literacy development. Such videos would be particularly useful in the context of courses offered online and in blended environments.

Conclusion

This chapter has illustrated the affordances of VSC and its role in the design of CALL research and pedagogy, drawing on examples of the use of VSC and its applications in three research projects.

Its affordances present a number of promising avenues to be further explored as researchers continue to discover ways to take advantage of the tools’ documentation function as well as its dynamic, multimodal nature.

Our research has highlighted the potential of VSC for the investigation of computers and digital spaces, particularly the role it plays as a mediating tool which increasingly shapes the literacy development and experiences of users. Undoubtedly, these affordances play a role in helping shape what it will mean to teach digital literacies and to promote the competencies required of students, citizens of a modern, technologically connected world (Yi, 2014). Further work is needed to explore and document the full range of applications of VSC for research and pedagogy. As Levy (2013) has reminded us, a design-based CALL agenda should explore usability, scalability and sustainability. Hence, the integration of VSC should be carefully planned and scaffolded with training, and embedded in feedback. Creative and collaborative usage (sociocultural mediation), the development of communities of practice of teachers and learners experienced in using VSC, as well as technology experts, will represent important ways of further refining our understanding of the affordances of this exciting technology.
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This chapter sets out to introduce the use of eye-tracking to investigate language-learner computer interaction. By recording the gaze focus of a computer user engaged in an on-screen task, eye-tracking aims to provide information on cognitive processes. This allows the researcher to speculate about what learners are thinking while engaged in, for example, synchronous online language learning. After briefly presenting the history and different fields of eye-tracking research, the authors present two recent eye-tracking studies in SCMC (Synchronous Computer-Mediated Communication). The potentials and challenges of eye-tracking for researching language learning are discussed, as well as the methodological options of quantitative and mixed method studies. The last section, conclusions, encourages novice researchers to carry out their own eye-tracking projects, reflecting on methodological, practical and pragmatic issues.
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Introduction

To arrive at a real picture of learners’ interactions with computers, they need to be studied from different perspectives, taking into account the different modalities used. Limiting too early what we are investigating can lead to a loss of information. For example, by studying only output data of chat logs, any information on self-corrections, hesitations, and other learner actions prior to sending off their chat contributions can be lost (Smith, 2008). By focusing on just the screen, the mouse and the keyboard, we can miss out on all the different scaffolds and support tools that learners use, even if their main focus is interaction via a computer.
(Suzuki, 2013). Eye-tracking is a useful method to gather data on users engaged in learning with a computer, adding another dimension to the picture that cannot be easily provided by alternative methods, such as video screen capture. This chapter will consider reasons for choosing this technique rather than an alternative, and it will consider how this choice is linked to the underlying research questions.

The previous chapter(s) have shown that capturing what learners do while engaged with a computer screen by using screen recordings or video capture can provide a plethora of information. And depending on the researcher’s skill in analysing and interpreting these data, one may end up with a pretty good understanding of what learners are actually doing. But the question remains whether they are actually concentrating on the language, on their errors, on the instructions given by the tutor, on the “pretty pictures,” or whether they are just daydreaming off and looking somewhere else completely. Teachers of online classes are likely interested in whether learners actually take on board the support and the corrections offered.

There are various options for getting closer to this kind of information:

- one can ask the learners,
- one can test the learners’ recollection afterwards and draw one’s own conclusions, or
- one can try and capture where learner attention is focused during the task.

For the third option, tracking the gaze focus of a learner can be helpful. Although it is by no means completely accurate, the eye-mind hypothesis (Just & Carpenter, 1980) claims that in reading, the reader focuses the eye on the word just processed. In other words, the focus of one’s gaze at a certain time correlates to the focus of one’s attention (Duchowski, 2003). This might be totally untrue in certain situations (a case in point might be a boring language class where learners make an effort to stare at the board, but their thoughts are somewhere else completely). However, there is a strong likelihood that during concentrated tasks, as for example in an online language learning task where students have to drag images on to the appropriate vocabulary item given, the eye focus really is an indication of mental focus.

Based on this eye-mind hypothesis, many researchers have used eye-tracking in various ways to gain a clearer understanding of learners’ thinking (Anderson, Ferreira, & Henderson, 2011; Just & Carpenter, 1976). The authors of this chapter have specifically applied the technique to language learning during synchronous online activities, such as synchronous text chat and multimodal online tutorials, involving online communication between two or more participants.

In general, our area of research is Synchronous Computer-Mediated Communication (SCMC), as opposed to the more frequently researched asynchronous
or single user online tasks, such as reading or watching videos with subtitles (Caffrey, 2008; Winke, Gass, & Sydorenko, 2013). This chapter will provide readers with an overview on how eye-tracking has been used in the past, encourage scholars to consider eye-tracking as an option for research projects, present two cases of using eye-tracking in our own research, and evaluate the benefits and challenges of eye-tracking for researching language learning online. Especially for novice researchers, we have added a section intended to aid reflection and decision about setting up a first research project using eye-tracking.

### Justification of eye-tracking research: Background and personal stories

Our main motivation for using eye-tracking developed as we, along with other CALL researchers, became increasingly concerned with our reliance on what has been referred to as impoverished data (O’Rourke, 2008). CALL researchers and teachers using CALL tools are often too quick to assume that because a particular tool has certain affordances, the learners actually exploit these affordances fully. Likewise, we are often quick to ground our assumptions about the nature of CALL on results from one or two studies, sometimes decades old, a trend which can lead to a perpetuation of assumptions about learner behaviour and learning gains. It was the convergence of these two issues that prompted the second author to explore how we might overlay more methodological rigor in our studies of learner interaction in CALL environments. Perhaps it is true that SCMC interactions are like conversations in slow motion (Beauvois, 1992) and that this slower pace affords more processing time for learners to notice less salient features in the input. However, the research actually demonstrating this was sparse, and we seemed comfortable with a rather large leap of faith. Further, we were normally satisfied using chat transcripts of learner interaction as evidence of what learners actually did during SCMC chats. This is despite the fact that tools, such as screen capture and key stroke-logging technology, were readily available (for a history of CALL research see Bax, 2003).

Essentially, all of this comes down to the necessity to track learner behaviour. Fischer (2007, 2012) has pointed out that without knowing what students really do when they use a particular program, CALL researchers and developers run the risk of operating in a theoretical vacuum. This is obviously important when trying to evaluate claims of the effectiveness of certain software components, as they relate to language learning. At a minimum, we need to know whether or not students use them and, if so, in what manner. Fischer also demonstrates that there is very often a poor correlation between students’ reported and actual use of specific CALL program components. For example, Fischer (2007) found
that students were at best not consistently aware of what they did as they used a
particular program, which calls into question the reliability of their perceptions
of the value of the program’s components. If students’ self-reports on the use of
program features are unreliable, then their judgments of the instructional value
of those features must be considered suspect, as evidenced by the absence of any
relationship between perceptions of value and component use. We would argue
that there might be even a worse correlation between what learners are supposed
to do (as required by the task) and what they choose to do.

Tracking techniques can provide essential information in this regard, but
while tracking techniques can tell us what students do, they cannot tell us why
they do it. To get at the latter question, we need to employ appropriate retro-
spective and introspective methodologies in tandem with such tracking. In terms
of human-computer interaction (HCI), the tracking research has shown us that
students often use the software quite differently from how developers intended
(Pujola, 2002), that there is much individual learner variability in interaction
with CALL programs and in the amount of material learned (Chun & Plass, 1996;
personas in CALL (see also Chapter 6, this volume), outlines the importance of
understanding how learners most effectively use the learning tools that we con-
struct for them. Through tracking learner interaction with E-Tutor, she was able
to identify three learner personas: adamants, browsers, and peekers, which were
closely aligned with varying degrees of target language proficiency. This finding
allowed several data driven hypotheses and decisions about CALL systems de-
sign, as it relates to individualized foreign language instruction. Tracking learner
behaviour also allowed Chun and Payne (2004) to show the relationship between
working memory capacity and the reported behaviour of learners looking up
words in a multimedia application.

The next section of this chapter will present how the authors became inter-
ested in using eye-tracking in CALL research. Bryan Smith’s main interest is in
human-human interaction via computers. In one of his first attempts at provid-
ing a more robust record of what learners are doing in task-based SCMC, Smith
(2008) found that using only the chat output log file underreports by over six-
fold the amount of self-repair learners engage in when compared with a slightly
“truer” record available from the screen capture record. This leads us to a funda-
mentally different interpretation of the chat interaction and has implications for
instructed SLA. For example, based on the output logs alone, one may very well
get the impression that the text-based medium does not greatly affect learners’
likelihood to attend to their own output. In follow-up work, it was discovered
that a more detailed record provided access to key information about the effects
of “interruptions” by the interlocutor on the output produced by learners (Sauro
Learners were also found to produce more complex or sophisticated language immediately after they delete a portion of their own text before sending it on to their interlocutor. Such a finding contributes to the SLA discussion on post-production monitoring. These data are there for the picking – we just need to employ the right tools and invest the required amount of energy to gather them.

Adding eye-tracking technology to the available suite of methodological tools was a logical next step. Smith's main interest is the intersection between SLA theory and CALL, so questions about whether the SCMC environment afforded learners more opportunities to notice certain features in the input, including corrective feedback from their interlocutor, as well as noticing features in their own output, was very compelling. Smith's current approach is to combine multiple modalities of data collection from learner tracking with retrospective techniques, such as stimulated recall.

Lijing Shi and Ursula Stickler started researching online Chinese tutorials by recording tutorial interaction in a multimodal synchronous environment. This teaching/learning environment allowed students to interact with a tutor and with peers during scheduled online sessions. The tutor could upload images and text, so called “whiteboards,” to prepare the lesson. The students could speak, use text chat to communicate in writing, move items around the whiteboard, and use emoticons to express feelings, agreement and disagreement, and raise their virtual hand to indicate a willingness to speak.

The initial analysis of online language tutorials was done on the basis of screen capture and video recording without recourse to any eye-tracking equipment. This method revealed the different modes used and combined, for example, linking expressions of emotion with verbal utterances, and identifying the multiple ways the tutor provided feedback to students in this rich environment. All of these aspects provided valuable information about the processes and the possibilities of online language teaching. In addition, we employed qualitative methods, such as field notes and stimulated recall, when gathering information from a tutor and a student. We wanted to find out whether the tutor's intention in conducting the teaching tasks matched with the students' perceptions. Our findings confirmed that sometimes they are, and sometimes they are not (Stickler & Shi, 2013).

A weakness of our method was that we could not capture the students' or the tutor's reflections immediately. Teachers’ intentions in lesson planning might be easier to capture, as they are rational and planned events. Students’ perceptions and expectations, on the other hand, can change, depending on circumstances in the tutorial. A tutor's instruction might be confusing or misinterpreted, and that can lead to students expecting a different task than was intended by the tutor.
These instances of confusion and puzzlement that we discovered quite indirectly in our previous research led us on the search for a better method to capture them “on the go,” as it were, as close as possible to the event, and we came across Smith’s paper and eye-tracking as a possible tool.

In 2011, we started our first eye-tracking project, investigating students’ eye focus during Chinese online tutorials. In 2013, we followed this up with a study of the tutors’ gaze focus during tutorials.

Before we explain more about how we carried out our own research with eye-tracking software, we will talk about eye-tracking research in different contexts: reading research, usability studies, accessibility and – more specifically – CALL research.

**Eye-tracking as a research tool: Three areas and three approaches**

**Eye-tracking in reading research**

Eye-tracking technology has been employed as a tool in psychological reading research for over 100 years. One of the first researchers to study eye movements was Émile Javal, who wrote a series of articles on the visual process during reading from 1878 to 1905. “Beyond mere visual observation, initial methods for tracking the location of eye fixation were quite invasive – involving direct mechanical contact with the cornea” (Jacob & Karn, 2003, p. 574). The first non-invasive eye-tracking technique was developed by Dodge and Cline around 1901, which could record the light reflected from the cornea (Wade & Tatler, 2011). The main eye-tracking techniques were various combinations of corneal reflection and motion pictures before the first head-mounted eye tracker was invented in the late 1940s (Hartridge & Thompson, 1948). Mackworth and Mackworth (1958) devised a system to record eye movement, superimposed on the changing visual scene viewed by the participant. “Eye movement research and eye-tracking flourished in the 1970s with great advances in both eye-tracking technology and psychological theory to link eye-tracking data to cognitive process” (Jacob & Karn, 2003, p. 574).

Eye movements during reading can be used to infer moment-by-moment cognitive processing of a text by the reader without significantly altering the normal characteristics of either the task or the presentation of the stimuli (Dussias, 2010). These movements are considered empirical correlates of processing complexity, which allows us to make inferences about perceptual and cognitive processes. As Rayner (1998), one of the most prominent eye-tracking researchers, explains, eye movement patterns can provide insights into a reader’s cognitive
processes during things like pronoun resolution and co-reference and resolving lexical and syntactic ambiguity in both L1 and L2.

The most widely used measure in eye-tracking research is the eye fixation. Eye fixations reflect when information is being encoded, allowing readers to extract important and useful information about the text (Dussias, 2010). Though there is considerable within- and between-reader variability, which is brought about by differences in cognitive difficulty in processing a text, eye fixations during (L1) reading in English generally last approximately 200–250 milliseconds (Rayner, 2009). Reading research also shows that L1 readers do not fixate on every word in a text, but rather they fixate on about two-thirds of the total words (Just & Carpenter, 1980). Things that have been found to affect whether and for how long a target is fixated include word frequency, length, predictability, and function, as well as the syntactic and conceptual difficulty of the text (Dussias, 2010; Rayner, 2009; Rayner & McConkie, 1976; Rayner, Carlson, & Frazier, 1983; Rayner, Sereno, Morris, Schmauder et al., 1989).

The duration of a fixation is often argued to be linked to the processing-time applied to the object being fixated. Researchers assume that a longer fixation duration indicates either difficulty in extracting information, or that the object is more engaging in some way (Just & Carpenter, 1976). This reflects the so-called eye-mind assumption mentioned above, which holds that the reader’s eyes remain fixed on a word as long as the word is being processed.

Eye-tracking in HCI research

The second area where eye-tracking is used and has been gaining popularity recently is human-computer interaction (HCI) and its two applications: usability research and assistive technology. Due to different research purposes, there is a noticeable difference in terms of what eye-tracking equipment is used and how eye-tracking data is collected, analysed, and interpreted. The two main options are reading research and usability research. Eye-trackers take samples of the corneal reflection at varying frequencies, measured in Hertz (Hz). For example, while a sampling rate of 60 Hz is considered good enough for usability studies, reading research requires sampling rates of around 500 Hz or more (Poole & Ball, 2006). In the context of usability evaluation, the following three metrics are mainly used: fixation-derived metrics (e.g., fixation duration, number of fixations overall), saccade-derived metrics (e.g., number, amplitude), and scanpath-derived metrics (Poole & Ball, 2006).

Researchers in HCI have deployed eye-tracking to improve interface design by, for example, investigating the nature and efficacy of information search
strategies on menu-based interfaces or evaluating the effective usability features of websites. Lately, market research has used eye-tracking to determine what type of advert design on websites attracts the greatest attention (Poole & Ball, 2006). A good overview of eye-tracking for usability research from its beginnings to the publication date of the chapter can be found in Jacob and Karn (2003).

Although not directly concerned with language learning, taking this perspective on the interaction between users and screen can provide valuable information about the influence of specific design features on learners’ shifting attention and cognitive focus. Research on multimodal online environments can benefit from this research method and from widening the perspective beyond text-on-screen. Particularly, in researching beginner language learners, multimedia applications often involve images or a combination of visual and textual representations of a concept. How learners use visual information to supplement their language learning at this stage can be observed with eye-tracking.

In usability studies, eye-tracking has found applications in website design and virtual training. In this type of research, compared to reading research, eye-tracking measures are not as detailed. The main metrics used are fixation duration, rate and count, and scan path. Ideally, eye-tracking research is carried out to mimic the user environment closely, thus providing information about real users engaged in authentic tasks. It is applied research that needs to be fed back into the design and production of web-interfaces, digital displays, virtual environments, and other interfaces between human users and computers.

Recent research in this area also suggests the use of supplemental data, such as questionnaires and interviews, to extract deeper understanding of the user gaze data (Nielsen & Pernice, 2010). Using a mixed methods approach can extend the data provided by eye-tracking to a fuller understanding of the complexity of the user’s thought process or intention. Gidlöf, Holmberg, and Sandberg (2012), for example, used retrospective interviews to supplement the quantitative data collected through eye-tracking teenagers’ perusal of online advertising. The qualitative data revealed “advertisement avoidance strategies” that changed the researchers’ estimate of how much online advertising is actually taken in by the adolescent reader.

To access data that is even more closely linked to the “real world” experience of authentic users, researchers have tried to employ mobile eye-tracking devices for over a decade. As recent as 13 years ago, Jacob and Karn (2003) were still quite pessimistic about the feasibility of mobile eye-tracking, due to the high interference, necessary restriction of users’ movements, or unreliable data. With the advent of head-mounted, easy-to-wear eye-tracking glasses, and new mobile eye-tracking devices, a further push towards real-life studies has gained momentum.
Another aspect of eye-tracking research is its potential use for assistive technologies. The Open University, UK, is a distance teaching institution attracting a high number of disabled learners. To facilitate their learning, research is being conducted into accessibility of digital information and assistive technologies. In our labs, we test course websites for visual complexity, visual material for impaired users, and alternative input tools for people with mobility issues. Eye-tracking has been one of the most promising tools as a device for computer input (Levine, 1981; MacKenzie, 2012) and computer interaction for disabled users using their eyes for input (Donegan et al., 2012; Hutchinson, White, Martin, Reichert, & Frey, 1989). The latest accessibility research has used eye-tracking to create a gaze-based control system for interacting in a virtual environment (Jimenez, Gutierrez, & Latorre, 2008) and to control in-car functions, like audio and comfort modules via line of sight, in automobile head up display (Fang, Kong, & Xu, 2013).

Eye-tracking in SCMC research

Eye-tracking in SCMC research has been shown to be a useful and effective tool for identifying what learners attend to during chat interaction. O’Rourke (2008, 2012) used eye-tracking as one measure to illustrate the insufficiency of relying on output logs. He also employed this technology to show learner reading patterns during SCMC, specifically the nature of learner self-monitoring of output during chat. Smith’s (2010, 2012) work has explored the effectiveness of corrective feedback on learners during chat interaction. Smith (2010) showed that learners noticed about 60% of the intensive recasts they received with lexical recasts being much easier than grammatical recasts for students to notice, retain, and produce more accurately on a written post-test. Students were also better able to use these targets more productively in subsequent chat interactions. Smith (2012) compared the effectiveness of using stimulated recall and eye-tracking as measures of learner noticing of corrective feedback. He confirmed the strength of both measures in this regard. Further, the eye-tracking and stimulated recall data also suggest that although learners engage in similar amounts of viewing activity across recasts targeting various linguistic categories, they are able to notice semantic and syntactic targets more easily than morphological targets.

Smith and Renaud (2013) employed eye-tracking technology to explore the relationship between second language (teacher) recasts, noticing, and learning during task-based SCMC. Using occurrence, number, and duration of fixations as independent variables, they showed a positive relationship between noticing of lexical and grammatical form and post-test success one week later. Specifically, learners focused on close to 75% of teacher recasts, with between 20% and
33% of these resulting in post-test gains. Suggestive (but not significant) effects were found for number of fixations and post-test success. Stickler and Shi (2015) combined eye-tracking with stimulated recall interviews to investigate online language tutorials, looking not only at the online reading process of L2 learners but also at their speaking interactions with other learners and the teacher.

Three approaches

After exploring how eye-tracking has been used in different disciplines, we are now going to look at the why and try to link the research areas to underpinning philosophies. Fundamental to the existing strands of eye-tracking research are three different approaches: simplified, they can be called empiricist, socio-constructivist, and participatory.

The empiricist, or neo-empiricist, approach is based on the idea that observational or sensory evidence is indispensable for knowledge of the world. Behaviourist research, and much of psychological research, will most likely fall into this category (see for example Rayner, 1998). This type of approach is suitable for a cognitive perspective. The second strand bases its quest for knowledge on a socio-constructivist understanding of the world (Glaserfeld, 2001; Prawat & Floden, 1994; Vygotsky, 1978; Zuengler & Miller, 2006); facts are determined by the relationship between people and their environment. Researchers take part in the process of finding out the same as their “subjects,” and findings can never be determined by simply distancing the research instruments from the research subject. A reflection of the researcher’s own thinking is a fundamental part of the research process and the findings. Some of the psychological, and much of the sociological and educational research, will fall into that category, particularly those areas focusing on the social aspects of learning and behaviour (see for example Gidlöf et al., 2012; or Smith & Renaud, 2013). This research places human action in a social context, seeing the tools used (e.g., language, computers) as mediating interaction with the world (Wertsch, 2007). And finally, research can also be seen as fundamentally an interested engagement for the benefit of both participants and researchers. Action research (Lewin, 1946) is a prime example of this type of engagement; the quest for knowledge here is overtaken by a quest for change or improvement of the human condition. Supporting accessibility for disabled users by using ICT is a clear case in question, as are participatory action research projects, particularly in teaching or training (for example Fang et al., 2013; or Stickler & Shi, 2015).
Two examples of eye-tracking studies in SCMC

Case one: Chinese learners in an online language tutorial
(Lijing Shi and Ursula Stickler)

As mentioned earlier, Shi and Stickler started their eye-tracking research looking at Chinese online tutorials. In order to better understand why learners are puzzled or fail to grasp a tutor’s instructions exactly, we decided to find out precisely what students’ attention is focused on during online tutorials. Teaching at a distance learning institution, we are very aware of the necessities of a clear and unambiguous interface our students can use without direct instruction or intervention from a teacher. Online tutorials are an integral part of our students’ language learning, and one of the few opportunities they have for practising speaking in their L2. For this reason, every step in improving the online learning experience must be well planned and, ideally, grounded in principles drawn from research. Our university is well equipped for this type of research, placing great emphasis on usability and accessibility of all learning materials for all students.

We chose eye-tracking to capture “exact” information about language learners’ attention focus, e.g., areas of interest, frequency and duration of gaze, during an online tutorial. As online tutorials consist of different tasks and activities, we investigated two tasks: learners’ attention focus during reading tasks, as well as when they are engaged in interactive tasks.

Eye-tracking is a powerful tool for identifying what learners fixate on, as well as when and for how long they fixate on a given point of text or an image. The technology tells us nothing about why learners fixate their eye gaze on a specific point. Hence, the way we employ eye-tracking does not rely solely on quantitative measures. Bearing in mind limitations of the eye-tracking method, we combined it with stimulated recall interviews to understand the reasons behind learners’ attention. To identify the “instances of puzzlement,” it would have been enough to record gaze focus and find recordings where the gaze flickers or fixation points are more disparate than usual. This can be interpreted as a sign of difficulty, confusion, or puzzlement. However, to say with some confidence that the learner is just at this moment confused by the instructions, does not really know where to find the answer to a given question, or is overwhelmed by the task, we still rely on the recollection of the learner. And using, once again, stimulated recall to gather this information leads us to a mixed-methods approach.

Our participants were ten adult learners of Chinese. Most were in the early stages of their study of the Chinese language and were classified as belonging to the category of beginners to lower intermediate students. All learners were computer literate adults in full-time or part-time employment and had taken Chinese
as an optional course. For this study, the learners took part in one reading and one interactive online activity, both of which were recorded in the eye-tracking lab at the Open University, UK. First, their gaze focus was tracked and recorded (see Figure 8.1), and in subsequent stimulated recall interviews, the learners watched the recording of their gaze focus and simultaneously reflected on their engagement with the screen and recalled their intentions during the reading or speaking tasks.

Using eye-tracking data helped us to demonstrate that during reading tasks, when Pinyin\(^1\) transcriptions as well as Chinese characters were presented, all beginner and lower intermediate participants focused to some degree on the Pinyin. Our stimulated recall interviews revealed some key motives influencing learners’ attention on Pinyin and character reading: for comprehension, confirmation, and consolidation. Weaker learners relied on Pinyin for comprehension, as they had limited knowledge in characters, whereas those with more knowledge in
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1. Pinyin is a method of representing Chinese characters with Western script, making it easier for novice learners of Chinese to read and pronounce the words.
characters used Pinyin to confirm as well as to consolidate their understanding of characters, and vice versa.

The interactive task we used was a speaking practice during an online multimodal tutorial involving a tutor and three to four other students, apart from our participant in the lab. In analysing the gaze focus of our participants, we decided to concentrate on different areas of interest on the screen: the whiteboard containing information for the task, vocabulary help, and images; the participants’ window, displaying the names of everyone present in the tutorial and the emoticons they displayed; and the technical areas, where learners use tools, e.g., the microphone or text chat, to interact with others in the online environment. We clustered together Areas of Interest (AoIs) of the same type so all the sections with technical functionality, all the social interactive areas, and all the content sections were clustered and added together for numerical analysis. Fixation duration on the same type of AoIs shows that learners’ gazes were drawn to content AoIs approximately 70% of the overall fixation duration, to social AoIs for approximately 20%, and to the technical AoIs for approximately 10%.

Experienced online teachers usually state that they expected to find that participants spent about one-fifth of their attention on social AoIs. However, experience and anecdotal evidence is one thing, to prove and quantify this finding using eye-tracking is going beyond that and still a valid research endeavour. Thus, eye-tracking data has helped us to verify what some experienced teachers might intuitively already know. During their stimulated recall interviews, participants explained their needs for spending time on social presence. They liked to know who the other participants were and see peers’ responses to their performance. Online language learning is not just a cognitive activity but also an interactive and social one. Combining both these methods, eye-tracking for numerical data and stimulated recall interviews for participants’ views, our study confirmed the importance of social presence in synchronous online tutorials, and the role of Pinyin for both reading comprehension and speaking production. For full details of our study, see Stickler and Shi (2015).

Case 2: The effectiveness of written recasts in teacher-student online conferences (Bryan Smith)

Smith’s research strives to make whatever findings may emerge to be transparently relevant to classroom teachers. For this reason, common and authentic tasks as well as freely available software and websites are used wherever possible. In Smith and Renaud (2013), we capitalized on planned teacher-student conferences on writing assignments as our instructional context. Sixteen volunteers (8 from a
Spanish class and 8 from a German class) agreed to conduct one of their planned three teacher-student conferences online in a synchronous environment. In consultation with the teachers, we decided to use Google Talk as the chat interface for the study. The treatment consisted of one fifteen-minute online conference (text chat) about a first draft of an essay, due the next week.

As the research questions for this particular study concerned the effectiveness of written recasts by the teacher, the instructors were asked to provide full recasts to learners when it seemed natural to do so. They were also asked to provide corrective feedback on whatever they chose, but to pay special attention to errors of morpho-syntax, such as grammatical gender, as well as those having more to do with word choice or spelling in order to get a variety of recast targets. Since previous research suggests that learners vary widely in their production of immediate and delayed uptake, it was decided to not use uptake as a measure of noticing or learning. Rather, noticing was based on the occurrence and duration of eye fixations on a recast target, as well as the number of fixations on that same target. In terms of learning, we decided that individually sculpted post tests were in order, since it is impossible to create an immediate post-test based on learner interaction that just occurred seconds before. The delayed post-test was constructed by taking each of the problematic utterances that elicited a recast from the teacher and isolated that line as an individual post-test item. That is to say, learners’ own chat transcripts were used as the basis for their post-tests. In all cases, there was at least one error in each of the utterances. An equal number of distractor items were developed by the researchers, as well for inclusion on the post-test. Learners were asked to identify whether each line on the post-test was correct as presented or if it needed to be corrected. If the latter, then they were required to rewrite it in a target-like fashion.

Teacher recasts were coded for number of targets within each recast (the number of errors corrected in the recast), the specific focus of each target (lexical, agreement, tense, spelling, and other), and perceived difficulty (agreement and tense, for example, were coded as difficult, whereas lexical items were not). Eye fixations, where they occurred, were coded for number (number of different fixations on a given target) and total duration. Only fixations over 200 ms were considered viable.

Through this rigorous coding and tracking, we were able to come to the following conclusions:

1. Learners focused on recasts of their non-target-like utterances about 72% of the time, and they often looked at the salient features in the recast more than once.
2. Between 20% and 33% of the targets were scored as correct on the post-test one week later (with no pedagogical intervention in the meantime).

3. The strongest predictor of post-test success was whether or not the learner fixated on the recast target for at least 200 ms.

4. None of the following variables seemed to affect post-test score: fixation duration on the target, linguistic focus, number of targets within a given recast, complexity, and difficulty.

5. There was a strong suggestive effect (not statistically significant) for the number of fixations on a target and the likelihood that the learner would get that target correct on the post-test, with three fixations being the best.

For the full details of the study, see Smith and Renaud (2013).

Findings and possibilities for other researchers

Using eye-tracking in our two studies proved fruitful, as it showed us elements of student learning that would have remained hidden in traditional retrospective methods or even in video screen capture. In Smith’s study, support for learning measured in a post-test could be linked to eye fixation data, thus showing that recasts by the teacher have a measurable influence on student learning. In Shi’s and Stickler’s research, the focus of students’ attention on the social areas of the screen could be measured exactly, quantified, and correlated with other data. Visualizations produced by good eye-tracking software also proved extremely useful as a stimulus for the recall interviews. Thus, combining two methods and two methodologies (quantitative with qualitative) created a deeper understanding.

As eye-tracking is a relatively new research method and has only recently become available to a higher number of researchers, there are still many questions and areas that new researchers can investigate. By looking at traditional questions (Do recasts work? Is noticing linked to uptake and learning? Are some things more difficult to notice than others in the input?) with new methods, or by asking different questions (Why are social areas useful in online learning spaces?), the field of language learning research can be extended. SCMC is an area that is developing fast, and while there are still numerous questions waiting for answers, new questions arise constantly with new devices, new software, and new online language teaching contexts.
Reflection and challenges

Cost and set-up

Overall, we can say that conducting eye-tracking research in our fields has been successful; it helped us gain new knowledge and experience. On the other hand, there are clearly challenges and difficulties. The challenges, which are detailed in the following sections, can relate to equipment, set-up, data recording, and data analysis.

The challenge of eye-tracking starts by getting access to equipment. After all, the cost of hardware and software of suitable quality can still be quite prohibitive. Technical limitations of the equipment mean that often there is only one eye-tracker available, and only one person’s eye movements can be recorded at a given time. Normally, eye-trackers are placed in a laboratory, which means space is limited and the environment is not authentic. Potential negative influences of the lab-environment need to be taken into account. Another challenge is making sure that the text size used for the chat is large enough – about 36 pt font. Only this way can one be sure that the fixation ball that the software produces in the output will sufficiently discriminate between target words and parts of words.

Dealing with more complex interactions, as for example in synchronous online tutorials or text chat interactions, is more complicated than just recording the eye movements of a reader engaged in reading a static text. Simply on a practical level, to get learners to come online at the same time for a synchronous task can prove difficult at a distance. In the laboratory setting, getting the eye-tracker to record the appropriate window of the screen can be problematic. Videoconferencing with its multimodality places additional difficulties, not only on the set-up, but also later in the analysis phase of the project.

Data analysis

Data collected by eye-tracking can be massive and complicated. To be able to analyse it, choices have to be made and complex features simplified. For example, areas of interest can be selected on a screen if the whole screen is flooded with too much information. But it is necessary to take into account that making a selection already reduces the complexity of data, potentially losing interesting information.

Finally, one should be aware of different variables participants bring to the research; they might have different levels of language skills and information and communication technology (ICT) skills, be more or less familiar with the particular software used, and more or less inhibited by a lab setting. For the specific
technology, there are additional challenges. For instance, some people’s eyes are more difficult to track than others’. Eye-tracking data can be influenced by participants’ physical features, such as the size of their pupils, the kinds of spectacles they wear, and by their movements vis-à-vis the eye-tracker. These variables can, of course, be what the researcher is studying, but if she/he is not aware of them from the outset, they can also hinder the research.

The chief challenge in analysing eye-tracking data for SCMC interaction is that the screen is constantly shifting in ways that the researcher cannot predict in advance. This means that one cannot assign AoIs (as on a static screen, advertisement, etc.) in advance. It is possible to do this after the fact, however, once these areas have been determined (as in the case described above). Even so, one would need to ascribe several different AoIs in complex recasts that have several corrections embedded in them – one for each error being corrected. Likewise, chat screens shift upward each time the return key is pressed. This means that the AoIs will soon be off the screen. To get around this challenge, Smith and Renaud (2013) needed to examine the eye gaze record for each recast several times by segmenting the video file that showed the recast on the learners’ screens into as many individual files as there were shifts of that recast on the learner’s screen. That is to say, if a recast remained visible on a learner’s screen for 90 seconds before scrolling off the top, there may be three or four individual video clips of segments of those 90 seconds. Each of these segments must be evaluated independently of one another, with the total number of fixations, fixation duration, etc., being combined, later to reflect the true eye gaze pattern for that specific recast. Such a requirement makes for a quite lengthy data analysis phase of the research.

In interpreting the data from eye-tracking, novices will come across a whole new and specialised vocabulary used by eye-tracking researchers. Literature lists in handbooks on eye-tracking, for example Duchowski (2003), provide a good overview of the technical aspects.

Recommendations

Apart from a few researchers using “pure” eye-tracking as their source of data, many studies combine eye-tracking with other methods. To increase the validity and reliability of eye-tracking data, usability researchers, for example, suggest combining eye-tracking with stimulated recall, questionnaires, interviews, or observation (Nielsen & Pernice, 2010). Some SCMC researchers add key-log data for triangulation of the findings. It is worth considering, however, that mixed-methods research, although fundamentally more reliable, is often more challenging to design and carry out.
We have encountered numerous challenges in our own research, as we were and still are working in a novel application of eye-tracking technology and are exploring just how far we can push the boundaries of this research technique. Using this technology is a learning process that often involves trial and error. As in all research, complications will arise, and researchers must be ready to deal with these.

Conclusions

Reasons for and against eye-tracking as method choice

Among the most important things to decide before embarking on an eye-tracking study in CALL is whether or not eye-tracking data is really required to answer specific research questions. We say this because of the expense, time commitment, and complex data-collection and analysis procedures an eye-tracking study demands. We strongly believe that researchers should strive to build the richest record possible; however, one should not ignore issues of practicality. It is also our opinion that eye-tracking should be used in conjunction with other, more established data-collection techniques. The only information eye-tracking data provides is where, when, and for how long a participant was looking at a specific point on the computer screen. Making inferences about why participants’ eye gaze was fixated on a specific location requires an uncomfortable leap of faith without other independent measures. One also needs to determine in advance which of the eye-tracking outputs (fixation duration, heat maps, etc.) will be used as measures and why. Does a research question simply require a binomial variable, such as eye fixation equals yes or no, or can a case be made for counting the duration of each eye fixation as a more continuous variable? Finally, as in all research, things will not go perfectly! Researchers need to be prepared and take preemptive measures to handle calibration problems, due to influencing factors, like make-up, piercings, eyeglasses, and eye shape. These factors often confuse eye-trackers as they attempt to lock onto a participant’s pupils.

Guidelines

Anyone new to CALL research and who is interested in employing eye-tracking technology in their research will need to clearly establish the nature of their research and explore whether and how eye-tracking techniques might help to answer a specific research question.
Although we have all admitted to finding eye-tracking a fascinating and insightful research method, one should not be taken in by fancy technology or the “latest gadget” approach when designing a research study. As it is commonly stated, at the start of every research is the researcher’s own question, or even before that: her or his own interest in engaging with research.

To determine whether and how someone wants to use eye-tracking, it is important to first think about one’s own position with regards to the fundamental questions of knowledge and understanding raised in the sections above. Then, familiarizing oneself with an overview of eye-tracking research (Jacob & Karn, 2003; Lai et al., 2013) to determine where to position this future research. All three approaches to research mentioned above are equally justified, but any choice will depend on the purpose of the project.

If the intention is to increase specialist knowledge, e.g., about attention focus during second language reading (cognitive aspects), a neo-empiricist approach will probably be chosen, setting up an experiment that measures different users’ eye movements during an on-screen reading task with as little distraction as possible. This approach links to empiricist principles detailed above. Methodologically, researchers would normally have clearly defined questions and measurements, which will help narrow down the possible answers, and a straightforward, tightly planned, well-designed research set-up.

If the main interest is in understanding the changing behaviour of learners when engaged with either a human or a machine interaction, an activity theory approach (Engeström, 2001) can be used and the influence of mediating tools can be observed by tracking the gaze focus during online interactions. The set-up will be less tightly controlled, and rather aim for a more naturalistic setting to observe learners’ behaviour as it occurs in an authentic environment. Although the research might take place in a laboratory, it will include external factors, such as participants’ objectives for learning and attitudes towards ICT.

Finally, if the main aim is to improve the opportunity for learners to interact with each other in an online tutorial or to increase the awareness and range of strategies for teaching online available to language tutors, a set-up that combines eye-tracking with reflective and awareness-raising methods, for example, stimulated recall interviews might be most useful. In this type of research, the participants’ experience and growth will be important outcomes on a par with an increase in knowledge and understanding of the online interactions.

Researchers who want to implement change often have a vested, even passionate interest in the process, similar to what we found in examples of action research above. The methodological approach is different here: researchers usually understand the given situation to some extent and can express this quite well, but to raise this knowledge to the level of academic research, they engage in systematic
interaction with the situation often based on close observation, participation, and intervention. Although research design is a part of this type of research, and data will be collected and measured, the researchers’ engagement with participants will not stop at this point, as the goal is to engender change. Reflection plays an important role in this type of research.

The (neo)empiricist, sociocultural, and participatory approaches are just a rough division of what researchers do in real life. A lot of our work is actually placed in between disciplines, approaches, and epistemological stances. Eye-tracking can be used as one of the tools that delivers information or allows the researcher to engage more deeply with the participants. Researchers can also combine two approaches in an attempt to provide data (“evidence”) to convince stakeholders that something is in need of change. Or they might start off with an action research approach to online learning, only to find out that the eye-tracking data in itself has given them information about learning processes.

Making a decision

Any researcher who, after reading this far, thinks that eye-tracking may be a worthwhile method for investigating learners’ online behaviour, one that may help learners make the most of SCMC for language learning, may ask themselves some questions that are specific to their own situation. For example, apart from the challenges we have listed, what other difficulties can arise? For instance, researchers working for a small institution might find it more difficult to get access to eye-tracking equipment or the technical support for their study. Researchers might be worried that there are not enough suitable journals to publish their findings. To help with these final considerations, we list a few questions to guide through the decision process.

- What are the pros and cons of a decision? Draw up a list and allocate specific weight to different items (e.g., the “pro” of publishing a good article vs. the “con” of having to learn how to operate an eye-tracker).
- What are the costs and benefits for the various parties concerned? (e.g., the cost to the institution, the benefit to future students, etc.).
- What is the worst that can happen? Would it endanger students or the broader research agenda? Conduct an informal risk assessment.
- Is it worth the effort? The cost? The time? Draw up an accountancy sheet.
- How will the masses of data be dealt with? Is it worth collecting so much?
- How much data will be needed as a minimum?
- Can a little “trial run” be conducted first? If full commitment is difficult straight away, why not do a pilot study with just one participant?
Next steps

Once a researcher has decided that eye-tracking is well worth pursuing as a research method, the next steps are most likely practical in nature: finding out whether a university or research institution has eye-tracking technology, getting training in how to use the equipment, and book the labs. We suggest that making contact with researchers in an affiliated institution’s psychology department is a good next step, as they are most likely the ones to have this type of equipment. Alternatively, we highly recommend renting an appropriate system before purchasing one. In many cases, initial training is included in this rental. More important than these practical aspects, however, are the conceptual challenges of designing a robust research study using eye-tracking: aligning the methodology with any underlying research interest, selecting suitable methods of data collection and analysis for every step of the project.

By ensuring that the findings are relevant, reliable, and innovative, eye-tracking can contribute significantly to an investigation of learner interactions in online language learning.
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Analysing multimodal resources in pedagogical online exchanges
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This chapter focuses on the contribution to web conferencing-based pedagogical synchronous interactions of meaning-making multimodal resources (spoken language as well as gesture, gaze, body posture and movement). The first part of the chapter explores different methodological approaches to the analysis of multimodal semiotic resources in online pedagogical interactions. Having presented an overview of what research into synchronous web-mediated online interaction can bring to the field of CALL, we discuss the importance of determining the relevant units of analysis which will impact the granularity of transcription and orient the ensuing analyses. With reference to three of our own studies, we then explore different methods for studying multimodal online exchanges depending on the research questions and units of analysis under investigation. To illustrate the various ethical, epistemological and methodological issues at play in the qualitative examination of multimodal corpora, the second part of the chapter presents a case study that identifies the different steps involved when studying online pedagogical exchanges, from the initial data-collection phase to the transcription of extracts of the corpus for publication.
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Introduction

As a result of globalization and easy Internet access, opportunities for exposure to foreign languages have greatly increased over the past two decades (Kern, 2014). Language learners not only can access all types of documents (e.g., films, audio and video documents, written texts, and images) quickly and simply but also can
exchange synchronously or asynchronously with speakers of the target language, opening up seemingly unlimited possibilities for foreign language contact and potential learning. These might be informal social interactions as learners seek out opportunities to use the target language with their peers, but they may also be specifically designed as pedagogical exchanges between a language teacher and learner, or between two learners under the coordination of a language teacher. Indeed, more and more language learning courses take place online. Such courses may involve both asynchronous (e.g., email or blogging) and synchronous (e.g., text chat or videoconferencing) tools. As a result, new interaction patterns and norms are constantly developing, and these combine a broad range of semiotic modes (Sindoni, 2013), which potentially offer new and diverse opportunities for learning.

The current chapter focuses on pedagogical synchronous interactions which use desktop videoconferencing (henceforth DVC), described by Kern (2014) as “a quintessential technological support for providing communicative practice with speakers at a distance, since it is the closest approximation to face-to-face conversation” (p. 344).¹ This powerful instrument to learn languages is an Internet-based system enabling two or more people located in different places to communicate online with simultaneous two-way audio and video transmission (Sindoni, 2013). The video transmission, made possible thanks to a webcam attached to each participant’s computer, gives access to several meaning-making modes, including spoken language, but also other multimodal elements, such as gesture, gaze, body posture, and movement. With the growing number of online language courses and telecollaboration projects, it is clearly important for CALL practitioners to gain a better understanding of how these multimodal resources contribute to the pedagogical setting and to learning contexts, and also how the different semiotic resources are orchestrated in interactive technology-mediated situations (Stockwell, 2010).

This chapter will analyse the contribution of multimodal resources to pedagogical online exchanges. The first part explores the different methodological approaches to the analysis of multimodal semiotic resources in online pedagogical interactions. We begin by briefly reviewing recent literature in order to present an overview of what research into synchronous web-mediated online interaction can bring to the field of CALL. The issues of determining the relevant units of analysis will be discussed, as the latter have a clear impact on the granularity (i.e., the amount of detail provided by researchers) of transcription and orient the ensuing analyses (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005). Then, with reference to three of our own
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¹ Other technical arrangements are, of course, possible for videoconferencing, using tablets, or smartphones, for example.
studies, we explore different methods that can be employed to study multimodal pedagogical exchanges, depending on the research questions and the units of analysis under investigation. In the three studies, our focus is on the role played by technological mediation in online pedagogical exchanges and, in particular, on the affordances provided by the webcam (see also Chapter 3, this volume).

To illustrate the different ethical, epistemological, and methodological issues at play in the qualitative examination of multimodal corpora, the second part of the chapter will present a case study that identifies the different steps involved in the study of online pedagogical exchanges, from the initial data-collection phase to the transcription of extracts of the corpus for publication. The case study is an extract from Study 2, which is presented in the first part of this chapter.

**Methodological approaches to the study of multimodal pedagogical interactions**

In this section, we focus on different methodological approaches that can be employed to analyse how multimodal semiotic resources function in online pedagogical interactions. Studies exploring how these interactions are mediated and organized by the webcam are still quite limited, and different units of analysis have been the focus of recent research. It is important to determine the relevant units of analysis, as they have a clear impact on the type of data collected (quantitative or qualitative, see Table 9.1), on the granularity of transcription, and they will orient the ensuing analyses (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005).

We use the term *unit of analysis* to refer to the general phenomenon under investigation. Once the unit of analysis has been identified, it has to be operationalized by researchers who must then select the variable(s) that they are going to investigate. These are the features that the researchers believe constitute the unit of analysis (see Table 9.1). Several examples taken from the field of pedagogical DVC interactions are provided here to illustrate this. Design principles for videoconferencing tasks were used as units of analysis by Wang (2007). One of the components she explored was the role played by the webcam image in task completion. Using personal observation and post-session interviews with a small group of learners who participated in the study, she concluded that facial expressions and gestures visible via the webcam were key features that facilitated task completion. Satar (2013) focused on how social presence was established in online pedagogical DVC interactions. She explored how the trainee teachers interacting with one another used gaze, and how they compensated for the impossibility of direct eye contact. She identified a range of different uses of the webcam and highlighted the importance of eye contact for the establishment of
Table 9.1 Overview of studies on affordances of the webcam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Duration</th>
<th>Type of data</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Design</th>
<th>Number of participants</th>
<th>Unit of analysis</th>
<th>Features/variables studied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Study 1 One interaction</td>
<td>Quantitative</td>
<td>Describe four pictures</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Forty</td>
<td>Learner perceptions of online interaction</td>
<td>Feeling of psychological and physical presence; understanding of and by teacher; quality, naturalness, and enjoyment of interaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lasting around ten minutes per student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Rhythm of interaction</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Silences, overlaps, turn duration, number of words</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 2 One interaction</td>
<td>Qualitative</td>
<td>Describe four pictures</td>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Word search episodes</td>
<td>Multimodal orchestration of speech and non-verbal features (e.g., gaze, nods, gestures, facial expressions)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lasting around ten minutes per student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study 3 One weekly interaction</td>
<td>Quantitative and</td>
<td>Range of different tasks</td>
<td>Ecological</td>
<td>Twelve</td>
<td>Framing choices</td>
<td>Teachers' semiotic self-awareness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lasting around 40 minutes over a qualitative</td>
<td>and open-ended conversation</td>
<td></td>
<td>Three</td>
<td>Visibility of gestures in and out of the webcam</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a six-week period</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
social presence in online multimodal interactions. Guichon and Wigham (2016) explored the potential of the webcam for language teaching, focusing particularly on the unit of analysis of framing, in other words, how trainee teachers framed themselves in front of the webcam and as a result what information was made visible to their learners within the frame of the video shot. So, they investigated how trainee teachers made use of the affordances of the webcam to produce non-verbal cues that could be beneficial for mutual comprehension (see Study 3 below for more details). Their results emphasized the need for trainee teachers to enhance their critical semiotic awareness, including paying closer attention to framing, thus enabling them to gain a finer perception of the image they projected of themselves. In so doing, it was hypothesized that they should be able to take greater advantage of the potential of the webcam and, as a consequence, increase their online teacher presence.

Different methods can be employed to study pedagogical online exchanges, and researchers’ choices of method will depend on the research questions they wish to investigate and the objectives of their study. We will take three examples from our own work to illustrate different approaches. In all three, we are interested in the role played by technological mediation in online pedagogical exchanges, and our particular focus is on the affordances (see Chapter 3, this volume) provided by the webcam. There are two common webcam setups. In the first, the webcam is integrated into the computer screen, where it is located in the centre just above the visible screen image and is not adjustable, except by moving the computer screen. In the second case, the webcam is a separate unit attached to the top of the computer screen or to another object, such as a shelf, or set beside the screen on a desk, and is thus more mobile. Table 9.1 provides an overview of these studies, which will be discussed in turn below.

Study 1: Quantitative approach on experimental data

The first study, reported fully in Guichon and Cohen (2014), adopted a quantitative methodology and had an experimental design. In this study, we explored the impact of the webcam on an online interaction by comparing several dependent variables between an audio-conferencing and a videoconferencing condition, using Skype. In the audio-conferencing condition, the webcam was switched off, whereas it was on in the videoconferencing condition. Our objective was to assess the webcam’s contribution to the interaction. There were three research questions, each of which explored different units of analysis which we felt might operate differentially in the two experimental conditions. The first was learner perceptions, which were probed using a short post-task Likert scale questionnaire to
gauge learners’ feelings of (a) the teacher’s psychological and physical presence, (b) understanding of and by the teacher, and (c) the quality, naturalness, and enjoyment of the conversation. The second explored the rhythm of the interactions by measuring silences, overlaps, turn duration, and number of words. The third focused on frequency and duration of word-search episodes, which occur when “a speaker in interaction displays trouble with the production of an item in an ongoing turn at talk” (Brouwer, 2003, p. 535) and deploys an array of strategies (use of context, production of synonyms, solicitation of interlocutor’s help, etc.) to avoid a communication breakdown. Before the experiment began, we had clear hypotheses, which stated that being able to see one’s interlocutor would have an effect on the online pedagogical interaction. In other words, we stated that we expected to find a statistically significant difference between all the dependent measures under investigation in the audio-conferencing and videoconferencing conditions. Furthermore, for the dependent measures relating to learner perceptions, we predicted that the videoconferencing condition would be received more favourably than the audio-conferencing condition.

The independent variables were strictly controlled before the experiment began. Forty French students with a B2 level in English (according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages), the foreign language they were learning at university, took part in the experiment. Twenty of them were put in the videoconferencing condition and twenty in the audio-conferencing condition. Indeed, in order to be able to carry out certain statistical tests, it was necessary to have at least twenty participants in each condition. Statistical tests were used to verify that there were no significant differences between the two groups in terms of sex, age, English level, familiarity with online communication tools, and attitudes towards speaking English. Had there been differences between the two groups at this stage, we could not have been sure whether our results were due to initial group differences or, rather, to differences resulting from the testing conditions. In the experiment, each student interacted individually with the same unknown native English-speaking teacher who was always in the same setting. Furthermore, they all did exactly the same task, which consisted of describing four previously unseen photographs. This task was selected for two main reasons. First, it was not open-ended, and therefore enabled us to gather data that were comparable across the two conditions. Secondly, as observed by White and Ranta (2002), learners have to be “very precise in both vocabulary and structure, thus making demands on the learner’s ability to quickly access specific linguistic knowledge” (p. 264). The four photographs showed individuals in simple situations (a group of young people at an outdoor concert; an old lady in a hospital; an intimate funeral procession; a sad child holding a teddy bear). Because lexical items carry a heavy communicative load, the meaning of such items must be negotiated if they are
unknown to learners in order to avoid communication breakdowns that would prevent the conversation from advancing (Blake & Zysik, 2003). Each of the four photographs contained what were considered to be problematic lexical items (e.g., loudspeakers, earring, wheelchair) likely to lead to word-search episodes, one of the units of analysis of the study. If students failed to give sufficient details or justify what they were saying in their descriptions with specific references to elements in the photographs, or if their descriptions were considered to be unclear or not sufficiently precise, the teacher was instructed to incite participants to elaborate, asking further open questions, such as, “How can you tell?” and “What makes you say that?” The aim of these questions was to provoke word-search episodes. When the interaction came to a halt because students lacked a key lexical item, they were encouraged to reformulate or describe the item in question. If they gave a word in French, the teacher feigned a lack of understanding, prompting students to find another way of communicating their idea. The duration of the interaction for all participants was set at around ten minutes.

In order to compare the different dependent variables between the two experimental conditions and assess the contribution of the webcam, it was necessary to carry out a quantitative study. In other words, we had to be able to measure the different variables in the two experimental conditions to see how they compared. So, for example, the number of silences and word-search episodes were counted, and turn durations were measured (see Annotation below for more details as to how this was achieved). All the data were then imported into SPSS, allowing statistical comparisons to be made between participants in the two conditions. Our results showed that, contrary to our predictions, there were fewer differences than we had anticipated between the videoconferencing and audio-conferencing conditions on the dependent measures, with few comparisons reaching statistical significance. The main difference was the greater number of student silences in the audio-conferencing condition.

This first study was clearly time consuming in terms of data collection and analysis. It also involved many people: forty students, a teacher, an assistant who helped organize the data-collection sessions, four research assistants to transcribe and annotate the data (see Annotation below), and two researchers who analysed the data and wrote up the research for publication. Although the differences between the results obtained from the two experimental conditions were far less clear-cut than we had expected, the results were nevertheless thought-provoking. We considered that, although from a quantitative point of view the presence of the webcam did not seem to have a great impact on the pedagogical interactions with regard to the units of analysis which were investigated, the webcam image could nevertheless be facilitative and modify the quality of the mediated interaction. The reality was in fact considerably more complex than our findings seemed
to show. Hence, these results also highlighted the limitations of using quantitative data to grasp the more subtle interactional aspects in a multimodal learner corpus. Furthermore, our results provided a good example of the iterative process of research, with the first more generic experiment being a necessary step to reveal the need to explore particular parts of our corpus using a much finer-grained analysis. This led us to conduct our second study.

Study 2: Qualitative approach on experimental data

In this study (Cohen & Guichon, 2014), we carried out a qualitative and descriptive analysis on small sections of the videoconferencing data taken from the first experimental study. In other words, we used part of the same corpus used in Study 1, but this time to conduct a microanalysis. The analysis focused on short sections of just three of the twenty videoconferencing interactions, in order to examine how the learners and the teacher used the webcam strategically at different times during their exchanges.

Since we were particularly interested in training language teachers to utilize the affordances of the webcam during pedagogical online interactions and to develop their critical semiotic awareness, we considered that only a fine-grained analysis of non-verbal behaviour in the videoconferencing condition would enable us to identify when and how the interaction was facilitated by the appropriate use of the webcam by participants.

The methodology employed in Study 2 was quite different from the first. This time, we worked within the Conversation Analysis (CA) paradigm, as articulated in work initially conducted by gesture specialists (e.g., McNeill, 1992) and more recently pursued by researchers working on gesture in the field of Second Language Acquisition, such as McCafferty and Stam (2008) and Tellier and Stam (2010). We adapted the methodology of these authors who focus on face-to-face pedagogical interactions in order to investigate pedagogical computer-mediated interactions. We also integrated an approach from the broader domain of multimodal discourse analysis, as applied by Norris (2004) and Baldry and Thibault (2006), whose work is not conducted in the pedagogical field. Finally, our approach was influenced by recent work carried out by Sindoni (2013), who has explored non-pedagogical online interactions using a multimodal approach. In other words, the methodological approach we adopted was influenced by work

2. Perhaps there would have been a greater difference between the two conditions if a different, more interactive task had been used, such as one requiring the learners to describe the layout of a room to the teacher while she produced a drawing according to their instructions.
conducted in several domains of scientific research. By combining and adapting elements from these different areas, we created a method suitable for analysis in our own field of investigation, i.e., the study of multimodal resources in pedagogical online exchanges.

In this second study, we explored the contribution to meaning making of several non-verbal semiotic resources other than speech and investigated how they helped the teacher to manage the online pedagogical interaction and how they were orchestrated. The modes studied were proxemics, gesture, head movements, eye contact, gaze, and facial expressions. Each of these modes will now be presented briefly, with specific reference as to how they function in a videoconferencing interaction.

We considered proxemics, that is to say the physical distance individuals take up in relation to one another and to objects in their environment. Proxemics functions quite differently when interacting online using videoconferencing, since participants are not in the same location. Sindoni (2013) has observed that “distance is not established by those who interact, but between one participant and one machine. This distance foregrounds the representation of distance among users” (p. 56). Therefore, since participants are not in the same place during a mediated interaction, they must position themselves at an appropriate distance from their computer screen, framing their head and upper torso, to create just the right feeling of proximity. Being too far away may create a feeling of remoteness, while being too near, with just the head taking up the whole computer screen, may lead to a feeling of excessive closeness. Added to this, whatever position the user chooses, because he has constant access to his own image in the smaller frame on his computer screen, he is able to monitor and manipulate the image he wishes to project to his interlocutor (Sindoni, 2013). This affordance provided by webcam-mediated communication also gives the user greater control over the construction and negotiation of social space.

We examined different types of gesture, defined as the use of the arms and hands for communicative purposes (McNeill, 1992). We focused in particular on those gestures which were visible in the webcam: iconic gestures representing an action or an object; metaphoric gestures illustrating an abstract concept or idea; and deictic gestures used to point towards concrete or abstract spaces. Our objective here was to assess what type of information was communicated by these gestures and to what extent they appeared to facilitate (or not) the online exchange. For instance, were they transmitting some information to the interlocutor to complement or accompany what was said in the verbal channel (co-verbal gestures)? Or were they self-regulatory gestures, produced unintentionally to help speakers think, thereby allowing them to maintain a sense of coherence for themselves (McCafferty, 2008)? To what extent were they visible in the webcam?
Head movements, which may convey meaning between interlocutors (e.g., nodding in agreement; shaking one's head from side to side to convey disagreement; holding one's head quite still while fixing one's gaze on someone to indicate concentration and focus), were also considered.

Finally, we were interested in eye contact, gaze, and facial expressions. Compared to face-to-face conversation, gaze management is very different in online video interactions. With the current state of technology used in videoconferencing systems, it is impossible for speakers to make direct eye contact with one another (see De Chanay, 2011). When speakers direct their eyes to their interlocutor's image on their computer screen, assuming that the webcam is placed on or at the top of the screen somewhere, their eyes are slightly lowered, so not aimed directly at their interlocutor's eyes. They can choose to look directly at the webcam, which gives the interlocutor the impression that he is being looked at straight in the eyes, but in so doing, paradoxically, the speaker can no longer focus on the interlocutor's image on the screen (De Chanay, 2011). So, not only are there fewer visible gestures to facilitate communication and intercomprehension in videoconferencing interactions, but there is also the impossibility of mutual gaze. Cosnier and Develotte (2011) hypothesize that speakers compensate for this through facial expressions, which become more important and seem to be more numerous and perhaps over-exaggerated in videoconferencing interactions compared to face-to-face conversations, precisely to compensate for the lack of visible hand and arm gestures.

The different non-verbal semiotic modes have been discussed separately here, but of course during any chosen communicative event, they are operating simultaneously, and, as Sindoni (2013) has argued, “Ensembles of semiotic resources […] produce effects that differ from those produced by a single semiotic resource and from the mere sum of semiotic resources” (p. 69). A transcript and microanalysis taken from this study corpus is provided below (see Multimodal transcript and textual analysis) as an illustration of our approach. Since the study was exploratory, our hypotheses emerged progressively as the data were explored. Three angles of analysis became apparent with regard to gesture: (a) self-regulatory versus co-verbal gestures, (b) gestures which contribute something to the construction of the message versus gestures which potentially cause interference and are distracting, and (c) redundant gestures which duplicate what is said in the verbal channel versus complementary gestures which add some new information. The other modes under investigation will be exemplified in the detailed transcription of a small extract of the data below. Overall, the main results of this study indicated that the online teacher was better able to monitor the interaction if she was attentive to subtle visual and verbal cues (e.g., gesture, gaze, and facial expressions) and was able to deal with the needs of the learner in a timely fashion.
As Doughty and Long (2003) have pointed out, there is a short window during which feedback given by teachers is especially relevant and more likely to have an impact on learning, as will be illustrated in the extract analysed below.

This qualitative study provided us with rich and complex data, enabling us to gain insights into the multimodal orchestration of the different semiotic resources in an online pedagogical interaction. However, we were using data collected for a study carried out in experimental conditions – the interaction duration was fixed; it was the first time that both the teacher and the learners had met and taken part in an online pedagogical interaction. So, the findings may have been attributable, to some degree at least, either to the novelty of the learning situation and/or to the task learners were asked to carry out. In other words, the conditions of this second study, and indeed the first, lacked ecological validity. Thus, in our third study, we tried to address this methodological shortcoming.

Study 3: Quantitative and qualitative approach on ecological data

As shown in Table 9.1, the corpus for the third study was collected in natural conditions in order to provide a more ecological perspective. The context was a telecollaborative project in which twelve trainee teachers of French as a foreign language met for online sessions in French with undergraduate business students at an Irish university. Each trainee teacher met with the same learner (or pair of learners) once a week for approximately forty minutes over a six-week period. Over this period, the trainee teachers proposed a range of different interactional tasks to their learners. So, unlike Study 2, which was conducted in experimental conditions, i.e., it was set up with the sole purpose of conducting an experiment to test our different hypotheses, Study 3 used data collected from an online course that was set up between two universities with learner training in mind: helping Irish learners to develop their interactional skills in French, and helping students training to be French teachers to develop their online teaching skills. Thus, this teaching and learning situation was not set up initially for research purposes, but the data collected from the online sessions were used subsequently to conduct research.

The research carried out in this study (Guichon & Wigham, 2016) focused on very specific elements taken from the sizeable corpus that was collected. As in the previous two studies, we were interested in how participants used the affordances of the webcam, but this time, the particular focus was on framing, i.e., how the trainee teachers framed themselves in front of the webcam and, as a result, what information was made visible to their learners within the frame of the video shot.

For the qualitative part of the study, the same method of analysis was used as in Study 2. Two questions were explored here. Firstly, in order to study teachers’ framing choices, screenshot images were taken of the twelve trainees each week over six weeks, at around minute seventeen of their online interaction. A quantitative approach was adopted to provide an indication of the frequency of the trainees’ different framing choices along a continuum, from an extreme close-up shot, to a close-up, to a head-and-shoulder shot, and to a head-and-torso shot. In parallel, a qualitative approach was used to conduct a fine-grained analysis on the same data and, in particular, how the trainees positioned their gestures in relation to the webcam over the six-week course.

The findings revealed that head-and-shoulder shots, followed by close-up shots of themselves, were those most favoured by the trainee teachers. Furthermore, qualitative analysis of the data showed that certain trainee teachers adjusted the position of some of their gestures, in particular highly communicative iconic and deictic gestures, so that they were framed and therefore more likely to be visible to learners and, therefore, potentially helpful for learner comprehension. For example, a thumbs-up gesture, to compliment a student on something she said, was positioned right in front of the webcam in order for it to be seen, rather than in the more natural gesture space, which would fall below the level of the webcam. Furthermore, quantitative analyses revealed that these gestures were held longer in front of the webcam. So, such teaching gestures, which clearly had a communicative purpose, appeared to be produced by these trainee teachers quite intentionally, and consequently were aimed at the webcam and remained visible to the language learners for some time.

The second question investigated in this study explored the communicative functions of gestures that were visible or invisible in the frame. For technical and practical reasons explained fully in the study, data were collected for just three participants for just one session each. The teacher trainees were filmed using DVC with their learners with two distinct recordings. A screen recorder captured all onscreen activity, including what was visible and audible through the webcam, and an external camera, oriented towards the trainee teacher, was used to film what lay outside the webcam’s view (the hors champ). When the two sets of recordings were compared, it became clear that the trainee teachers continued to perform many potentially co-verbal gestures which were either invisible or only partially visible in the webcam recordings, which only captured a close-up of the head and upper torso area. In contrast, extra-communicative gestures, such as touching their hair or scratching their ears, became much more visible because of the magnifying effect provided by the restricted view offered through the webcam. Such gestures, which may have gone unnoticed in a face-to-face interaction because of the presence of other broader contextual elements, were more difficult
to miss when communicating using DVC. Indeed, if numerous, they could become rather distracting and interfere with communication.

So, the findings of this study highlighted the need to train teachers “to become critically aware of the semiotic effect each type of framing could have on the pedagogical interaction so that they made informed choices to monitor the image they transmit to their distant learners according to an array of professional preoccupations” (Guichon & Wigham, 2016, p. 73). This ecological study provided valuable information that could be reinvested in future teacher-training courses.

Synthesis

We have explored three different studies, each of which investigates the role of HCI (human-computer interaction) in online pedagogical exchanges, with a particular focus on the affordances provided by the webcam. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses are valid means to explore the data collected, as long as the method is sound and the objective clearly stated. The qualitative microanalysis of a much broader range of units of analysis investigated within the field of web conferencing-supported teaching is certainly to be encouraged in order to further enhance our knowledge of HCI in a pedagogical setting. By putting certain elements of the interaction into the spotlight, we may progressively untangle the complexity of these online pedagogical exchanges.

The three studies discussed above highlight the complexity of designing research in a domain in which technologies for language and learning are continuously evolving (e.g., from communicating using DVC to more recent communication tools, such as tablets and smartphones). Furthermore, as these tools become more commonplace both in private and professional spheres, teachers should become increasingly aware of the semiotic affordances they offer, and teachers and learners should be more comfortable and accustomed to interacting with them. So, while the same questions related to language acquisition remain, researchers working in the field of computer assisted language learning have to adapt their research designs constantly in order to take these changes into account.

In the first part of this chapter, we have explored different methods for studying multimodal resources in pedagogical online exchanges. However, in order to be able to conduct the type of analyses presented above, researchers have to ensure that their data are collected and stored in such a way that they can be later transcribed and annotated. Whether the study is quantitative and experimental or qualitative and ecological, numerous transformations are required to progress from the initial data-collection stage to the creation of a corpus that can be presented in academic publications or at conferences, and also perhaps be shared among researchers (see Chapter 10, this volume).
In the next section of this chapter, we examine these different stages and investigate the opportunities and challenges concerning the study of data relating to synchronous mediated language learning and teaching.

Reflections on a multimodal approach to synchronous pedagogical online interactions

From the traces of mediated activity to a corpus that can be studied from different perspectives

Any mediated learning activity produces traces; digital traces, currently much used in the field of Learning Analytics, can be computer logs that provide quantitative information (frequency of access, time spent on a task, number of times a given functionality is used, etc.). The aim of these digital traces is to understand and optimize learning and learning environments (Siemens & Baker, 2012). Digital traces can also be comprised of “rich histories of interaction” (Bétrancourt, Guichon & Prié, 2011, p. 479) that provide multimodal data and time stamps that can be gathered from digital environments in order to gain an insight into certain teaching and learning phenomena. This second form of traces has been studied by researchers in the field of computer-mediated communication (CMC) for the last twenty years (see for instance Kern, 1995; Kost, 2008; Pelletieri, 2000). Thus, traces collected in forums, blogs, emails, audio graphic platforms, and videoconferencing have been built into corpora to study the specificities of mediated language learning, usually by using conversation and/or interaction analytic tools.

The present section focuses on mediated learning interactions to illustrate how technology helps fashion methodological and scientific research agendas in the field of mediated interactions. Several operations are at play when researchers deal with a data-driven study of multimodal learning and teaching, when they strive to create a corpus that can offer different types of analyses, as was illustrated in the first part of this chapter.

If we take the example of a corpus composed of recordings of online learning interactions mediated by a DVC facility, three main operations can be identified: corpus fabrication, annotation, visual and textual representation. Each of these operations will be explained and illustrated by a case study using data that were initially collected for a larger research project (Guichon & Cohen, 2014, discussed in Study 1 above). However, before we do this, it is important to underline the ethical aspects that researchers must respect when dealing with data that include images of participants.
Ethical considerations

Ethical issues are relevant to all research involving humans (see Chapter 10, this volume). In the case of the type of studies described above, which may involve the publication of participants’ images, certain issues should be considered very carefully.

Before recording begins, researchers must obtain written informed consent from participants: first, that they agree to be recorded; second, that they agree to be recorded for research purposes; and third, that they agree that recordings (or screenshots) may be displayed publicly or published (ten Have, 1999). If participants consent to all three, they must understand fully what is at stake. For example, will they be recognizable from the recordings (visual, auditory)? Will their faces be blurred/pixelated to avoid recognition? Where will the recordings be shown, and where will they be published? Will they be available freely online to anyone (for a limited period of time)? Will participants have access to the recordings before they are used, in order to confirm or cancel their informed consent? (See Yakura, 2004, for an excellent discussion of the issues at stake here.)

The above questions present real challenges for researchers. First and foremost, if recordings or screenshots are to be used publicly, anonymity cannot be ensured at every stage (Yakura, 2004). Secondly, depending on what participants have consented to, researchers may be more restricted in what they can present and/or publish. If, for instance, researchers wish to provide a fine-grained analysis of the different non-verbal semiotic modes employed by participants, but are only authorized to publish faces which have been blurred, displaying eye contact, gaze, and facial expressions becomes impossible, thus “rendering the data unusable for certain lines of linguistic inquiry” (Adolphs & Varter, 2013, p. 149).

How can researchers circumvent this problem in order to preserve and communicate to others some of the richness of their data? To compensate to some extent for the loss of visual information, researchers could provide very detailed written descriptions (Lamy & Hampel, 2007). In a recent study by Sindoni (2013), because of reservations expressed by certain participants about the publication of screenshots, she opted to use drawings instead. However, she recognizes the drawbacks of this, stating, “they are time-consuming and require specific expertise, so that they can be used selectively, only for very brief and fine-grained analyses. Furthermore, drawings incorporate the researcher and artist’s bias that represent participants in their interactions” (Sindoni, 2013, p. 71).
Multimodal data collection

Several applications, for instance Camtasia or Screen video recorder, can be used to capture on-screen activity in an online interaction, and this can be converted into a video file (see Chapter 7, this volume). The advantage of such applications is that they can be installed beforehand on each participant’s computer, and, once switched on, they capture everything that is visible on the screen and is audible around the screen, thus providing researchers with access to all the actions and utterances produced by the participants during the online interaction. Hence, whether the study is experimental or ecological (see above), traces of the mediated activity can be collected with little or no interference on the ecology of the learning situation, even though it must be underlined that screen-recording software can slow down the computer. This is quite different from classroom-based research that requires more intrusive devices (i.e., video cameras) to collect traces of the observable teaching and learning activities.

While the traces of the mediated learning activity constitute the main material of the study, complementary data must be collected via consent forms, researchers’ field notes, pre- and post- interviews, or questionnaires with the participants to gather crucial information about:

- Ethical dimensions (as discussed above);
- Socio-demographics and learner profiles: age of the participants, gender, relations to one another (in case of an interaction), familiarity with the given program or application, level in target language and motivations, experience in learning or teaching online;
- Pedagogical dimensions: nature of the interaction, tasks, themes, documents used, instructions, place within the curriculum;
- Temporal dimensions: length of each interaction, frequency of interactions (e.g., once a week), duration of module (e.g., a semester);
- Methodological dimensions: how participants were recruited for the study, how their level was assessed, how they were divided (in case of an experimental study that compares two or several groups), what they were told of the aim(s) of the study, precisely how the data collection was organized, how ethical considerations were taken into account (see above);
- Technological dimensions: type of software and hardware used (e.g., desktop or laptop, devices used for recording, etc.).

The conjunction of field notes, questionnaires, interviews, and consent forms with the main data thus helps create “a dynamic constellation of resources, where meanings are produced through inter-relationships between and within the data sets, permitting the researcher literally to ‘zoom in’ on fine-grained detail and pan
out to gain a broader, socially and culturally, situated perspective” (Flewitt et al., 2009, p. 44).

The data that serve as the illustration for this chapter come from Study 2, discussed above. The reader will need to know some of the attributes of the two participants who took part in the larger study (Study 1 discussed above, see Guichon & Cohen, 2014). The learner concerned was twenty years old at the time of the study. His level had been assessed as B2 (according to the Common European Framework of Reference for Languages), and he described himself as a keen language learner. He used Skype for social purposes but had never used it for language learning. It was the first time he had interacted with the twenty-eight-year-old female native teacher, and this interaction was not part of his usual class. The teacher had several years of experience teaching non-specialist university students in a classroom setting and was a regular user of Skype, mainly for personal communication. However, this was the first time that she had taken part in an online pedagogical interaction. Neither of the two participants was informed of the study’s purpose or hypotheses before the experiment. The task consisted of getting the student to describe four previously unseen photographs, as discussed above. These photographs were chosen because each one contained what were considered to be problematic lexical items likely to trigger word-search episodes (see above for definition), chosen as the unit of analysis for this research. The interaction via Skype lasted for about ten minutes, and participants were asked to concentrate only on oral communication and exclude the use of the keyboard and mouse.

All the secondary data (field notes, questionnaires, and interviews) had to be digitized and grouped together with the data comprising the traces of the mediated interaction “to reconstitute for researchers, in as many ways as desired, information about the original experience” (Lamy & Hampel, 2007, p. 184) and to enrich subsequent analyses.

Annotation

There are several computer software tools that researchers can use to code audio and video data. Among these, ELAN <http://tla.mpi.nl/tools/tla-tools/elan/> is a linguistic annotation tool devised by researchers at the Max Planck Institute (Sloetjes & Wittenburg, 2008). Figure 9.1 below shows a sample of the data that were annotated with ELAN, with which the researchers can:

1. Access the video stream of one or up to four participants;
2. Play the film of the interaction at will with the usual functionalities to navigate it;
3. View a timeline aligned with media time;
4. Transcribe, on the horizontal axis, the utterances of the participants (one layer per participant);
5. Add a new layer for each element they wish to investigate (indicating, for instance, the onset and the end of a gesture and its description);
6. View annotations of one layer in a tabular form to facilitate reading.

Figure 9.1 Example of a sample of data annotated with ELAN

With ELAN, there can be as many layers (called tiers) as is deemed useful for a given study (i.e., words, descriptions, events, translations, etc.). As the case study presented here focuses on the verbal and co-verbal behaviour of the learner who has to describe four photographs to a distant teacher via Skype, the elements annotated were as follows: the direction of the eyes (gaze towards the webcam, towards the screen, towards the documents on the table4), the gestures that were produced (e.g., points to his ear), and the silences between and within turns, because these are crucial during L2 oral production, especially during word-search episodes. Researchers working on multimodal data can thus align different features of the interaction, accurately transcribe data across modes, and then obtain a variety of views of the annotations that can be connected and synchronized.

The data from the three studies described in the first part of this article were all transcribed using ELAN. Hence, although the first study was quantitative and the second qualitative, the same annotation tool was used for both even though the tiers differed according to the focus of each study.

4. Eye-tracking was not employed in this study, but it could have been used profitably as a complement to provide more precise information about gaze direction (see Chapter 8, this volume).
Annotation corresponds to a necessary transformation of the data in view of further analysis. It is a time-consuming and demanding task that requires devising a coding scheme so that all annotations are consistent across different annotators. As noted by Adolphs and Varter (2013), coding schemes have to be carefully explained and recorded so that “they can be shared across different research communities and with different community cultures and different representational and analytical needs” (p. 155). It is methodologically sound to get two different researchers to annotate a sample of the same data in order to ensure the integrity of the coding scheme. This can be verified by calculating the inter-rater reliability to determine, for instance, whether two researchers interpret and code gestures consistently and reach a satisfactory level of agreement. If they fail to do so, the annotation scheme needs to be refined and re-tested in the same way until satisfactory inter-rater reliability is achieved (Allwood et al., 2007). Yet, as noted by Calbris (2011), “achieving the ideal of scientific objectivity when coding a corpus is a delusion, because coding depends on perception, an essentially pre-interpretative and therefore subjective activity” (p. 102).

Furthermore, priorities and research questions have to be carefully defined beforehand so that the granularity of the annotations does not evolve. Researchers such as Flewitt et al. (2009) have underlined that annotation already corresponds to a first level of analysis since it entails selecting certain features of the mediated interaction and leaving others out according to both a research rationale and agenda.

Once the data have been annotated, they can then be organized into a coherent and structured corpus (see Chapter 10, this volume, for a full account of corpus building and sharing). They may also be put on a server, allowing them to be shared with other researchers. In order to do this, close attention has to be paid to the formats of the data so that they are compatible with different computer programs. Providing researchers with clear information as to how to access the data, specifying all the contextual information (see above) and ethical dimensions (e.g., what can be used for analysis and what cannot be used for conferences or publications because participants have withdrawn their permission) are important steps to make the corpus usable, searchable, and sharable. The field of CMC would greatly benefit from having more researchers working on the same corpora; not only would it reduce the costs associated with corpus building, transcription and annotation, but also it would provide researchers with the opportunity of examining the same data using different tools, methods, and research questions and would therefore produce more significant and reliable results to the community at large (see Guichon & Tellier, forthcoming, for an example).
Multimodal transcript and textual analysis

Once the data have been organized into a coherent corpus, analyses can be made starting by the making of the transcript. The transcript can be defined as the representation of a sample of the corpus. Bezemer (2014) allocates two functions to the making of a multimodal transcript. The first function of transcription is epistemological and consists of a detailed analysis of a sample of an interaction in order to “gain a wealth of insights into the situated construction of social reality, including insights in the collaborative achievements of people, their formation of identities and power relations, and the socially and culturally shaped categories through which they see the world” (Bezemer, 2014, p. 155).

The second function is rhetorical in that the transcript is designed to provide a visual transformation of the trace of the interaction that can be shared with readers in a scientific publication. Transcripts chosen and prepared for an article are not illustrations of a given approach or theory but are both the starting point of the analysis and the empirical evidence that supports an interpretation and can be shown as such to readers. The researcher must therefore find an appropriate timescale (e.g., a few turns, an episode, a task, a series of tasks, a whole interaction) to study a phenomenon (for instance, negotiation of meaning in a mediated pedagogical interaction) and then define the boundaries of the focal episode. Making the transcript may also involve refining the initial research questions and determining what precise features will be attended to.

For our study on videoconference-based language teaching, it seemed crucial to understand how the distant teacher helped the learner during word-search episodes and used the semiotic resources (such as gestures, facial expressions, and speech) at her disposal. It was equally important to examine how the learner used different resources to signal a lack of lexical knowledge and how meaning was negotiated with the native teacher. Gestures, head and body movements, gaze, and facial expressions produced by both participants while the learner was trying to describe a photograph became features that were selected as especially important for the transcript (see Figure 9.2). Although conventions used for Conversation Analysis can be adjusted to multimodal transcription, new questions arise concerning the representation of co-verbal resources (gesture, gaze) with text, drawings or video stills and the alignment of these different representations so that the reader can capture how verbal and nonverbal resources interact (see Figure 9.2). Ochs (1979) underlined the theoretical importance of the transcript, arguing that “the mode of data presentation not only reflects subjectively established research aims, but also inevitably directs research findings” (as cited in Flewitt et al., 2009, p. 45). For instance, in Figure 9.2, the choice of presenting, when relevant, the images of the two interlocutors side by side (e.g., Images 5 and 6) was made
because we felt that the detail of their facial expressions, smiles, and micro gestures within the same turn was necessary to understand minutely the adjustments that occurred during such an interaction. Such a transcript allows a vertical linear representation of turns and makes it possible to unpack the different modes at play “via a zigzagged reading” (Sindoni, 2013, p. 82). Working iteratively on the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Learner</th>
<th>LEARNER IMAGE</th>
<th>TEACHER IMAGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The third young person is er a man too has er really short hair and er <em>(he looks down at the photographs)</em> <em>(she is focused on the screen and produces a slight smile)</em> an ear piercing er:: like a:: <em>(touches his ear while looking down)</em> <em>(looks up and looks at screen)</em> it’s in like a:: <em>(makes a gesture to represent a round hole)</em> <em>(looks up the screen)</em> a bi:: er: <em>(points to his ear)</em> <em>(turns his face from the screen)</em> I don’t know [what I’]* <em>(looks at screen)</em></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Teacher</td>
<td>[xx] <em>(it’s big/ mirrors learner’s gesture (see 4) and looks at the screen with a smile)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Learner</td>
<td>Yeah it’s big <em>(it makes a hole in his ear:: (touches his ear again and looks down)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Teacher</td>
<td>OK <em>(nods and smiles)</em></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 9.2** Multimodal transcript of a word search episode
transcript and on the accompanying text (see Table 9.2) helps refine both because they force researchers to give saliency to certain features in the transcript (such as simultaneousness of different phenomena or interaction between different semiotic modes), while the text that they write has to deploy textual resources to recount them. Neither the transcript nor the text can stand alone; rather, they function as two faces of the proposed analysis.

Table 9.2  Textual analysis of the episode

In turn 1, certain marks of hesitation, long pauses, and self-admonishments (“I don’t know”) signal a communication breakdown while the learner is trying to find a way to describe the unknown lexical item. By touching his own ear repeatedly and miming a hole with his fingers, the learner is not only making his search visible to the teacher but is negotiating the meaning with her and looking for signs of her understanding. Her smile in image 6 suggests that she seems to understand what he is trying to describe, although he pursues his description in an attempt to be even more precise. As is visible in image 7, the student has what Goodwin and Goodwin (1986) would describe as a “thinking face,” indicating to the teacher that he is still searching for the exact term, before he looks directly at the screen in image 8 – suggesting he wants confirmation from the teacher that she understands precisely what he is trying to describe. This search triggers a smile from the teacher and the mirror gesture (image 9) of that of the learner, which indicates that the teacher ratifies the description to a certain extent and that the interaction can continue while she is giving him her full attention by looking directly at the screen. Once the association of the verbal and nonverbal messages seems to have reached their objective, the learner verbally adds an element (“a hole”) and gives redundant information by prodding his index finger at his ear again, making sure that the teacher has understood the lexical item (she nods in image 11), even if the precise word has not been found.

There is no stable way of making multimodal transcripts although researchers have been increasingly devising astute ways of approaching this (see for instance Bezemer, 2014; Flewitt et al., 2009; Norris, 2004; Sindoni, 2013). Reading these authors, several considerations arise in relation to the units of analysis that can be selected, the ethical dimensions that have to be attended to, the readability, and the presentation of multimodal transcription.

First, turns of speech that constitute the conventional unit of analysis in Conversation Analysis may not be as pertinent for multimodal analysis because, as noted by Flewitt et al. (2009), “as soon as multiple modes are included, the notion of speech turns becomes problematic as other modes contribute meanings to exchanges during the silences between spoken turns” (p. 45). New units of analysis must therefore be devised to capture the specificity of multimodal interactions. For example, what is a speech turn when an individual uses written chat and speech simultaneously? Second, a multimodal transcript makes participants identifiable, which makes it even more crucial to be vigilant about ethical
considerations (as discussed above). Finally, researchers must establish a careful balance between the representation of all the features that are to be considered in a multimodal interaction and what a reader – even a seasoned one – is able to capture when confronted with a thick rendering of multimodality. As noted by Flewitt et al. (2009), “the perceptual difficulties for the audience of ‘reading’ genuinely multimodal transcription might outweigh the advantage of its descriptive ‘purity’” (p. 47). Eventually, there will be new ways of presenting multimodal data along with more traditional paper-based publication that will better render the multimodal nature of such data. How to transform multimodal data in order to make them accessible with various degrees of complexity or presentational choices constitutes one direction for future research.

Drawing conclusions

Once transcriptions are completed, researchers can proceed to analyses, such as the one proposed in Table 9.2. If their approach is quantitative, all the annotations can be exported to statistical applications that can be used on the results (Wittenburg et al., 2006). Quantitative studies can thus give insight into a certain number of phenomena that can be relevant to understanding online learning and teaching. For instance, the number of pauses, the frequency of overlaps, and the length of turns can shed light on the rhythm of a given interaction, as shown in Study 1 above. The number of gestures and facial expressions produced by the participants could also give indications as to the communication potential of videoconferencing. The main outcome of quantitative studies concerns the identification of interactional patterns.

Although some examples of quantitative studies can be found, studies usually rely on qualitative approaches to data and focus on short episodes. At this point, it is worth mentioning Jewitt’s (2009) caveat about CMC researchers, working solely from a qualitative perspective, who may solely produce “endless detailed descriptions” and fail to address broader questions that nevertheless need to be answered (p. 26).

Yet, Adolphs and Varter (2013) point out that the community of researchers interested in multimodal analysis might profit from adopting a mixed approach and combining, when possible and pertinent, the conversation analysis of small samples of data with a corpus linguistics-based methodological approach. Thus, with the inclusion of large-scale data sets, such an approach could extend “the potential for research into behavioural, gestural and linguistic features” (Adolphs & Varter, 2013, p. 145).
Conclusion

In this chapter, we have shown the importance of taking into account the array of technologies (in this case, screen video recording and annotation tools) that accompany the construction, analysis, and transformation of interactional data. With ever-refined software and transcription techniques, interactional linguistics has come to integrate into its agenda the intrinsically multimodal nature of interactions (Détienne & Traverso, 2009). This is even more apparent when the interactions under study are themselves mediated by technologies, as is the case with videoconferencing-based exchanges. Technologies thus facilitate the gathering of interactional data and allow researchers to explore them, replay them at will, annotate them with different degrees of granularity, visualize them from different perspectives, and structure them according to different scientific agendas (Erickson, 1999). Not only do these technologies change the way researchers approach data, they also require them to develop new technical and methodological skills. As we have seen with the various steps involved in the collection, transcription, and analysis of multimodal data, the different techniques at play mostly concern the representation of data. Each transformation of the data results in a new object that can be subject to yet another transformation, until the refinement is complete enough to yield a satisfactory comprehension of the phenomena under study. This points to the essential work of representations that “serve as resources for communicating and meaning-making” to the scientific community and beyond (Ivarsson, Linderoth, & Saljö, 2009, p. 201) and are “achieved by combining symbolic tools and physical resources” (Ivarsson, Linderoth, & Saljö, 2009, p. 202).

The kinds of studies we have conducted not only help us to uncover the interplay of the different multimodal semiotic resources in online teaching environments but ultimately serve to improve the design of teacher-training programmes. For researchers, this includes gaining valid information about how to sensitise teachers to the affordances of the webcam in online interactions by encouraging them to pay attention to learner needs, thanks to visual cues. In so doing, they should develop their semio-pedagogical competence (Guichon & Cohen, 2016), that is to say their awareness of the semiotic affordances of media and modes and their subsequent ability to teach online using videoconferencing.
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A scientific methodology for researching CALL interaction data
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This chapter gives an overview of one possible staged methodology for structuring LCI data by presenting a new scientific object, LEarning and TEaching Corpora (LETEC). Firstly, the chapter clarifies the notion of corpora, used in so many different ways in language studies, and underlines how corpora differ from raw language data. Secondly, using examples taken from actual online learning situations, the chapter illustrates the methodology that is used to collect, transform and organize data from online learning situations in order to make them sharable through open-access repositories. The ethics and rights for releasing a corpus as OpenData are discussed. Thirdly, the authors suggest how the transcription of interactions may become more systematic, and what benefits may be expected from analysis tools, before opening the CALL research perspective applied to LCI towards its applications to teacher-training in Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), and the common interests the CALL field shares with researchers in the field of Corpus Linguistics working on CMC.
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Introduction

In many disciplines, research is based on the availability of large research data sets, built collaboratively from the work of many different research teams. Data are shared and form the basis for new analyses, or counter-analyses. To meet this demand for data, other researchers develop tools for the research cycle (tools for capturing and analysing data). When studying learner-computer interactions...
(LCI), researchers are concerned by the extent of data collection and by the description of the context in which data were collected. Studying online learning, in order to understand this specific type of situated human learning and/or to evaluate pedagogical scenarios or technological environments, requires accessibility to interaction data collected from the learning situation.

The intention of this chapter is to give an overview of one possible staged methodology for structuring LCI data. It presents a new scientific object: LEArning and TEaching Corpora (LETEC). After having clarified the notion of corpora, used in so many different ways in language studies, the methodology used to collect, transform and organize data in order to make them sharable through open-access repositories is described. We suggest ways in which the transcription of interactions may become more systematic, and what benefits may be expected from analysis tools before opening the CALL research perspective applied to LCI towards its applications to teacher-training in Computer-Mediated Communication (CMC), and the common interests we share with researchers in the field of corpus linguistics working on CMC.

### Differentiating raw language data and corpora

**Corpora in linguistics**

In many areas of general linguistics or even applied linguistics, building and using a corpus is a tradition. A first definition offered by Biber, Conrad and Reppen (1998), following the seminal work of Sinclair (1991) (see O’Keefe et al. [2007] for full references), could be as follows: a corpus is a principled collection of texts, written or spoken, available for qualitative or quantitative analysis. The word corpus, however, may be indistinctly used by a graduate student to refer to her/his compilation of a set of language examples or a set of texts, or by a researcher in corpus linguistics. A similar confusion exists in the Humanities around the word database. Any set of data included in a spreadsheet, or even database software, is often labelled a database, while the second indispensable component of a database, i.e., its conceptual model or semantic level, is ignored. This model, also developed by the data compiler, is often considered as the most valuable component because, firstly, it brings data up to the level at which it may be considered as information and, secondly, because it allows queries and computations to be executed on the basic level of data.

Coming back to language issues, Bernard Laks, a scholar in speech corpora, often underlines the amount of time (over thirty years) it took for linguists to shift from the exemplum paradigm to the datum paradigm (Laks, 2010). At the
end of the fifties, a number of linguists, influenced by Chomsky, rejected the idea of working on corpora (perceived as “limited” in nature) and based their analyses only on sets of language examples, which sometimes were even invented in order to include what they considered as interesting phenomena. Today, many linguists consider that language should be studied in contexts of real usage and, consequently, that corpora are the way to capture language usage.

The nature of corpora and the methodologies for building them have largely evolved from the seminal work of Kucera and Francis (1964) who designed the Brown Corpus as a reference corpus for American English. For example, the DWDS (Digitales Wörterbuch der Deutschen Sprache, 2013) corpus of modern German contains billions of tokens/words. Teams of linguists, who have patiently chosen the various genres that reflect the way German is currently used (including Internet genres), have solved issues concerning rights access and collected the data. Raw data are never compiled as such, but rather transferred into standard formats, based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). Researchers developed XML schemas, which play a similar role to the conceptual model of databases. XML is used on top of the texts, sentences and words to add annotations.

Corpora in CALL

The language-teaching domain is also directly concerned with corpora. Launched in the nineties, conferences including TALC (Teaching And Language Corpora) have become popular among applied linguists, and some language teachers are interested in the idea of using different kinds of language corpora in their teaching (O’Keefe et al., 2007). As an example, if German academic writing is considered, linguists may study this type of language for specific purposes (LSP) before updating pedagogical handbooks with language structures that are actually used, or teachers may use the same LSP corpora with learners of German. The latter situation is often referred to as Data-Driven Learning (DDL) (Boulton, 2011), and several special interest groups within the CALL community have developed in this area, as well as dedicated journal issues.

Whereas the previous corpora captured language used in formal or informal situations only by native speakers, a team of linguists gathered in Belgium around Sylviane Granger to launch a new type of corpora, namely Learner Corpora. Productions (mainly academic essays) of learners of English as a second language were collected (Granger, 2004). Here again, the team did not confuse the concept of a corpus with a simple set of essays in electronic formats. They developed a framework for learner corpus research where data were collected, structured and, from 2009 onwards, annotated in the same way. They included productions of learners with different mother tongues to allow interlanguage comparisons.
The corpus paradigm

Taking into consideration the aforementioned lengthy experiences coming from corpus linguistics (whether general or applied linguistics), as well as international recommendations for the management of research data in all scientific disciplines, the corpus paradigm can be developed as follows:

Systematic data collection
Even when an individual researcher has a specific research question in mind, such as a specific kind of interaction s/he wishes to consider, the whole data set, including interactions, productions, logfiles (data related to what is called learning analytics) should be collected. It is a prerequisite to allow other researchers to reuse the corpus. It also relates to quality criteria. Often a researcher selects a subset of data from the whole data set in order to analyse it and publish an article. Quality in the research procedure implies that the researcher is able to explain the extent to which a selected subset of data does not correspond to a simple disconnected episode, but really reflects what happened during the online course.

Detailed data description
The context of learning situations encompasses many facets, as detailed later in this section. In regards to language corpora, in general, the detailed descriptions are often referred to as metadata. In the metadata, the researcher not only gives a corpus title, date, list of credits, but also explains how the data have been collected, edited and organized. Sociolinguistic information about the participants is detailed. As an example, let us consider a SMS corpus. Metadata will explain how messages have been collected on the phone network(s) and anonymized. They will document participants who sent the messages, the structure of the messages assembled in the body/text of the corpus, whether the date of a message corresponds to its date of posting or of collection, and the way in which IDs have been attributed to participants to guarantee that messages sent by the same person can be linked, etc. This information is essential if a researcher wishes to carry out a discourse-analysis study.

Data conversion
Time spent on data collection and description will be valued during the analysis phase. It is now generally considered as a multiple-step process, where output of a first analysis tool will become input for a second tool. Young researchers working on language-related data, whether oral, textual or multimodal (optionally, incorporating non-/co-verbal data), will often have to manage this analysis flow before the publication, for example, of their thesis. This has two main implications: (a) the
use of analysis tools that accept open formats for data input and that do not produce output in proprietary formats, and (b) conversion, organization and structuring of the collected data into standard formats. Besides open-access formats for images, audio or video files, the format for textual data is now based on XML, not simply a basic XML level, but levels of higher standards that allow annotations and multi-level analyses, as detailed further on.

**Data release and distribution**

As previously explained, a language corpus and its related analysis can only become part of the scientific research cycle if it can be freely accessed and when this access is guaranteed as permanent. Although solutions and access to procedures that guarantee this openness are well known, available and fairly simple, the current situation is blurred by the misuse of the term OpenData (see a relevant definition in Open Knowledge, 2013, as well as Chanier, 2013). If a researcher tries to access language corpora which pretend to be open access, s/he may discover free access to only a limited part of the corpus, or that the corpus cannot be downloaded, or, when it is a speech corpus, s/he may have access only to the transcripts but not the accompanying audio files. Under such circumstances, research on the corresponding data is impossible. However, there currently exist more frustrating situations – for example, when a researcher adds an extra level of annotation and wants to publish this, but suddenly realizes that s/he is not allowed to do so because the licence attributed by the original collectors of the corpus forbids any derivative work. Securing open access intertwines several steps of a corpus’ life-cycle. Before data are collected, the researcher will consider the question of ethics and rights related to participants and their productions, choose the licence under which to release the future corpus, and choose in which repository the corpus will be deposited for archiving, for example, at the European level, DARIAH (2013).

**Clarifying some terms**

Before considering corpora specific to LCI, definitions of terms used in many different ways across the field of linguistics, as well as in other disciplines, need to be elicited (see Chanier et al., 2014).

Firstly, the word text is interpreted here in its broad sense relating to its multimodal nature, with respect to Baldry and Thibault (2006) who defined texts as “meaning-making events whose functions are defined in particular social contexts” (p. 4), and Halliday (1989) who declared that “any instance of living language that is playing a role some part in a context of situation, we shall call it a text. It may be either spoken or written, or indeed in any other medium of expression that we like to think of” (p. 10). Simply stated, learners compose a text when they produce utterances, for example, in an audio chat.
Secondly, an online environment may be synchronous or asynchronous, mono- or multimodal. Modes (text, oral, icon, image, gesture, etc.) are semiotic resources that support the simultaneous genesis of discourse and interaction. Attached to this meaning of mode oriented towards communication, we use the term modality as a specific way of realizing communication as per the human-computer interaction field (Bellik & Teil, 1992). Within an environment, one mode may correspond to one modality, with its own grammar constraining interactions. For example, the icon modality within an audio graphic environment is composed of a finite set of icons (raise hand, clap hand, is talking, momentarily absent, etc.). In contrast, one mode may correspond to several modalities: Text chat has a specific textual modality that is different from the modality of a collective word processor, although both are based on the same textual mode. Consequently, an interaction may be multimodal because several modes are used and/or several modalities (see also Chapter 9, this volume).

After having considered criteria for general types of language corpora, the next section presents criteria specific to LCI illustrated by the LETEC approach.

An illustration of the staged methodology for building LETEC

The LETEC approach to data collection, structuring and analysis comprises successive phases (Figure 10.1). It has been developed from 2006 onwards by the Mulce project (Reffay et al., 2012). Using a case-study approach, this section describes these phases in turn, referring to the example of the online English for Specific Purposes course, Copéas, and its associated LETEC (see Chanier et al., 2009). This ten-week intensive course ran in 2005 and formed part of a Master’s program in Distance Education in France. The course’s aims were for students to be able to think critically about using the web for learning and to practise their oral and written English skills online. Each week, the students participated in online tutored discussions in the online platform Lyceum.

Lyceum is an audio-graphic conferencing environment that included communication modalities (audio chat, text chat, iconic system) and shared editing modalities (whiteboard, concept map, shared word processor). For the reasons already given, it was a multimodal environment, as shown in Figure 10.1, and explained in Ciekanski and Chanier (2008). Lyceum no longer exists. However, thanks to the availability of LETEC data, the environment’s features, as well as how participants used it to work and communicate, can be studied and compared to other environments.
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Design: Pedagogical scenario and research protocol

The first stage of a LETEC methodological approach is to determine the research focus. That is to say the type of phenomenon concerned and the aspect that is of interest. At this stage, it is important to imagine the possible end product that is initially intended. The Open University (2001) has examined a range of general purposes for conducting educational research: to describe, explain, predict, evaluate, prescribe and theorize (p. 30). Identifying a clear research purpose will influence how the research questions are formulated, the type of data to be investigated and how the researcher can select these. Although the research focus will be determined at the beginning of the research process, it is important to note that research questions may not be formulated until later on, or, if formulated during the design phase, they may be modified in between the LETEC design stage and the post-research analysis stage and will most likely become more focused.

In parallel to determining the research focus and specifying the research questions, the online learning context in which it will be examined needs to be elaborated. The design of an online learning situation requires the creation of a pedagogical scenario. This describes (a) the whole online environment (such as a Learning Management System [LMS], a videoconferencing system and their different subcomponents); (b) the various roles the participants (teachers, learners,
or experts, such as native speakers) will undertake during the course; (c) each course activity and the role of each participant during this (e.g., one learner may act as a group animator/tutor) and the component of the online environment the activity is linked to; (d) how activities are sequenced (the workflow); (e) the resources that will be used and produced; and (f) the instructions that govern the learning activities. To avoid confusion between the role of the participants who are involved in supporting the learners and the learning tasks, the pedagogical scenario may consist of a learning scenario and a tutoring/supervision scenario, the latter detailing how different participants will aid learning and how teachers/tutors will intervene during the course in supervisory actions. Put simply, the pedagogical scenario will answer the question of who does what, when, with what tools and for what results (see IMS-Learning Design in IMS-Learning, 2004).

If the online learning situation is to be the focus of a research study, it is also necessary to elaborate a research protocol. This will take into account the variables to investigate, the participants in the study, human subject ethical protections, the methods and procedures to be used for data collection and any reliability or validity of collection methods. In relation to the pedagogical scenario, the research protocol details moments at which activities uniquely related to the research will be accomplished (e.g., consent form distribution, pre- and post-course questionnaires, post-course interviews). If observation is to occur, the role of the researcher(s) will also be determined.

The pedagogical scenario and the research protocol could be described as a simple text and assembled with all the documents (pedagogical guidelines, instructions given to teachers, learners, questionnaires forms, etc.); however, this description has to be detailed. It represents more than the usual context of interactions. Research in CALL studies the influence of the learning situations on the interactions and their outcomes. Hence, scientific investigation can commence only if the learning context is explained in a way that a researcher who did not participate in the course could understand the situation. This is why it is recommended to use standard\(^1\) formats for describing these elements, particularly formats that allow visual presentations of the pedagogical scenario, the research protocol and that allow links to resources (IMS-Learning, 2004).

\(^1\) The word standard is frequently used in this chapter to refer to formats that are shared among academic communities to describe different levels of information within corpora. When large sets of communities agree upon a standard, it may become an international norm (such as those used by ISO – International Standard Organization). Useful standards generally need to be open (not attached to proprietary formats) and accepted by a wide range of software analysis tools (asset often called interoperability).
Data collection

After planning the online learning situation and the research design, the next phase is to systematically gather the data. Data collection focuses on acquiring information, in an ethical manner, to attempt to answer the research questions elaborated during phase one of the LETEC approach and with reference to the research protocol established.

This phase has to be carefully planned beforehand. Earlier on, we mentioned decisions that have to be made before collection and which may influence other phases: interaction data may be difficult to extract from some environments but easier from others that have the same affordances; data formats generated by the learning environments or from other recording devices (audio recorder, screen capture software, etc.) should be easy and not too time-consuming to handle in the next phase. They should have standard output formats or formats that are easy to convert to these; questions of ethics and rights should have been cleared, and consent forms which clearly indicate future corpus use (see the section hereafter) should be distributed and signed. Zourou (2013) provided a good example of obstacles which may be encountered when collecting data stemming from informal learning situations, such as: Who owns user data in these communities? How accessible is user data? What are the consequences of data ownership and accessibility for research purposes?

Data organization

In this section, we present one way to transform raw data into research data, how to organize them and how to document them in an exhaustive yet informative manner. Besides folders of data coming from the above-mentioned learning design and the research protocol, we detail those gathering participants’ productions, ethics and rights information, and the overall organization of the corpus (entitled a global corpus). Later, another corpus type is presented (distinguished corpora), which can be derived from the global corpus after research and analyses have been performed.

Course instantiation

The pedagogical scenario could be perceived as a kind of model of a course, an “abstract class,” as phrased in object-oriented languages. When the course takes place, participants (individuals, groups) bring to life this model, i.e., it becomes an
"instantiation" of the class. Of course, during this “live” course, events may differ from what was originally planned.

The instantiation component is at the heart of the corpus as this folder regroups all of the data elicitation (Mackey & Gass, 2005). These data are derived from the learning context: all of the participants’ productions, including the interaction tracks recorded during the online course. For the Copéas course, this folder includes screen capture videos of the online sessions in Lyceum and the students’ reflective reports about the course.

Before regrouping the produced data, a preliminary treatment phase is necessary. Firstly, each resource receives a unique identification code (ID) so that later, in the corpus structuration phase (see hereafter), they can easily be listed and described. A strategic policy is to define IDs which uniquely identify a resource among a set of corpora, e.g., a participant ID may contain the name of the student group to which s/he belongs, the corpus name and course session name – if it is a recording, its mode (video, speech, etc.).

Secondly, all produced data are anonymized through a systematic process. In the Copéas corpus, full names of participants were replaced by participant codes. It is preferable to create meaningful codes which will facilitate data investigation later on. A code can refer to such an aspect as the role of the participant in the course (tutor, student, researcher), his/her gender, or his/her group ID. One should provide a table that regroups the code, sociolinguistic information, language biography (foreign languages spoken, language level, number of years spent studying the language and context of study) for every participant. Anonymization also includes modifying any information in the produced data that could lead to the identification of a participant or skew a researcher’s analysis of the data. While it is important to anonymize the data, researchers should replace it with meaningful information. It is useful to include the reasons for anonymization so as to allow interpretations of the interaction. For example, a participant’s phone number in a text chat message could be replaced with a code and labelled to highlight that the original information corresponded to a phone number.

Lastly, for the sake of medium and long-term reusability, data collected will be converted into formats independent of their original platform, when the original formats were not open. Several international research associations, including CINES (2014) and Jisc (formerly the Joint Information Systems Committee), involved in the curation and archiving of research data provide clear information about such formats.

Expectations are even greater in regards to participants’ interactions that are in text mode, either originally because they have been typed by participants or as the result of transcriptions of speech, for example. Their format will be machine-readable, even structured in order to detail information about an utterance
or a message and relate it to the properties of the environment that integrates this modality. For example, when an LMS includes a discussion forum, every message carries information, such as the author’s ID, date of posting, title, message contents, thread, forum name, etc. Rationales for these expectations are related, firstly, to research analysis.

Ethics and rights for OpenData

Releasing a corpus as OpenData means allowing other people the possibility of free use, reuse and distribution. In other words, the user may extract part of the researcher’s data, mix this part with data from other sources, add her/his own work to build upon the whole data set and distribute the entire result. Therefore, OpenData relies on two sorts of rights – those related to the data collection and those related to the data release. In other words, data collected need to be free of rights, and secondly the corpus creator should give the right to use the corpus to the end-user, through a licence that imposes minimal constraints. Indeed, internationally it is even recommended to avoid putting a licence that forbids commercial use and to waive intellectual property rights (IPR) (Open Knowledge, 2013). Waiving IPRs does not imply that the creators will not be cited or acknowledged. The full bibliographic reference of their work will become prominent in the corpora repository and will guarantee, in the academic world, that end-user researchers can clearly refer to the original creators when submitting their new analysis to a peer-review process.

Collecting data that are free of rights implies that the compiler him/herself has the right to use the resources included in the corpus and that participants waive their rights on what they have produced. Their agreements are obtained once they have individually signed a consent form, distributed after an “enlightenment” procedure (see Mackey & Gass, 2005). During this procedure, researchers have an open discussion with participants, where they explain drawbacks and benefits that may be expected from the course and the research process. For example, for research purposes on gestures, participants can give permission to be directly video-recorded without any post-process blurring. They will also be aware that if they change their minds, they can at any time ask for data that concerns them to be removed from the corpus (see Chapter 9, this volume).

The LETEC component that concerns Ethics and Rights contains two distinct parts. The private subfolder regroups all of the informed consent forms signed by the course participants, with contact information. This set of data is not included in the final version of the corpus but rather, due to its confidential nature, is conserved by the corpus compiler. In the second part, the corpus compiler includes
a blank example of the informed consent form signed by course participants, besides the corpus licence that details the conditions under which the corpus may be distributed (such as Creative Commons [2015] licences).

Organization of the global corpus

Once the four corpus folders (instantiation, research protocol, learning design, ethics and rights, see LETEC components Figure 10.1) have been organized, with preliminary treatment phases accomplished on the data where necessary, a general document is created. It contains descriptions of each corpus part and crosslinks pieces of information between the different parts (e.g., between the interaction data, research protocol and learning design). It also provides a full index of the resources collected. Each resource is listed, using the previously introduced resource IDS, and a summary of the resource’s contents is given. This will help corpus end users determine what data to use, with relation to their specific research question(s).

Lastly, out of the global description, a short corpus description will be extracted so as to provide metadata in formats that website harvesters can recognize and save. The Mulce repository (2013) chose the format created by OLAC (Open Language Archives Community). It is compatible with European CLARIN standards for metadata. This means that metadata concerning all LETEC corpora, including bibliographic citations, appear in these international linguistic resource banks and can be searched for by Internet users.

Post research data and component

Post research often concerns transcriptions of multimodal interactions, in ways that will be presented below. These transcriptions produce a new set of data which will be assembled into a new LETEC, of a distinct type called a distinguished corpus (Reffay et al., 2012). Its size is much reduced, and corresponds to data assembled and produced by a researcher when s/he focuses on a specific research question and aims to publish an article on the specific topic.

A distinguished corpus includes a particular transformation of a selected part of the global corpus – for example, the transformation of a video file into an XML/text file of the transcribed interaction data and its associated metadata. Following transcription, data analyses can be performed. Data from the global corpus are not copied, but instead referred to, and the newly distinguished corpus only adds the transformed data for the specific analysis.
Distinguished corpora help sustain CALL research by valuing the analyses performed by the researcher. The data used for analysis can be presented in parallel with the analysis’ results, and distinguished corpora can be cited and referenced in conference papers or published articles. Readers of a researcher’s analysis can examine, or reuse the data analysis performed, whilst reading the report of the results.

Corpus publication

Once the content packaging of the corpus is finished, the compiler deposits the corpus in a repository that adheres to the requirements discussed earlier. This server will provide to the user open access to the information about each corpus stored in the repository with search facilities. It will be connected to harvesters so that its bank of metadata is searchable through each different harvester. It may also offer services such as permalinks to each corpus and data subset, which will identify them in a unique and permanent way.

The Mulce repository (2013) gives access to fifty LETEC corpora coming from more than ten different online learning situations that took place between 2001 and 2013. In May 2012, its size was the following: more than one million tokens, coming from 12000 audio turns, 17000 text chat turns, 3000 blogs, 2000 emails, 2700 discussion forum messages, plus more than 9000 non-verbal acts. The Mulce repository also gives access to more than 200 videos of online interaction sessions. These interactions were produced in a variety of environments (such as LMS, audio graphic systems, or 3D environments), by groups of learners from different countries, following a range of different pedagogical scenarios. A step-by-step tour of the repository is provided in the article entitled “Discovering letec corpora” on the Mulce documentation (2015) website. Needless to say, Mulce encourages other CALL researchers to deposit their corpora in the repository, provided they meet the general criteria outlined here, even if they do not exactly follow certain technical details to which the authors have alluded. Help and discussion will be offered to the depositor.

LETEC contributions to CALL research

The purpose of this section is to present how research on LCI may benefit from the existence of open access corpora. Research is a circular process. For example, LETEC corpora in the Mulce repository have been built out of online learning situations, starting more than thirteen years ago. Data have been reused several times and will be mixed into projects independent of Mulce as discussed previously.
Let us start with one of the very first steps in examining online multimodal interactions (see also Chapter 9, this volume), i.e., transcriptions of components of the instantiation part of a LETEC.

Separating transcriptions and analysis steps

Multimodal transcription is a topic discussed across disciplines, for example in Flewitt et al. (2009). In this article, the authors cite Baldry and Thibault who suggest, “multimodal transcriptions are ultimately based on the assumption that a transcription will help us understand the relationship between a specific instance of a genre, for example a text, and the genre’s typical features” (as cited in Flewitt et al., 2009, p. 45). A straightforward interpretation of this statement may induce the idea that all approaches to multimodality should produce their own specific methodological approach to transcriptions. Indeed, the article illustrates various transcription methodologies, from several researchers, that adhere to distinct models of multimodality; in an ad hoc fashion, parts of texts, images, photos and hand-made pictures are intertwined in formats such as spreadsheets and word-processing documents, forbidding any kind of comparison or mixing of data. This interpretation of transcription confuses two steps in the research process – the actual transcription and the analysis.

Researchers involved in national or international consortiums on speech and/or multimodal corpora have special interest groups around interoperability (e.g., Huma-Num, 2014). The idea is that if one understands research as a cumulative process, idiosyncratic models need to be compared in order to enhance understanding of human interactions. This implies separating the transcription from analysis processes and using a variety of analysis tools with compatible output formats.

Figure 10.2 illustrates this point. It displays a window from the transcription software ELAN (Sloetjes & Wittenburg, 2008) that integrates the video screen capture of a Copéas session (red box). In this extract, three learners are working in a sub-group to complete a quiz provided by the tutor at the beginning of the session. The tutor comes into the virtual room while one learner is writing an ESL definition using the word processor. Several modes or modalities are being used: audio, text chat (label [3] in the red box) and the word processor (1), plus the iconic system (2), which lists the participants, their status, indicates who is talking, and allows simple communication (agreement, disagreement, raise hand, applause, etc.). The transcription process appears in the green box. According to the transcription code used (see Wigham & Chanier, 2015), the researcher defined one layer per participant and per modality (5), i.e., all Learner 1’s text chat
turns are assembled on the same line, all Learner 1’s audio turns on another line, and this is the same for the transcription of his/her actions in the word processor. Transcription is aligned with the video’s time, and buttons in (4) provide different ways of selecting parts of the video and of moving between transcriptions layers. Once the transcription is completed, its contents are saved using a text-structured XML format that offers the possibility of later compiling it with transcriptions of other sessions from the same course and/or reusing the file with analysis software.

ELAN is a good example of open-access software. This asset, plus the interoperability one, allows any user, once the distinguished LETEC corpus has been downloaded, to rework on the transcription and add another layer, for example. It is largely used in the aforementioned community on multimodal corpora.

There is an even subtler methodological question where transcription is concerned: Are online interactions so complex that it is impossible to compare and make adjustments between transcription codes? Let us take an example and consider the code defined when transcribing online learning sessions in 3D environments where participants interact using avatars (Wigham & Chanier, 2015). Shih (2014) provided another approach to the same topic. Are these legitimate differences? Possibly, because it is a new area of research in CALL, where researchers have recourse to a variety of nonverbal communication frameworks. However, if CALL research aims to become more systematic in this area, then the situation may evolve in a manner similar to the area of speech corpora. Whereas textbooks
in second language acquisition or discourse analysis (e.g., Schiffrin, 1994) still give the impression that idiosyncratic codes for speech transcription are a normal methodological approach, a community of linguists specialized in speech corpora has developed a common way of transcribing speech (e.g., the CHAT format used in the open access CHILDES repository, MacWhinney, 2009) and has even included it in a more general framework designed for different text genres called TEI (Text Encoding Initiative [TEI, 2015]). With this extension of XML, a researcher who focuses on a new oral feature may code a new phenomenon whilst being compatible with the rest of the original coding scheme.

Analysis tools and conditions for scientific discussions

Resuming our Copéas example, let us now consider its analysis. Some of the questions the research team had in mind were: Do participants get lost among the multiple possibilities offered by this type of multimodal learning environment? Do they make consistent individual choices? Can they also make collective choices? In the particular sequence alluded to in Figure 10.2, the workload is distributed among the three learners: one learner types in the shared word processor in order to answer the quiz, and the two others help him orally. Whilst they hesitate on the spelling of a word, the tutor came into the room and typed his corrections into the text chat. This went unnoticed by the learners, and, in turn, the tutor leaves the room. Ciekanski and Chanier (2008) have explained the notion of context which is dynamically built by participants. Relying on this notion developed by Goodwin and Durranti in 1992, their analysis explained that the tutor had been out-of-context. Interestingly, Lamy (2012) imagined the same kind of situation, without referring to any precise data:

Imagine that the tutor led his tutorial via postings in the text-chat while students talked about other topics in the audio channel. It is unlikely that the group would accept such a position for the tutor, and we draw from multimodal social semiotics to help explain why. (p. 12)

Discussing alternative explanations with different theoretical references is a very important issue in research, provided that data and analysis tools support it. Figure 10.3 illustrates our analysis with the open-access tool TATIANA (Dyke et al., 2011), for analysing online interaction from a Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) perspective. To the left of the red line, one can see the same video (top left) with the transcription (bottom left), simply converted from the ELAN-XML output to the TATIANA-XML version. On the right-hand side of Figure 10.3 appears another view of the desktop, with a view of the modalities used by each participant: one line per participant, one colour per modality (text
chat, audio chat, word processor, etc.). This display helps visualize that participants may be out of context, that learners used the word processor in combination with other modalities, which highlights the strategic use of certain modes to facilitate the writing process. The learners also made consistent individual choices to participate in multimodal discourse and to make collective choices. Of course, this analysis has been achieved by examining the whole session, not only the aforementioned extract. The comparison with other sessions and several tools has been explained in Ciekanski and Chanier (2008). The analysis was possible because the output of a first transcription tool became input for a second analysis tool.

How opposite conclusions could be compared

Sindoni (2013) also studied participants’ uses of modalities in online environments that integrate audio, video and text chat. She focused on what she termed “mode-switching” when a participant moves from speech to writing or the other way round. She collected dozens of hours of video screen online conversations that occurred in informal settings (hence not connected to a learning situation). When analysing transcriptions, she observed that participants could be classified according to their preferred interaction mode (oral or written). She also observed that “As anticipated, both speakers and writers, generally carry the interaction forward without mode-switching. This was observed in the whole video corpus” (Sindoni, 2013, Section 2.3.5). Hence, she concluded, “those who talked did not write, and those who wrote did not talk. Turn-taking adheres to each mode” (Sindoni, 2013, Section 2.3.5).
In analyses of the Copéas corpus, learners had a preferred mode of expression (oral or written), at least when they were of a beginner level. In contrast with Sindoni (2013), analyses of audio graphic and 3D environments show that learners were mode-switchers (even modality-switchers). Choices of mode/modality depended on the nature of the task that had to be achieved and on the tutor’s behaviour (e.g., Wigham & Chanier, 2015).

At this stage, one may expect that scientific discussions could take place between researchers studying online interactions, to debate contradictions, fine differentiations of situations, tasks, etc. In order to allow this, data from the different approaches need to be accessible in standard formats, with publications clearly relating to data and data analyses, and explicit information given about the format of the transcriptions, their codes and transcription alignments with video. However, Sindoni’s (2013) data are not available. The inability to contrast data with other examples available in open-access formats is still holding back the scientific advancement of the CALL field.

Coming back to the topic of analysis tools, a researcher who has collected and structured her/his data now has at her/his disposal a wide, rapidly evolving range of tools for lexical processing, morpho-syntactic tagging, statistics, discourse analysis, etc. Should the researcher choose open-access tools with interoperable formats, s/he not only paves the way for circular, multi-analysis research processes but also contributes to the development of these tools; the teams of researchers who developed them are keen to improve them when confronted with requests based on actual data and analysis attempts. This interface between data-collection and analysis tools is at the heart of what Gray calls “e-science” (cited in Reffay et al., 2012, p. 12) and represents a priority in many different disciplines within the Humanities.

**LETÉC contributions beyond research in CALL: CMC training for language teachers and linguistics**

The need for pedagogical corpora

Extracts of LETÉC are currently being developed into resources to train language teachers in how to use CMC tools in their teaching practices. Training teachers out of authentic situations, built upon multimodal materials, is not simply a concern of the language learning field. Wigham and Chanier (2014) have detailed the extensive experience of the use of classroom video footage in teacher preparation and professional development in face-to-face contexts coming from the fields of physical education, educational sciences, and mathematics, and described the
production of several classroom footage video libraries. In the video libraries cited, the resources include two different types of data: (a) raw materials collected during the learning situation (curricular, student work, course planning, instruction and assessment resources), and (b) other records of practice (Hatch & Grossman, 2009). These resources include post-course interviews with teachers or observation notes made by researchers or trainee-teacher mentors during the class that was filmed. The aim is to give video viewers a sense of what the video footage may fail to capture or details that may have been obscured.

Whilst in other fields, importance is given in teacher training to combining raw materials from experienced teachers’ classrooms with research materials, within CALL, CALL-based teacher education is most often delivered through confrontation with research findings and action research (Guichon & Hauck, 2011).

In the first approach, when trainers want students to gain skills in developing online learning situations based on interactive, multimodal environments, they have recourse to the reading of CALL literature disconnected from actual data. Pre-service teachers will not necessarily take the time to question the findings, taking research conclusions as a given. Indeed, the development of an analytic approach to the reading of research literature takes time, and during training courses, educators do not necessarily have enough time for this process to mature.

The second approach focuses on action research with pre-service teachers participating in experiments and adopting either the role of learners or tutors. Here there is either the assumption that trainees will naturally understand what they need to do or, if greater guidance is given, reflective feedback sessions are often conducted with the trainees. In the latter case, attempts to use the same methodology for both data collection and training purposes are often difficult to manage; trainers face the issue that student materials are often heterogeneous and quickly extracted from the on-going experiment, and pre-service teachers may only consider his/her individual practice.

In the CALL field, training pre-service teachers in CMC out of online learning situations, built upon multimodal materials (carefully analysed with respect to theoretical viewpoints), alongside other records of practice/research data and findings, would be very helpful. Therefore, from the notion of LETEC, which are purely used for research investigations, arose the notion of pedagogical corpora.

An example of pedagogical corpus

Each pedagogical corpus includes a selection of materials from a LETEC corpus and a series of structured teacher-training tasks that have been developed from these materials, based on leads that had been identified in research papers for
which the analyses utilized the same data. To illustrate this concept, let us look at a pedagogical corpus, entitled *reflective teaching journals* that was developed from the research Copéas corpus (Wigham & Chanier, 2013).

From the course data and research articles about the project, the need of encouraging trainee-teachers to foster reflective practice through the writing of teaching journals was identified. Journal writing is a prerequisite for developing reflective practice, but it is not a sufficient condition. It only offers a one-sided view of the course situation. A more objective standpoint may come from confronting the journal with other perspectives. In order to make pre-service teachers aware of this situation, the pedagogical corpus focuses on tutors’ and students’ differing views of successful or unsuccessful collaboration and different perceptions of their online course. The objectives of the corpus are for trainee-teachers to do the following:

- identify language tutors’ and students’ differing views of successful online collaboration;
- summarize the characteristics of successful collaboration and produce a list of implications for practice;
- appraise the advantages of keeping teaching journals; and
- compare and contrast reflections from a teaching journal with naturally occurring data (interaction tracks) and researcher-provoked data (student feedback) to analyse whether teachers should base reflections about teaching practice solely on journal entries and personal reactions.

In the pedagogical corpus, the corpus users are guided through a series of reflective activities based on personal experience, extracts from the LETEC: interaction data (audio and video-based), learner questionnaires and both learner and tutor post-course interviews. The online corpus gives the instructions for all tasks, the timing guidelines and suggested student groupings. All tasks can be completed either online or in a teacher training classroom. Figure 10.4 shows a sample task in which users identify characteristics of successful collaboration through the tutor’s discourse, using extracts of the reflective journal the tutor kept throughout the Copéas course and an extract of the audio post-course tutor interview.

Such pedagogical corpora offer a kind of expert viewpoint (but an expert viewpoint based on research analysis, i.e., coming from a scientific research cycle). Practice in teacher training, coming from the aforementioned fields, shows that it is not enough. Students need to bring their own data (extracts of live sessions and reflective writing) in order to confront these with expert views and other views from classmates as well, the whole process being integrated into a discussion framework, whether online (Barab, Klig, & Gray, 2004) or face-to-face. Furthermore, it cannot be a one-shot process but a progressive one. Becoming a
teacher implies moving from a peripheral participation to a more centred one, and this process must be recognized as legitimate by the community (see Lave & Wenger, 1991). Of course, the teacher training period will not suffice, but the idea is to involve students in a rich process during which they confront expert and novice viewpoints.

Currently, two pedagogical corpora have been developed from two different global LETEC corpora. They can be downloaded from the Mulce repository. They have not yet been used to train teachers. For another approach to using corpora in teacher training, see Chapter 9, this volume.

From learner- to general user-computer interactions

In this chapter, several references have been made to works and methodologies adopted in linguistics, or corpus linguistics, which influenced CALL research on data. Is this a one-way flow? Does CALL have something to say that could benefit the linguistics field in general? A first refinement of the question could be: Do the language, discourse and texts produced by participants (learners, teachers, etc.) bear similar features (apart from the obvious differences due to the development of the learners’ interlanguage, their errors) to those studied in general by linguists interested in computer-mediated discourse?

In order to answer the question, let us consider one type of environment, for example text chat. In the field of linguistics, descriptions of texts and language
exist in prototypical works, such as Crystal (2004) in the chapter “The Language of Chatgroups” and its section on synchronous groups. This study aims to give a very general overview of what is actually “the Language of the Internet” as reflected by the book’s title. However, when considering text chat coming from CALL, the contents of the turns are strikingly different on both lexical and syntax levels (lexical diversity, use of emoticons or other interaction terms, structures of clauses, of utterances, turn lengths, etc.). The discourse organization is also very different. Whereas nicknames play an important role in informal text chats where users constantly change their nicknames in accordance with their current activities, moods, etc., this phenomenon rarely occurs in learning situations. Turns and their combinations (exchanges, transactions, etc.) are managed and structured in a very different manner. In order to support language production in an L2, turn-taking conventions are often adopted.²

Considering another mode would bring us to the same conclusions. For example, when skimming through corpora where speech is used, either in bimodal environments (text and audio chats) or in richer environments (audio graphic conferencing systems, 3D environments), discrepancies with informal L1 online conversations can be noted concerning a variety of features. To take but one example, speech overlaps in turn taking are not frequent in learning situations. Rationales explaining these differences in the different modes are quite obvious; language teachers organize scenarios beforehand, and tutors interact in ways that support language learners’ productions, helping them take risks in a new language while simultaneously alleviating other tasks. CALL research has also begun to show that the orchestration and use of modes and modalities are different to non-educational situations, as previously exemplified in the discussion of Sindoni’s work. To some extent, it could be said that multimodality can be “decomposed” to allow some specific modes and modalities to be used in order to focus on specific tasks (for an example, see the focus on writing in Ciekanski & Chanier, 2008). To sum up, the CALL experience of online interactions, supported by its specific corpora, can be of general interest to the whole linguistic community.

A common model of CMC interactions

Common interests between CALL and corpus linguistics also concern more abstract levels, such as models of online interaction. Following lessons learnt from

---

² The reader interested in comparing such differences could access, for example, an informal text chat corpus from Germany (Dortmund Chat Corpus, 2003–2009) or a CALL text chat corpus (Yun & Chanier, 2014).
the Mulce project (Reffay et al., 2012), researchers are now collaborating with corpus linguists. At a national level, the CoMeRe project (Chanier et al., 2014; CoMeRe, 2015) has brought together corpus linguists and CALL researchers. The acronym (in French) stands for network-mediated communication, an extension of CMC, in order to include communication through phones, networks and devices. The CoMeRe project has built a kernel corpus in French that represents a variety of network interactions. Several LETEC corpora have been included and structured in the same model alongside corpora of SMS, tweets, Wikipedia discussions, blogs and text chat interactions. The whole set of corpora are released in an open-access format.

The CoMeRe team is also working with European researchers specialized in CMC to develop the Interaction Space model (TEI-CMC, 2015) through which to structure these interactions. Briefly, an Interaction Space is an abstract concept, located in time (with a beginning and ending date with absolute time, hence a time frame), where interactions between a set of participants occur within an online location. The online location is defined by the properties of the set of environments used by the set of participants (e.g., Chanier et al., 2014). Thanks to this model, corpora from learning and non-learning contexts can, on the one hand, use the same set features to describe the structure and properties of the environment where interactions occurred, the participants (individual, groups), the method for collecting data, for measuring time and durations, etc. On the other hand, in the body of the corpus, the interactions are listed in formats corresponding to their modes (written, oral, or non-verbal). The model is designed by a European group which aims to extend the text model of the Text Encoding Initiative (TEI, 2015) (currently very rich as it encompasses types such as manuscripts, theatre, literature, poems, speech, film and video scripts, etc.) in order to integrate CMC.

Conclusion

When studying LCI in ecological contexts, there are a number of variables that cannot be controlled. These variables make the comparison of scientific results difficult and the replication of a given learning and teaching experience near impossible. This chapter proposed one possible staged methodology to structure raw data from LCI situations into corpora so as to render them comparable, re-analysable and available to the whole research community. The case-study approach adopted allowed us to present the constitution and diffusion of LEarning and TEaching (LETEC) Corpora, using the example of the online Copéas course. In this presentation, we examined the ethical implications of producing corpora
as OpenData and suggested ways in which the transcription of LCI and their analysis can become more systematic and comparable.

The LETEC methodology is one methodological proposition to help the CALL field better meet the principles of scientific validity and reliability that are fundamental cornerstones of the scientific method, yet difficult to achieve in ecological learning situations. More systematic organization of data and its processing is often perceived as time-consuming. However, it requires a mind-set shift whereby individual researchers do not think of producing one-off analyses on individual learning situations but instead look towards long-term team research projects in which corpora, rather than data, are re-used for new analyses, produced from different perspectives, and are reconsidered and cross-referenced from one LCI experiment to another. This would encourage, firstly, a more circular and multi-analysis research approach within the field and, secondly, scientific debate within CALL and more largely within corpus linguistics, which is based on the possibility to reanalyse, verify and extend original findings and to contrast data with other examples from other research teams and different online environments.
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This is a tremendously exciting time to be a language educator, applied linguist, or language technology specialist in part because technology has come to mediate all manner of professional, recreational, interpersonal, and educational activity. As Bryan Smith and I noted in a recent publication (Thorne & Smith, 2011), second and foreign language researchers and educators have long recognized the potential of digital technologies to provide access to input, practice, and rehearsal (audio recordings, video, tutorials, drills, mini games), to amplify possibilities for meaningful and creative expression (text and media processing), to extend existing and create new opportunities for interpersonal communication (synchronous and asynchronous messaging, online intercultural exchange), to collaborate in (often) linguistically rich multiparty interaction in the ‘wild’ (i.e., naturally occurring and non-institutionally located online environments and communities), and to construct relevant presentations of self in digital media environments. Indeed, independent of the issue of successful integration of technologies into formal educational spaces, late modernity is increasingly defined by the seeming ubiquity of mediated engagement as a routine and unmarked dimension of life activity.

The interest in computer-assisted language learning (CALL) has steadily grown for more than three decades (Hubbard, 2009). Throughout this period, authored and edited books and academic journals such as Language Learning & Technology, ReCALL, and the CALICO Journal (among others) have provided robust scientific studies and pedagogical and curricular innovations that indicate the effectiveness and efficacy of online interaction and digital environments for language learning. This said, and acknowledging the continuing relevance of the digital divide in many parts of the world, it is a debatable issue as to whether new technologies have transformed the reality of language learning in most instructional contexts. Many institutional settings continue to employ pedagogical orientations and activity types that educators from 50 or 100 years ago would find largely familiar. In some cases, when new technologies are included, they serve as
a digital simulacrum of earlier analog practices, and while some uses present opportunities for new forms of engagement and communicative interaction, others were developed in good part because of their recognizability or due to an unreflexive faith in the efficacy of, to take one example, patterned repetition of the sort that has informed language learning drills and worksheets for decades.

To be fair, what might be termed traditional methods and curricula within language education have achieved significant results for diligent and committed students. This acknowledged, what I found to be a compelling feature of this volume was its consistent encouragement for empirical investigation and iterative CALL design that has the potential to ameliorate outcomes for a larger number of learners. In reading through this manuscript, I particularly appreciated that the introductory chapter in the volume (Caws & Hamel) emphasized human-computer interaction processes, or if you will, technology-mediated relational dynamics in motion, which Caws and Hamel further specify as ‘learner-computer interaction’ (or LCI) in order to more precisely focus on the human developmental processes that inform CALL interventions. They leverage the notion of engineering, both in practical and adaptive application as well as metaphorically, as a framework that has the potential to make more rigorous the process of designing and implementing effective and robust conditions for language learning.

The first section of this book focused on ‘frameworks guiding research,’ which in this case implicitly referenced a praxis approach that emphasized the dialectical union of research with the design of technology-mediated learning environments. Design-based research, which unites empirical analysis with learning theory-driven design (e.g., Caws & Hamel, this volume; Levy & Caws, this volume; Rodriguez & Pardo-Ballester, 2013), usefully informs an expansive view of language learning that helps to contextualize discrete system components and learner actions within a more holistic developmental framework. In their introduction, Caws and Hamel succinctly stated a fundamental question that informs all of the chapters in this volume: “design [is] critical for the success (or failure) of any intervention. And if good design can lead to better learning, we ought to ask ourselves this simple question: how can we design good, sustainable learning ecosystems that are mediated by technology?” Their response was to urge CALL practitioners to explicitly take on the role of an engineer and in so doing, to scientifically explore developmentally fecund opportunities presented by the profound human capacity to adapt and modify their cognitive, communicative and material environments through the creation of new, and use or adaptation of existing, mediating artefacts (in this case, digital technologies in the service of language use and learning).

Catalyzed by the engineering metaphor, the first section of the volume focused on theoretical frameworks that interface CALL design and pedagogical
interventions with contemporary approaches to ontology, epistemology, and methodology.

Educational ergonomics, defined as analysis of the interaction between learning and educational interventional design, is a perspective that is unfortunately rarely visible in the field of CALL. Caws and Hamel (Chapter 2) effectively outlined the merits of this approach as it helps to reveal the dynamics of learners engaging CALL tools in relation to efficiency, effectiveness, and the iterative redesign of technology-enhanced learning environments. The recuperation of educational ergonomics within CALL underscores the dialectical relationship of humans and technology and emphasizes the multiple culturally informed identities of technologies as a function of their situatedness in often heterogeneous webs of social practice (Thorne, 2003, 2009, 2016). Aligning with following chapters, the discussion of educational ergonomics was usefully integrated with the notion of affordances, mediated goal-directed action, cultural historical theories of development, and the data driven observational evaluation of the efficiency and effectiveness of CALL interventions.

Blin (Chapter 3) described the theory of affordances, generally associated with the ecological psychology movement (e.g., Gibson, 1979; Norman, 2002; see also van Lier, 2004), which posits that diverse environments differentially enable, or create agentive opportunities, for human action. Blin worked to clarify the messy history of the concept of affordances and aligned this post-cognitivist and ecological view of human action with complexity, activity theoretical, and distributed views of language learning that could, and in my view should, more substantially inform CALL research and development.

Schulze and Scholz (Chapter 4) outlined a compelling research paradigm that argued for understanding CALL as a complex adaptive system, one that is non-linear, interconnected, characterized by variability, and which integrates learner-computer interactions with language learning processes and theories. I was particularly pleased to see explicit attention to innovative theories of language structure and development, such as construction grammar, usage-based linguistics, and emergentism, which they contend are commensurable with complexity theory as an ontological base, and with sociocultural theory as a framework for understanding and analysing processes of human development.

Levy and Caws (Chapter 5) ambitiously addressed the challenge of integrating macro contextual factors (curricula, preexisting levels of technical competence and varying levels of technical support, the availability of technology, systems thinking, school policy, and the like) with learners’ discrete educational experiences in technology-mediated interaction. In particular, the authors advocated for a movement toward normalization (e.g., Bax, 2011) that would situate CALL as a routine, supported, expected, and tightly integrated aspect of the broader
system of constraints and affordances that comprise instructed and institutionally located language learning. This preferred future view of CALL as seamlessly interwoven with non-CALL activities is a obvious telos for instructed language learning environments, and while not explicitly mentioned in the chapter, achieving normalization in this sense has the potential to tremendously increase the ecological validity of language educational practice (Thorne, 2013) in view of the ubiquity of mediated and non-mediated cognitive and communicative activity that increasingly comprise everyday contexts.

The second section of the volume moved toward methodologies, approaches, and case studies that all built upon the intensive capture and analysis of learner behaviours and/or communicative activity. Specific approaches included learner modelling, screen capture, eye-tracking, video-based analysis of gesture in video conferencing settings, and corpus analytics. Heift (Chapter 6) described learners’ varying rates of the use of instructional scaffolding (here, help features, answer look-up behaviour, and preemptive feedback in an intelligent CALL environment) that reveal insights resulting in better individualizing instruction to accommodate diverse learner types (or learner personas) while also facilitating meeting the needs of individual learners. The three subsequent chapters focused on process-oriented learner data. Hamel and Séror (Chapter 7) discussed video screen capture (VCS) as a way to document learner behaviours that assisted with the continuing development of an online dictionary prototype. They emphasized insights that emerged from the keystroke-by-keystroke process of learners engaged in composition and VCS as a way to objectify and reflect upon the L2 writing process. While the argument is cogently made that VCS is useful as a form of usability testing (and hence helpful for researchers, teachers, designers, and technologists), I was particularly struck by its potential pedagogical value to learners themselves as a way to objectify and more powerfully self-regulate their composition process, potentially taking the form of students producing a think-aloud account as they watch their own composition process unfold.

As has been discussed elsewhere (e.g., O’Rourke, 2008; Smith, 2010), the interaction record of online communication is important (a log file of text chat, for example), but also somewhat thin in that the temporality of allocation of attentional resources is largely unknown. Eye-tracking techniques (Stickler, Smith, & Shi, Chapter 8) contribute to better understanding gaze within the visual field as it relates to reading, text production, and by proxy, aspects of language processing, all of which open up new possibilities for investigating real-time L2 use and learning. In a related vein, Cohen and Guichon (Chapter 9) embraced the issue of developing more holistic units of analysis for investigating video-based online intercultural exchange. They addressed methodological approaches, specifically multimodal analysis, which incorporate spoken interaction with gesture, gaze,
and bodily orientation in order to more fully situate text-based corpus data for purposes of SLA research. Chanier and Wigham (Chapter 10) continued the focus on uses of corpora in CALL and proposed a staged methodology for structuring and sharing (in an open data repository) LCI for purposes of teacher professional development, SLA research, and more broadly, corpus linguistic investigations of computer-mediated communication.

As will be apparent to readers, this is an ambitious volume that presents fresh and innovative perspectives. It repositions CALL as a design-based process involving the engineering of technology enhanced learning environments and their subsequent iterative improvement via the empirical investigation of learner-computer interaction data. Numerous methodologies and digital tools support LCI research in the service of ameliorating the efficacy of technology-enhanced learning. As described in this volume, these include eye-tracking, intelligent CALL environments, video screen capture, and procedures for creating multimodal annotations of corpus data, all of which help to emplace conventional CALL data sources, such as the textual interaction record, in more fine-grained context. Theoretically, this volume is tightly aligned with contemporary approaches to language structure and human development, with significant and well-integrated treatments of dynamic systems theory, usage-based linguistics, ecological psychology, cultural historical theories of artefact mediation, educational ergonomics, and the interplay of micro and macro dimensions of learner-computer interaction.

For practitioners and researchers working in the areas of applied linguistics, CALL, and L2 education, this volume has provided numerous sign posts guiding us forward on the path of creating more developmentally effective technology-mediated learning environments. The hard work, of course, begins now.
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This book focuses on learner-computer interactions (LCI) in second language learning environments drawing largely on sociocultural theories of language development. It brings together a rich and varied range of theoretical discussions and applications in order to illustrate the way in which LCI can enrich our comprehension of technology-mediated communication, hence enhancing learners' digital literacy skills. The book is based on the premise that, in order to fully understand the nature of language and literacy development in digital spaces, researchers and practitioners in linguistics, sciences and engineering need to borrow from each others' theoretical and practical toolkits. In light of this premise, themes include such aspects as educational ergonomics, affordances, complex systems learning, learner personae and corpora, while also describing such data collecting tools as video screen capture devices, eye-tracking or intelligent learning tutoring systems. The book should be of interest to applied linguists working in CALL, language educators and professionals working in education, as well as computer scientists and engineers wanting to expand their work into the analysis of human/learner interactions with technology communication devices with a view to improving or (re)developing learning and communication instruments.